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ABSTRACT
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These four.self,-coniained home economIcs miniuiits oW
career exploration are.part of a set of 21 designed to provide/middle
school/junior high boys and girls opportunities to explore seieral
.areaS of study within a 6-, 9-, or 12-week period Of instruction.
-.Units are 'designed ito be free of sex-role,Stereotypimg and aTe
identified as level 1 (suggestedlor"-grades 6-7) or level II
(suggested for. grades 8-9). The-suggested time required for
completion of;.a.unit varies from 3 to 9 weeks, -those Ancoxporating
laboratory\experience requiring 6 to 9 weeks. Titles andidevels of
these four units are: What Do PeOple.Do All Day? (level :II); Looking
at Food Service (level II); Enjoying and Understanding Young dlildren
(level II); aid Jobs: Sewing and Selling (level II). Each unit is
composed of: (1) an introductory page that includes arief
description of the focus of the unit, a statement of f'ationale and.
objectives, aid suggested.grade.level.aild tine for completion; (2)
the body of the unit composed of conceptual coiteniAStatements which
identify the concepts and generalizations releVant Ao the objectives)
aid the suggested learning approach,,and (3) support material', which
identifies by number and,page the suggested Materials to be used in

Impil-teacher interaction (Some:materials are included; some are to°.
be secured from the source identifiecrat the end' of ihe unit)..A
brief synopsis of all 21 miniunits plus descriptions of the
development and field testing of.the units are/included. (HD)
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Curriculum development is a continuous and unending activity. Respon
and concerned classröom teachers and other educators through their own ini
undertake activities directed toward the improvement of curriculum. In ad
Icom time to time changes 2.ccur in the societal context whi.ch provide spec
impetus for serious and considered attention to the questions of what ough
young people 'to become and how can curriculum contribute to the developmen
valued capabilities.

ible
iative
ition,
al
of

En 1972, the Minnesota State Board of Fducation.issued a\policy itat ent
indicating their commitment tO the provision,of equal educational cioportun'ty
The Board recommended that sex role stereotyping and \all practicds
f9r a,11.
which perpetuate sexual stereotyping in school programs be elimnated. Thd re
'hommendation'further indicated that ,FTrop iate action be undertaken to eliminate
sex bias from curricular and instructional materials used in'eleMentary.and
secondary schools. In 1974, a contractual agreement was,initiated by.the Division
of VocationalTechnical Education of the Minnesota State Department of EduCstion
withthe Department of VocationalTechnical Education and the Id:vision of Home
Economics.Fducation of the University of.MinneSatator the-purposeof develbping
curricular materials in h'iSme economics which'would provide equal educational
opportunities forboys and girls at middle school/junior, high Schoo4. level.
,

.

Audrey Grote, Vocational Program Super:H-3pr for Consumer Homemaking, served
P Education to the project.
as the representative of the State Departmen
Dr. Roxana Ford, chairperson of the Division of, Home Economics Education,. Univer7
Helen Henrie, instructor in
'sity of MinnesOta, waS director of the project.
home economics education, University of Minnesota, served as leader for the sev
eral developmental phases of the project. Twentyfour junior high school home
economics teachers participated in the development, field trial and revisioh of
the units. Additional junior high/middle schoolteachers participated in the

field tria1f the units.
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DEVEDOPMENT OF CURRICULAR MATERIALS
Selection of Teacher Writers:

Middle school/junior high school home economics'teachers throughout the
state were surveyed in 1974 to determine their ipterest in and need for cur.,
ricular materials in home economics whichwould'be 'free of sex role stereotyping. A number of the respondenteindicated that the home economics program in their,schdol would be integrated during.the 1975-76 school year., Further'more, they expressed a need for curricular materlals which wotild present tasks
associated with home and family living as:appropriate for females and dales.
Approximately 30 respondents indicated their interest in participating in the
Home Economic curriculum development project at the middle ichool/junior high
From this group, twenty-four teachers were identified to participate
school level.
in'the deVelopment of matArials and in the field trial of materials in co-!
educational classes.
becision to Develop Mini Units:
A

Data gathered'regarding the scheduling of classeS in home economies at the
middle school/junior high school level indicated that.the semester length offering
:was mbst oftpn used for required and elective,courses in home economicS. The
second most frequently,used scheduling was the year long course followed by tri,smester and quarter-length offeringj.)* This data appeared to reaect'tbe practice
of scheduling girls into home'economics and boys into_industrial education.
reasonible.to.assume
With the introduction of co-educational ciasses it seemed
'I)
that new courses would be of shorter duration in order to accomodate larger
numbevs of students.in the,same facilities and time frame. Turthermore, shorter
units of study seemed to be appropriately matched -6o the developmental.interests
of early adolescents. Therefore, it was decided to develop curricular Materials
which could bp taught in.relatively short-periods of time; ,thus prOviding Students
with.opportun.ities to explore several areas of study within a 6, 9, or 12 week
period.of instruction. The term,mini unit was coined to describe. the Short selfcontained curricular materials which would be desighed to,provide boys and girls
learning opportunities in home economics.
Selection of Mini°Units for Development:
.Curriculum development-inVolveis the consideration of alternatives'and the
.As
curriculum
is
planned
the
falowing
making of choices adiongthose alternatives.
questions arise:
What changes in pupil behavior or chpabilities ought to i'esult frOm the experiences Atich comprise the curriculum?
What,knowledge, skills and attitudes are necessary for pupils to develop if
."
the objecItives of curriculum.are to be accOmplishee r
accompiishing
the ob.
What approaches to learning will assiSt students in
jectives of.the curriculUm?
What.means can be used to determine wh'ether students have accomplished the
objectives of curriculum?
For this,Answers to these questions may,be formulated in a varidfy of 'ftys.
project the teacher-writers from various locations in'the state participated in
a series of Meetings at which time the following basis for curriculum development
were examined: conceptions,of the learner and the learning process, dtveIopmental
characteristics of the early adolescent, current societal Conditions and purposIs
of the field of home economics. As a result of this study the following point, of
.

,

A

4

view-regarding the purpose of instruction in home economics at"the middle school/
junior high school level was developed..
-

It is assumed that individuals, both female and male, have the.right to
Furthermore, the individual is viewed as possessing the
full self-deyelopment.
The indi
ual is
Potential for the'development of a variety of capabilities.
h and
Gr
considered an active agent in directing her or his own development.
development of dapgbilities, is believe'd to result when the individual interacts
As the4ndividual interacts with the environment, he or with the environment.
she isLcapable of developing-meaningful knowledge and
of interrelating and or.4.:
ganizing knowledge. The\develqping person is cgrisidered capable of complex behilviOr involving consideAing ideas simultaneousTy, ordering theM and,adapting them
This conception of the learner as self-directing,
to meet new situations.
possessing the potential far, continuous growth and development, and capable of
exercising intelligence in coping with life circumstances appears to be consistent
with a society which is dedicated to and dependent upOn the-development of free,
rational,' and responsible individuals.

AL

-

Young people of middle- school/junior high school age have reached or are
approaching a stage of deVelOpment whin is characterized by search for individual
ideHtity, new levels of physical maturatioH, desire for group acceptance, and
the 4velopment ofintellectual abilities related to problem solving andvalue
development. The emergence of these characteristics has implications Tor the
development of curricular materials which will'foster in students comprehension
Furthermore, curricular
of physical and social environment in which they live.
materials which woild be consistenp with theSe capabilities would develop. students'ability to make'infOrmed and reasoned deo sions and to/execute them effec-

tively.
,

The desirability of assisting young peoplie o cievevp these capabilities
Individuals in the'onditions.
becomes more apparent in the cont.eXt, of societ
currently complex and ever-Changing society f allit) life sivations for which there
are few, if any, satisfactory-ready made solutiots.

"
Among the areas of living in which individuall are required to seek solutiOns_
and assume personal.decision Making power are those.which have as their focal
As individuals malse personal decisions
points personal, home arid family life.
and interact witti family members, other indlvidualso and groups, conditions are
Furthermore, when indiviplibiticed.which-affect the well-being oT those invollied.
duals interact with objects and materials which are related to the home and perform tasks associated with home and,family living, conditions are.produced which
Simply stated, ttle decisions of individuals
affect the development' of .1cople.
regarding what to do and what not to do in,the realms of personal!, home/and family
life result in conditions which may be beneficial to the deyelopment of huMan
potential or may be detrimental to that development.. With theseOdeas in mind
it was judged that curricular.materials*in home ecbnomics at %Ile- middle otchool/
junior high.school level woAld fost41-- seif.development'and.providefor equal
educational opportunity if t\i,ey provided opportunities for boya and girls to
consider-the roles they May assume as family members, Consumers and wage.varners
in hame economics related occupations, and.if they encouraged.boys,and girls to
explore decisi,on making taqks related to personal, home and family living.
w

The developmentakcharacteristics of young people,..current societal context
and knowledge of the field of 'home economics, were used as guides in_Zhe identification of decision making tasks likely to be experienced by middle school/
junior high school students. ThrOugh a process of consUltation/which invcaved Audrey
Grote, Helen Henrie and the teacher-Lwriters, 25 mini units welre selected for
4

development.

7

Tht development and writing stage of the project was carriod.on from August'
During thi9 tim.e, materials underwent swoora1 revisions
1974,through March 1975.
and copies were prepared for field trial. Twenty-Lwo units were completely developed.
Arrangement fer field trial of the mini units were begun in Novomher 1974.
A 'letter inviting participation in the field trial was sent to middle-ischool/
To the group of 131 teach1er6 who.
junior high school home economitsteachers.
responded indiCating an interest in the field trial, 205 miniunits were dittriAt the close of the field trial in June 1975, ninety-five Urtits'had been
buted.
ach of the mini units had been used
returned with completed field trial data.
were used in six to eig4t,
Several Un
with at,...leaPt,51Re group of students.
A total of
was 13..20.
classes. The'average nlimber of field trials
3,566 students participated in the field t al. Sev ty-eight percent were female
e mini unitwere'completed
Evaluations of
and twenty-two percent were males
onnaire. Responses from the
by the teachers and the.students responded to an o
teachers and students were considered in the revi on bf the mini units.

Revision of the mini units included the fo owing activities. Evaluative
A constatements from the field test teachers and st ents were summarized.
ference was held with each teacher-writer to e amihe the evaluations and identify
further modifications which would enhance the units. The final revision of,the
units was,Carried out by the project leader and assistants.
Throughout the development of the mini units a conscious effort was made
to eliminate sex role stereotyping. The decision-making tasks and the related
body of knowledge 4hich are focal points of the mini units are those engaged
Furthermore, all tasks are presented ab appropriate for
in by females and males.
both men and women. FeMales and males are depicted as sucCessfuland-unsuccessful.
The major portion of
Members of both sexes,are depicted in a variety Of roles.
the conceptual content related to'the various decisionAasks applies equally, to
females and males.. Fork example, clean hands, clean,clothing and hygienlc
-OractiCes reduce the likelihood of,c1pntimination of food. AlsO1 a child's third
Coordination of large muscles
year is one of physical growth arildevelopment.
develops and the child is capable of running, riding a tricycle, and carrying
Alarge, lightweight objects. . Small muscle coordination alsO develops and the f
elf with greater skill and handles other objects with
chil d. fedS herself/h'
better coordination. when a difference in'empirical knowledge occurs"
and iSsrelated'to sex, statements which describe or apply to males and females
are identified.
I

Format:of the Mini Unit:

Each mini unit is composed of-an introductory page:, the body of the unit;
and a section of support nigterials: jhe introductory page provides an,overview of
the' unit,'iricluding a brief descriptlion of the focus of the unit, a statement,of
.rationaler the objectives, suggested grade level, and an estimation.of the time
required for completion Ofeinstruction. The body of the mini'unit is Composed
.of.three sections. 'The P6nceptual Content contains .stateMents which'identify
the concepts and generalizations which are_relevant to the exploration and under, standing of the areas of study and achievement of the objectives.. The-P.Up4-11,
Teacher Interaction describes the'particular approach to learning which is being
' suggested. irhe role.pupils and teacher in,carrying out/the activities are
The Support Material
identified together with-the support materials to be used.
1

'

0

15,

_section identifies by number and page the suggested materials which can be
In.some instances, a copy of the material
'N....pad in the Tupilteacherlinteraction.
is provided am; in other instances the material is to be secured from a source
identified in t e reference section which appears at the end of each mini unit.
res a e not ihcluded in the mini units as time did not allow '
Evaluation proc
,.
for the development of his aspect of the materials.
\
level I or level II. Level I.units provide
no prior-formal educational experience on
7.'
units are suggested for grades 6
introduce new learnings in various decision.
The suggested
9..
Students in grades 8
9 weeks.
Units
time required for completion of a unit of-stucly varies from 3
which incorporate considerable, laboriatoryexperience require 6. 9 weeks.

fied as
The mini units_us,i e
learnings in an area and assume
'the part of the students.. These mini
Level II units extend., learnings and
areas. These units-are suggested for

-

-
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Career Exploration

Unit Title:

Suggested Time:

Waal Do People Do All Dv?

In an effort to allow young p °pie
to explore lifestyles, this unit emphasles. n
investigation of those activities carried on
/
within the home, at one's ehosen-occupation and
during leisure time.. The unit att'empts to help
young people,understand the relationship between
choices made and the resulting lifestyle. Stu
dents.are alerted to the personal power they
can exercise to develop a desirable and satis
fying lifestyle. ,An exploration.of home econo
"mi:cs wage'earning occupations and the occupation
of consumerhomemaker aro included.
Unit FOCUJ:

3 wmeks.

111

Level:

II

'

Unit Titlel

Educhtjonal Background:
required.

fi

Suggested Time:

Looking at Food Service

Unit Focus:. The focus of this'unit is the ex
ploration of various food service occupations.
.Through study trips and simulated.experiences,
students have the opportunity ,to become ac
quain*d.wth several occupations related to
the preparation and service of food in quan
Instruction is planned to familiarize
tity.
students'withOthose areas of study which are
1;asic to several food 'service occupations.
Included are-sanitation, service of- food, safety,
job satisfactions and preparation for various
Basic food preparation techniques, use
.jobs.

None.

Level:

Edu
'su

6 weeks.

II

onalBackground:

It is

ted that this unit be
to boys aria girls who have
taug
a basic understanding of food
preparation and have some
familiarity with food preparation
from an experiential base.

af equipment and cost control are included in
the unit but are-nOt major points of emphasis.

Unit Title:

Enjoying and Understanding Young
Children

The care and guidance of young
children is the 4eme of this unit. Direct
experience with prevhool children is suggested
as a primary learning experience. The activi
ties and procedures carried out with the chil
dren,in the preschopl are considered in terms
of their effect on the development of the young
Attention.is directed to career oppor
child.
tunities related to child care.
Unit Focus:

8

1 .1

Suggested Time:

Level:

6

9 weeks.

II

Educational Background:
required..

None

(cont

Career F,x )Iorat,

'Unit Titl:
Unit Focus:

John:

.

!Iewing and Selling

Suggested Time:

6 weeks.

The clothing industry in used t\pl

a vehicle tointroduce students to the economic
system and the role of )roducers and cogswricrs.
An item made from textiles is selected by :Au
dents and teacher to he produced :in the class
room and sold. Students participatein making
managerial. decisions and perform tasks as pro
duction workers in a simulated factr8ry. ,Job
applications, intervieWs, and time work records
are,completed by students.
Attention hi given
to satisfactions associated with various jobs.
Students have some opportunity to develop
seWing.

Level:

II

Educational Background: It is
assumed that students have some
backgvound_in clothing'con
struetion and limited experience
in,the opetstion of the sewing
Kaching.
If students have had
no experience, the suggested
time should be extendeTI
2
weeks.

Clothing and Text,iles

Unit 1:itle:

Suggested Time:

Clothing Care and Repair

Unit Focus: .Clothing storage, laundry and 4mple
Attention to"prOcedures and the effect
repair.

3 weeks.

2

Level:.I

.of procedures on the appuarance and lire of
wearing apparel.
Educational Background:
rt,quird.

Init Title:

.

Pers.onality, Lifestyle and
Clothing.

Suggested Time:

Unit Focus: Clothing selection fOrA,he indi
vidual is the Vntral theme of the unit. At
tention is givAla to the functions of clothing
and the,influence of values in the process of,
selecting clothing. An introdUction to ward
Opportunities
robe planning.is incorporai,ed.
are provided for students to examine and observe
actual fabricsand garments. These experiences
are used to develop understanding of the elements
of color, texture and line as they relate to
clothing design and selection.

3 weeks.

2

Level:
,r

Educational Background:
required:
,

411.

.

12

None

,0

I

None

:Cthjg and Textiles

(cont.

-

*lit: Title:

Corisumer Clothing

Alternative methods of aCquiring
clothing are explored in terms of resources:re-,
and problems or risks involve& Knowledge,
quit
.of4 it properties of4texti1t fiberd and:,informstibn rovided-by textile product labele.are presentgd as resources useful in acquiring clothing
whether
clothing is punchased ready-made or selfIndicators of qualiV in garment'
constrdoted.
'cOnstruction areidentified,. and Students have
.fthe.opportunity'io examine.andrcompare garments
for quality of construction. 'Attention is giyen
to factors which affect-prides charged and the
xelationship of price and qualiiy. Experignces
yare.provided which endourage students to relate
:factual information to Clothing acquisition pro
blems and decision making.

IhitiKas:

,

Consumer Fehavior

Unit Title:

SuggestedIimel

.

3 weeks.

0

Level:

II

Educational Background: :Norie
.reguired.

-

Suggested Time:

Consumer Decision Making

Unit FOcus: Consumer decision making is approaChed as an activity directed toward the
satisfaction of needs and one which is influenced
by a variety of factOrs including the.knowledge
It is guggested
and..valuee of,the consumer.
that students select a, consumer decision making project which can serve as a point of reference for the learni:pge,incorporated-in the
unit. Class activities focus,on understanding
the relationship of various factor's to consumer
decision making. Merchandising practices,including packaging, labeling, advertising arid
pricirig are studied'as well as other sources'
of information available to the consumer. Students have the opportunity to participate in
the several phases of.consumer decision making.

13

Level:

3 - L. weeks.

II

Educational Background:
',required.

None

a

iOonsumer Behavion

Unit Title:

(cont.)

Suggested Time:

Dealing 144h Dollars

Unit Focus: The unit intrOduces students to
the functions of money ih meeting needs and
-wants of individuals% EXperienCes in.the unit
provide opportunities to develop'understanding
of such concepts as goals,-valueS and resources
4
as they relate to money management behavior.
Saurces,of money iAome and practices.which
increase purchasing power dr extend money ineome;
,are among the concepts presented which enable
the student to examine her/his own money menagement practices.

Unit Title:

Level:

II

Educational Background: ,None
required.

Suggested Time:

Metric Mind

Unit FocuS: The unit Provides a short and"
basic introduction to the metric system of
measurement,- Ehphasis is on learning to think
metrically. The madorpart of the unit includes understanding the basic units of measurement in the metric.sYstrem and their interrelationship. Students have some opportunity
o use the metric system in simple problems.
Activities.in sections are designtd to acquaint
the student's with the use of té metric'system
in the role of consumer and homehaker.

2 7 3. weeks.

Level:

2 weeks.

I or II

Educational BaCkground:
required.

None

Nutrition and FoodTreparation
a

Unit

Suggested Time:

Good Health Througli Nutriti-on:

2 - 3 weeks.

How Do You Measure Up?
Unit Focus: The basic food nutrients and their
effect on the health and. well-being of individuals is the central theme of the unit. Through
experiences in-the unit, students have the opportunity to become familiar with the Recommended
Daily Dittary Allowances for the basic nutrients,
and. fql, sources for those nutrients. The caloric
value in foods and the relationship of calorie
intake to calorie output is studied. As the nutrients are Studied, students will either test
food samples for nutrient content or see demonstrations of tests for nutrients. Opportunities
are provided for students to taste foods which'
supply nutrients in significant amounts'and to'
determine from reliable sources' the 'nutrient and
caloric value of foods.
.
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Level:

I

Educational Background:
reqUired.

None

Nutrition and Food PreparatiOn

(cont.)

,

Unit Title:

Nutrition:

Buying anieSelling

s which.will
provide adequate nourishment is' he focus of
nce food,
Factors which inf
this unit.
commended
Daily
choices are identified.
as a guide to
Dietary Allowance is introd
Nutritional
labeling,
theaelection.of foods.
food fads.and fallacies, food advertisements
and food,prices,are examined.to determine their
usefulness in'.1he select/ion of kgods which pro-7
vide essential nutrieny's:: Experiences incorporated.in the unit provide opportunity for
students to observe,/desdribe, clifferentiate,
compare, and formulate generalizations.

..Unit.Foctilip..-The selection of fo

.

'Level:

3 weeks.-

II

onal Background: LearnEduc
ings in t.he unit assume previous
study.of nutrition. -

!

(-

Unit Title:

Suggested'Itime:

Suggested Time:

Fo4ds With Taste Appeal

Unit Fouds: Ale unit provides an introduction
to learnings/which are basic to the preparation
of foods tyat are nutritious and appealing to
the appetite. DemOnstrations,'filMs and il-,.
-lustratpd presentations areUsed.to help students
develop'learnings related,to nutritionl sanitdtion,/p6rsonal hygiene, safety; standardiaed
recipes, food prtparation equipment and.principles for the preparation of selected foods.
Laboratory experiences are suggested which,will
provide direct experience With the various),learnings.

level:

4 weeks.

I

I.

i

,

Unit Title:

Suggested. Time:

Enjoying Outdoor Cookery

Unit Focus: Three types of outdoor food preparation'settings provide an organizational
structure for student activities in the class room'and outdoors. Principles of food storage,
preparation and.serving are included in the unit.
Meat; vegetable and pasta cookery principles
are presented with attention to adaptations to
outdoor facilities.. The preparation of quick
breads, desserts and beverages frokrecipes
adaptted to outdoor preparation are included.
The basic nutrients and their functions.are
incorporated in the unit as various types of
food which provide those nutrients-are studied.
Laboratory lessons are interspersed throughout
the unit. It is suggested that several preparation and serving experiences be performed
in the outdoof settings.
1

EduCational Background:
required._

12

Level:

Nohe

6 weeks.

II

Educational Background: ,This
unit is appropriate,for students
who have completed'basic food
preparation and nutrition
courses.

%a

kousina'

Unit Title:

A Space for Living

.

Unit Focus: The aiM of the unit.is to develop
students' awareness, of the environments in which
they live sand to develop their ability to modi
fY those environments-in Ways which will satisfy
Particular attention is directed,to such
needs.
aspects of home environment as color, line
pattern, arrangement of furpishings, utiliza
tion of space and care of space qpd furniture.
EXperiences are incOrporated in Which students
have the oppdrtunit to simulate choice making
and -conaider effects which result from choices
made.

Suggested Time:

Level:

4 weeks.

II

None

Educational Background:
required.

Personal Develorment
Unit Title:

Suggested Time:

Grooming and You

Unit Focus: Personal appearance, grooming
practices, and_the_ch ipe.of personal grooming
intd of the unit. The
practices are focal
ding skin,
care of physical feat es
eriences are'
hair, and nails, is s udie
te
the.
evelopment
of,
provided which illust
groomingliractices ove time and the relationship
of selected practices o cultural norms and
physical health. The selection of personal care
products is used as a% means.of introducing stu
dents to consumer deci ion making.

Unit Title:

Becoming a Person
Process

A Lifelong

.

Unit Focus: This unit s directed to helping
students develop a real stic and favorable self
Experiences i the unit encourage stu7
concept.
dents to accept themsel es and seek opportunities
for growth and developm nt of pdrsonal potential.
as trustworthy, capable
Individuals are presen
and able to exercise se determination in
Conforming and
regard to personal devel opment.
at/ereotyping as ways of ehaving are examined
in terms of the probable effects on personal
Students h ve some opportunity
development.
to exercise independent hinking and express
personal ideas through v lue clarification and
communidation exercises.

1

13

..weeks.

Level:

'Educational Background:
required.

Suggested Time:

Level:

2

None

3 weeks.

I

Educational Background:
required.

None

'Personal DeVelopment

(cont.)
$7

_

Unit Title: Making the-Most of YoUr Resour es

Saggested Time:

Unit Focus: This unit introduces atudents to the
management process. The meabings of the con
cepts, goals, resources and values are devel ped

LeVel:

as well as the interrelationships-of these on

Underst ding,YoUrself-and Human
Sexualit

I

Educational Background: ,None
required.

cepts in the several phases of.the managemen
process. Several activities in the unit pr
vide opportunities for students to work thr
planning, controlling and'evaluating phases
the process4

Unit Title:

2 weeks.

.

Suggested Time:

3

4 weeks..
ki

Level: If

Unit Focus: 'The-unit Int*duCes students,to
sexuality as a part Of \human''development. At
tention is given to the physiological componen s
of-sexual development and to the. attitudes and
feelings about sex which develop as individual
mature. .The unit provides accurate informakio
regarding:the physiological development of
The various
sexuality in females and males.
modes of sexual behavior and the pibbable con6equences of these behaviors are examined. ,
eriendes are incorporated which ,enpourage th
student to think through possible courses of,"
action in regard to sekual behavior and the con
sequencas of those actions.

Educational Background:
required.

None

\

Unit Title:

Suggested.Time:

You and Your Family,

Unit Focus: The, unit is designed to'enhance the
students' understanding and appreciation of the
family as a unit of interdependent individuals
whose interactions re'sult in environments which

affect the development and wellbeing of indi
The unit attethpts to develop students'
awarenessof the potq.ntial of families of
varying structures for meeting the needs of
familk members. A problem solving strategy
is introduced.as a framework for the examination
and consideration of problems which ,family mem
bers may experience as they interact with each
other. Students have the opportunity to select
a concern of interest to them and work through
the problem solving strategy in regard to.that.
Communication exercises and values
coriCern.
clarification activities.are incorporated
vidilals..

in,the problemsolving strategy:
14

.

3

6 weeks.

Level: I

Educational Background:
required.

None

Persontl Development

alit Title:

(cont.)

,Suggested Time:

Learning to Care, for Children

r

Unit Focus: The unit introduces the student to'
the concept of child carp. Children. from
infancy-to preschool age 4a.re presented as develop
'ing individuals. The responsibilities Of the
child care person (baby sitter) and the proce
dures used with children are considered in terms.
of their effects on the welfare and development
of.the hild. Etployeremployee relationships
and- responsibilities'are considered. An over

Level:

-

.

'

Educational Background:

None,

'required.

,

view of other ca,l(e'ers 'related to the field of

child care is inCluded.

J

I. 8
15

f
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TITLE: WHAT DO-PEOPLE DO ALL DAY?

FOCUS: Ir an effort to allow young people- to explore lifestyles, this unit emphasizes an investigation
of those tivities carried on within the home, at one's chosen occupation and during leisure time.
The unit attempts to help young people understand the relationship betwesn choices made aril'
the resulting, lifestyle. Students are alerted to the personal power they can exercise to develop
a desirable and satisfying lifestyle. An exploration of home economics wage earning occupations
and the occupation of consumer-homemaker are included.
RATIONALE: Individuals in a democratic society are expected to assume respon.sibility for decisions
expected to assume
regarding the purpose and direction of their lives. Furthermore, they
. Decisions regarding
responsibility'for the consequences of decisions made and actions ta
individual 0 leisure
the roles to be assumed as a consumer-homemaker, a wage-earner and
are significant in extablishing piirpos&, direction and meaning to life. Decisions which frye such
far reaching effectS on indiiiiduals and society ought not to be left to chance. This unit provides
a series of experientes which encourages the stutlent to explore her or his own poten al, the
demands of various work roles, and the interaction between worker, work and lifestyl .
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Comprehension of the concept'of lifestyle
Comprehension of the tasks and work roles asso lated with consumer-home akirig
Comprehensibn of the tasks and work roles as iat'ed with wage-earning oc4ipations r
home economics
Comprehension of the concept of leisure and le ure rdbivity
ComPiehension of the effects on lifestyle resulting from fusing of the multiple rolep
Comprehension of the relattbriship of personal qualities to,,selection of work roles as a
consumer7homemaker
ComPrehension of the relationspip of personal qualities to selection of work roles in various
clusters of home economics related ocCupations
AwirenesS of Personal characteristics, interests andabilities
wareness of the satisfactions and dissatisfactioms which may accompany choices of consumerh,pmernaking roles, wage-earning roles and leisure time activities
illingness to explore a variety of work roles without regard tb sex
ppreciation of contribution of persons i various work roles
.

EDUCA IONAL BACKGROUND:)None require
SUGGESTED LENGTH OF TIME:"3 weeks.

.

evel

I.

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Pre-Teaching: Collect a variety Of newspapers and
_magazines which describe and illustrate the work

and leisure activities of people on the local, state
and national scene.
Select& few interesting, colorful pictures and words
whichlustrate or refer to the various activities in
which people are involved.
Include activities within the home, showing work
plus relationships as well as wage earning occupations.
Be attentive to avoid sex-role stereotyping. Include
items classified as non-prodttctive activities.
Display pictures,-clippingi, etc. on a bulletin board
and give several to each student.
Direct attention to pictures. Ask:
What are the people doing in the pictures?
What tasks do they appear to be-doing?
What activity is being carried out?
Are there sonie other Wks illustrated?
List responses on chalkboard. Continue th question
sthdents to add to the variety of types of tasks
listed.
When tasks repeesentative of the concepts ofwork,
types of work, leisure and hon-work are listed,
continue:
On theighalkboard are listed a number of activities.
Which atiVities would you put together? Why do
those activities belorig together?
Accept studentresponses. Encourage students to
identify reasons for grouping. Write down examples
of activities which belong in the groups students
suggest.

'

Transition: In the next ten minutes write down as
many othergroupings of activities as you can. Be
sure to tell why the activities belong in the same
group.
7ork, circulate to hefp them to identify
As
oqpings of activities.
as
reons
Activities which are grouped together may share
one or more characteristics in common. Through
questioning, encourage students to identify these
similarities.
How are these'tasks alike? Are there other similarities?
How does this group differ from other groups you
have made?
Examples of student groupings-and reasons:
Reasons tasks 4re alike
T ks which are alike
Things I like to do in my
Mhking cookies
spare time
Playing tennis
Things I do very well
Swimming
Things I do to help
-Washing dishes
around the home.
Mowing the lawn
Things I do to earn
Delivering papers
money
Shoveling snow
Before students have exhausted all of the possible
groupings, share some groupings orally..

4-2
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MATERIAL

SUPPORT

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Which tasks did. you put together? How are they
imilar? Did anyone else have a similar group? Are
--ws the reasons. the lamer
'Encourage itmdelfits to identify the reasons for
grouping actiVities.
Record reasons for grouping and illustrative
activities-in the group,

'CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Direct studnts'attention-t the groups whic have

Certain activities are done by
people to maintain biological life
and health. e.g. , sleeping, eating,
cleansing the 1:),ciy. These

.

activities require time and effort.
These activities are tiptful or,helpful
to life.
Certain activities are carried out
by people for themselves or
others to add to the quality of
lite and to meet human needs.
4, homemaking tasks and paid
occupational tasks.
Workis the name given to tasks
or. activities which people undertake
which contribute to the
improverrwt of the lives of
people. Wfflk requires time and
effort.Frequently, a reward or "pay-off"
results from doingWork or being
'involved in work activities.
The pay-off, reward or
satisfaction that accompanies
work may be a sense of personal
accomplishment or fulfillment
and/or material rewards, i.e.,
goods, money, etc.
Tasks or activities which do not
contribute to the improvement
*lives of individuals or society
are not considered work. Actswhich are destructive or

unproductive wally do not

offer lotg-lastehg' satisfaction or
reward.
/
-e.g., bank robbery
plane hijacking
property destruction
shoplifting
fighting
cheating

been formed. Ask:
Can larget groups be made? Wliat makes those
activities similar?
Select several grouPs which illustrate wQrk.tasks. Ask:
He'w might these acpvities tte
Does each activity iii-tfie'ioup.'havte thaqUality?
Are there Othei aCtivities which might be in tided?
Are they similar?
'
I-6w do the activities in thicarottif differ om -those
not in tfie grouping?
Encourage students to identify .ibe charac 'sties
which make up the concePt'of Work, The
also,,,want to differentiate betweil Vferent types

of *ork.

Ask:

Is there a tewant or pay-off that a person gets when
work activities are done?
Does every activity listed have a reward?
What kinds of rewards are associated with work tasks?
How does an individual feel when work has been
completed?
Contrast work which is productive and beneficial
to, people with non-work or non-productive activities.
How are the rewards related to non-productive
activities'different krom those related to productive
activity?
Transition: Direct students' attention to groups of
activities which are likely to be considered leisure.
Ask:
What name is given to these activities?
What do you mean by leisure?
Why might these activities be grouped together?

22
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PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION.

CONCEPT.UAL CONTENT7
.

How do leisure activities differ from Work
activities? Are they similar to work activities?

Activities which the individual
chooses to undertake during
periods of uncommitted time are
called leisure activities.
Leistire assumes that there is
voluntary choice of activity and
a person capable of making a
choice.
Leisure is time to de used according
to the individual's own judgment or
choiCe.

True, leisure is not imposed on the
individual. The person controls the
existence of that time. True lei-sure
is that period of titne which is
highly significant to the individual:
Seturday and Sunday during
the school\year and holidays.
Enforced leisure is time freed from,
work acthrity through action ofsan
outside force rather than by
ehoice or action of the individual.
e.g., leisure created by illness or
job retirement.
,

-

Assume that haking cookies is a leisure time activity
for you. Indicate your pleasure,or displ asure if the
foJtowing happe'ned as yott were pre mg and baking
i es .

A tha bs-up sign meanS pleasure.
A thumbs:down sign means displeasure..
As the cookiig were ready for the oven, you
suddenly cannot remember if you put in the right
amount of sugar.
You sample a cookie hdt out of the oven. It is o.k.
Your Dad comes in and says, "Why is this kitchen
such a
Someone walks through the kitchen, samples a
cookie and sWays, "Not bad. Hope you are baking
ot, lots."

It takes 25 minutes to clean up.
The last pan of cookies is slightly burned.
You have tbree dozen unburned cookies to take to
Your Mom comes in and says, "Those three
dozen cookig you made would cost $2.75 at the
bakery."
Leisure activi.ties have the potential
of being both satisfying and
dissatisfying.
blisure activities vary in terms of
the contribution they make to the
individual and groups of people.

What dOes the example of baking cookies as a
leisure activity tell about rewards of pay-offs from
leisure activities.
Transition:iDirect students to list three activities
they have observed people doing which might he
leisure activities for the person.
4-4
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Any specific activity which i4
productive and beneficial to the
mdividual, and -Society May be

viewed by one individual as work
activity and by another individual
as leisure activity.
i.e.i fishingrand hunting Was
viewed by Native Americans
'as work necessary to maintain
life, but, today, it is
Onsidered- by many Americans
ak leisure not essential to
provide food for a living.

'PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

MATERIAL

Answe; the foking -questions about one ofthe
leisure activities:

What reasons might the person have kir doing this
activity?
4ow doesothe activity help the person?
How does the activity help other peopile?
Would this particular activity be a leisure activity
tor you? Why?

PreTeaching: Prepare copies of Activity Clocks.
Prepare copies of Summary Sheet and ,classroom
Chart.

S.M.1
S.M.2

S.M.3.

Prepare Time, Choices arid Lifestyle Visua).
S.M.4

Lifestyle or a way of living is
produced by The choices an
individual makes. Choices are
made regarding the \several kinds
of work activities and leisure
activities.

Transition: Digplat Time, Choices and Lifestyle
Visual.- The circle that you see stands for the time
an individbal has to live. No one.kAws how long
he or She may live and so time is equal for all people.
The way in which individuals choose to use time is
different. These shapes stand for the types of
activities to which people mighl choose to devote
time.
Display colored labeled shapes and e'xplain meaning
of lifestyle.
Transition: In the next experience, each of you will
have a Charie to learn about a person's lifestyle by
-

asking:

What do you do all day?
Give students copies of activity 'clocks. Explain
procedures for data collection. Practice interviewing.
and recording data. Students may take role of person
being interviewed and teacher can role play interviewer.
Exchange roles and have another student interview a
student or teacher.
Help students to identify someone they will interview.
Interviews are to be done as an mit-of-class activity.
Transition: What did you find out about the person
you interviewed? Share general comments.
To get a more complete picture of the lifeAyles of the
people interviewed, we will summarize the information
in,chart form.
Giive each. student a copy of the individual summary
sheet. Acquaint students with the categories of

activities andpethod of tabulating information..
Usirig student collected information,-work through
the tabulation for,several sets Of information.

24.
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Circulate and guide inaividu4students in this
activity. As individual, students compklete

tabulations, direct them to enter this data on
the Classroom-Chart. When Classroom Chart
is complete, begin examination of inforrvation
with pne of the time and activity catekories
whieh will be of interest to students. Ask:
What do you notice about the amounl. Of time
devoted to this type of ativity?
Is the amount of time similar for many of the
people who were interviewed?
What is the range of time dAllited to thistype of
activity?
4
What might evplain the range of time'? .
Does an individual have a choicelabout the amount
of time-he/she might devote to activities of this tyPe?
Could the time devoted to the actixiity be lessened?
How much? Under what conditions?

-

The amount of time an individual
devotes to activities related to maintaining biological life can be
lessened to some extent° without
harm to the individual.
The activities and time'Kequired to
°perform them cannot be eliminated
without harm to the individual.
Some of these activities or parts of
them may be done by someone
other than the individual person,
then time and, effort may' be
-4

Could the tasks be eliminated? Why? Why not?
.

.

-.\

conserved.
e.g., washing of hair, shaving, caring
for nails.
'

Guide students in the examination of information
through discussion based on questions similar to
thOse in the preceding section.
,

.4; The amount.of time-devoted to
activities in the role of consumerhomemaker, may be increased or
decreased due to the choicesmade regarding that work role!'
Many of the tasks done in the role
of consumerhomemaker may be
done by s'omeone other than the
individual who benefits from

them.
i.e., food preparation

laundry
purchase of consumer.goods
home maintenance
Many of the tasks done in the role
of consumer-homemaker are directly
related to maintaining health and
well-heing and cannot be
eliminated without harmful
effects to individuals.
The manner in which these
activities are carried out affectsthe health and well being of individuals..

4-6
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PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Individuals may choose the work
rales and activities they undertake
as members of a household. Both
women and men do some
homemaking tasks.
The amount of time devoted to
activities in the role of paid
,emploYees varies depending upon
the responsibilities assigned to,and
assumed by the worker.
The American.economic system
and social and technological conditions
have;madewage earning employment
part`Of many lifestyles.
Individuals may choose the work
roles and activities they undertake
as self-employed or paid employees.
Not every man or woman works
as a paid employee.
The amount of.time devoted to
leisure activities may vary
greatly among individuals.
The availability of some time
which can be devoted to leisure
activity appears to be related to
health and well being of people.
Individuals may choose the
activities they will undertake
during leisure time.
Pre-Teaching: Arrange for several young.adults to
visit class and be interviewed by students. Interviews
are to illustrate the choice making between two or
more alternatives and the effects or consequences
of the particular choices on other decisions and lifestyle.
Interview questions may be focused on decisions related.
to
1. Choice among particular paid occupations
2. Choice among consumer-homemaking ivork roles
3. Choice among leisure time activities
Asilkuests talk with class members, the following
questions may help to identify values which have
influenced choice making.
The' values an individual holds
(ideas regarding what is.good,
worthwhile and desirable) influence
the choices made regarding the
importance of..the various work
and leisure time activities.
The values an individual iiolds
also influence choices amqng
alternative work and leisure
time activities.

How do you feel about the choice you have made
regarding leisure time activities?
What, in particular, do you find satisfying about
that choice?

What are some important things you hope to gain
through leisure time activity?
Do you feel you were able to choose the job at
which you are employed?
What reasons did you have for choosing this particular
job?

23
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'CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

What are the important things you hoped to find
in a job?
Do you want to continue in the same kind of
employment? Why? Why not?
Each of us assumes some responsibility fof kinds
of work as a consumer-homemaker, which tasks
do you particularly enjoy? Why?\
Pre-Teaching: Assemble friaterials to be used by
students to depict their present and future
lifestyles.,
Representation might be done in the form of a
large clock face with activities written in or
depicted in pictures. A collage or time line can
be made.
Guide each student in the preparatiork,Of an
illustration or representation of her/his present
lifestyle. Illustrations.are to show current wage earning
roles, work done in the r ol( of a student, consumerhomemaking work, personal maintenance activities and
leisure activity.
Each student should also attempt to develop an
illustration of her/his litestyles as he/she hopes it
will be in fh'ie to six years.
As students work on the representations of their
present lifestyles and on the lifestyles for the.future,
circulate to students and help therripto clarify their
ideas and express them as completely as they can.
Sample questions which would help students thinkbut not force.them to choose a particular answer

93

.

inClude:

What does this mean?.
Would you really enjoy that kind of activity?
Would you like to do that day after day?
What would have to happen if things were to be
that way?
Where does that idea lead? WIrAillings might

happen if ...?

7/1

What other possibilities are there?
How would this choice affectother, choices?
What mould have to be true if this activity:were to
be part of yOur lifestyle?
Does that choice depend on any other person? Will
it affect anyone else?'
When students have coMpleted this activity as
somO.sharing of lifeatyles may be
desirable. As students share ideas, raise questions
to assist them iri identifying values which-have
influenced their choices.
Pre-Teaching: Prepare case study Sam Talks to the .
Bathtub.
Transiti9n: Prepare visual of Hierarchy of Human
Needs.

!It
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Read case staly Sani Talks to the Bathtub to
students, or prepare a copy of it for students
to read. Ask:
What do you think about Sam and his situation?
Why was Sam upset?
Would you be upset in a similar situation?
*as Sam right in objeCting to cleaning up after
his roommate? Why? Why not?
What are some other household tasks that are part
of everyone's lifestyle?
Who will perform tasks around the home in your

desired lifestyle awhy?

.

Basic human needs are frequently
met or satisfied by and through
activities or work roles assumed
as consumer-homemaker.

In-your present lifestYle, what tasks do you perform?
Your father? Your mother? Other family members?
Record on the chalkboard tasks which students idenfity.
e.g., budgeting money
care of children
cooking meals
washing dishes
housecleaning
dusting
vacuuming
shqoping
ladirdry
shoveling snow
car.repair.
home repair
furniture refinishing
carrying out trash

Which tasks do you believe would affect your
lifestyle least if they were not done?
gib

Mark with an (X) those tasks students identify. Ask:
What would happen if no one did this task far one
day? If it was not done for three days?
What would happen after one week?
How important are these tasks to the health and
well-being of individuals?
Physical needs are those needs
which are biological in nature and
must be satisfied and maintained
for the body to function properly
The need for fpod, clothing,
-shelter, rest and sexual expression
are physical needs.
Security or safety needs are those
which seek to free the individuar.
from threatening or dangerous
situations. The need for security
includes both freedom from

Reveal transparency of Hierarchy of Needs. Explain
meaning of various needs.

Identify ways in which the completion of tasks
associated with consumer-homemaker work roles may
contribute to meeting needs of others as well as self.

phyW litiger and psychological
feEp

Belongingness or love needs Mclude
a desire to have close relattorrships
with individuals and groups in which
rapport, empathy, sympathy, kindness
and mutual trust, exist.
4-9
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Self-esteem needs include a desire
for individual achievement,

competiancy, independence and
freedoin, The desire for a
differential status in which the
individual is able to satisfy other
need,s is related to the need for
self-eateem.
Seleactualization refers to the
human being's desire to develop
to her/his fullest potential. The
need is initiated by a desire to grow
psychologically, creatively and
productively.
Cognitive needs are thdbe in which
5 person has a desire to know, to
understand and to explain elements
Of life. Cognitive needs may be
exhibited as curiosity and search
for knowledge and meaning.
Aesthetic needs are described as a
desire for order, symmetry, and
beauty.
According to Abraham.H. Maslow's
theory of human needs, one's needs
are organized in a hierarchy
because the lower, needs must be
satisfied before higher needs
may be satisfied. Furthermore,
several different needs may be
operating at the same time.

,

Pre-Teaching: Divide class into small groups of 3-4
members per group to investigate the dollar value of
work done by a person performing in the
consumer-homemaker role.

Pre-Teaching: Divide class into small groups of three
to four students per group. Each group will
inveStigate the dollar value of the work done by a
person performing in the consumer-homemaker
role and will also collect information about the
Satisfactions and dissatisfactions individuals
experienced in that role.
Arrange for the following types of individuals
to visit class
employed adult female living alone
employed adult male living alone
employed adult female or male living with
persons of same sex
employed adult female with children
married female or male homemaker not
employed as a wage earner
Prepare:-Value Of Work as a'Consumer-Homemaker.
Collect data on the average hourly wage paid
individ,uals in the local cpmmunity who are
employed to do the types of work identified
on the information collectioh forrn.
Note whether individuals who are willing and
qualified to do the job are available in the
community.
4-10
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PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Acquaint students with the information collection
forma
Role play intervieW of resource persons:
Interview resource persons.

The dollar value'of work performed
by individuals in the consumerhomemaker work role is
significant.

,

Some of the consumer-homemaker
work roles cannot easily or
effectively be assumed by another'
worker as a paid employee.

The work performed in the
consumer-homemaker role is as
difficult to do well as the work
,performed as a wage earner.
The work performed in the role of
consumer-homemaker is useful to
the larger society.
The work performed in the role
of consumer-homemaker is basic
to meeting human needs.
Work as.a consumer-homemaker
is satisfying because the work
benefits oneself or others.
Work as a consumer-homemaker
may be satisfying because it is
money saving.
Individuals have diffeient needs
which may be fulfilled to '
different degrees by the work
tasks of the consumer-homemaker.
Satisfaction may be derived.from
work for a variety of reasons:
pleasant working conditions
can direct own work schedule
can see results of work
can do work well
Others appreciate work done.
There is a variety in the tasks to
be done.
Work contributes to the well-being
of others and self.

MATERIAL

Following interviews and data collection, guide small
groups as they determine the approximate dollar
value of work performed.
Enter data from each group into master chart which
can be viewed by entire claSs. Ask:
What did yoy find?
Is it possible to employ someone to perform all of
the tasks identified as part of the work of a consumerhomemaker?Would it be possible to employ someone to do'this
task full time?
What do younotice when the cost of employing
persons to do these tasks is.considered?
How much would it cost to employ someone to do
these tasks for one week?
In general, what does the information collected
from the interviews tell us?

Transition: Several of the questions you asked were
related to the satisfaction people experience as they
do the work associated with consumer-homemaker
roles.
Which tasks did the person your group interviewed
enjoy doing?
Why did he/she enjoy these tasks?
Which tasks did the person dislike? Why did they
dislike the tasks?

,

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of "I Am" and "I Can."

S.M .8
S .M .9

Refer to students' illustrations of future lifestyles and .
that segment related to the role of the consumerhomemaker. Ask:
4-11

SUPPORT

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
What activities in your lifestyle will you find
"satiifying, dissatisfying? Why?

CONCEPtUAL CONTENT

MATERIAL

Giiie each student a copy of "I Am" and "I Can."
Have students complete the form.
Discuss with students their capabilities in relation
Itb tasks they described as part of their hoped-for
, lifestyle.

Pre;Teaching: Order and preview the finnstrips
"Changing Work Values" and "What is Work?"
-? Show films to studen ,g3 and discuss meaning. of
work and satisfacti s derived.

XAn ocCupation or job is satisfying
J, 'When a person's . needs are met or

satisfied 'by and4rough work,

and the work rigles an individual
onditions related
chooses and tvnrhent.
o
to the work e
People have a need to develop
and use their potential.'People
have a drive to develop their

capabilities.
Work as a self-employed person
or as a paid employee may
provide opportunities to develop
potential and satisfy needs.

SatisNction in a job is not the
same for all people who are
employed in that job.
Satisfaction in a job contributes
to the individual's desire to
continue in the job.

,

and/or
Prepare copies of support materials, "What People

' Say About their Jobs."
Read support material with students and encourage
them to identify the aspeets'Ofthelocc-upations
which,.are satisfying or dissatisfying to the

individual and the effect of satjaction on
continued employment in the Jb.
Pre-Teaching: 4efer students t&their earlier
representation or illustration of a possible lifestyle.
Direct them to view the illustration and consider
the following questions. Think about one of the
wage earning occupations at which you might
like to work. Answer these questions:
Forgetting about mondy, what would you like
most about this job?
What is the most exciting thing you would do as
a part of the job?
How much of the time on your job would you
be doing this exciting thing?
What is the best thing about the people with
whom you would be working?
What do you like about the place where you
would work?
What would you dislike most about this job?
How much time on the job would you spend
doing the disliked tasks?
Students may share orally some all their answers.
Perhaps they will want to add other wage-earning
occupatiOns to their chart.
Pre-Teaching: Prepare five large panels of poster
board, flannel board, chalkboard or similar
materials. Title each board, with one of the five home
economics related career clusters.
Prepare a map representing the local community.
Identify the business district and industries in the
community. Include all enterprises which offer
wage-earning employs.
;
Collect help-wanted sectio from local and large
city newspapers.
Transition: Reveal-panels with cluster titles.
Describe each home edOnomics career cluster in
general terms,,
4-12
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--Home-economics occupations are
those,which are based on knowledge,
skills, end attitudes developed in
the field of study of home
economics. Wage-earner career
clusters within home ecorigmics
inctude:
Child Care and Development
Fashion and Apparel
Foods arid Hospitality
Housing,Thme-,Furnishings and
Equipment
Sanitation and Housekeeping
Often, the occupations within a
related cluster are similar because
workers use some of the ideas
related to the same body of
information.
.

i

Identify specific occupations representative of
those included in the cluster.
As each cluster is introduced, refer to map of
community. Ask students to identify industries
and enterprises that employ workers from the
perticular career clusters.
Students may review help-wanted ads in
newspapers and identify employment
oPportunities within each cluster.

o.

t,

As jobs_are identified, pictures and words
associated with the career and places of
employment may be added to the display panels.
Following the general introduction to the career
clusters, pose the following situation:
Assume that you are ready to take a full-time job
and 4earn your own living.
You are located in a community which offers
employment in several of the home economics
ke,F. Before you decide on a particular
career cluss.
job, youiOlan t investigate one or more which
are of interest you.
Select a home economics career cluster which is
of interest to you. Identify several jobs within
that cluster which are of particular interest to you.
Divide students in small groups according to their,
career cluster interests. Have the group members
formulate answers to the following questions:
What do I want to know about the jobs I have
selected?
.
How can I find out about the job?

The following types of information
.are useful in selecting an
occupation.
Basic academic skills needed todo
work
Physical skills needed to do work
Mechanical skills needed to do irork
(machines)
High School training or classes
which would be helpful in the
occupation
Post-high school training required
or recommended
College education required or
recominended
What work experience,isrecommended?
p.m
Tasks to be performed:
What do workers do?
A combination of experiences is suggested to assist
How much responsibility does the
students in learning about the chosen occupation
worker have? What kind?
and career cluster.
How frequent are contacts with
Teacher may plan a-study trip to industry or
people?
business that employs workers in that particular
What kinds of contacts are arey?
cluster for the purpose of eollecting job information.
Working conditions, kind of
Child Care and Development - Day care center or
environment:
licensed day carp home.
What is tite work:ng schedule? hours
Foods and Hospitality - Food service of the school,
per week? vacation? sick leave?
hospital, local restaurant or nursing home
Pay? any other benefits? insurance?
Fashion Apparel - Factory producing textile products,
etc. .;
retailslothing store, laundry and/or dry cleaning
establishment
.
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SUPPORT

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Is there a great need for workers
in this occupation or are jobs
scarce?
Is work ottliis type available
everywhere?
What do workers enjoy about the
job?
What do workers dislike about the
job?
44
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PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

I.

MATERIAL

Housekeeping - Hotel, motel, or custodial service of
hospital, nursing home, or school
Housing, home furnishings and equipment.
Shadpwing a worker for several hours and/or

interewing the worker to obtain information

regarding job satisfaction and'lifestyle.
Arrange for an owner or manager of a business
employing persons in home economics related
gareer clusters to speak with students regarding
worker traits and qualities.
Arrange for a representative of the state employment
agency to talk with students regarding employment
outlook.
Review reference S.M.14.
Secure publications and visual appropriate for
student use in the study of selected home
economics careers.
Secure copies of Regional Directory of Minnesota
Area Vocational-Technical Institute.
Secure descriptions of training programs offered by
AVTIs in home economics related occupations
for students to see.
Following completion ofta variety of,information
gathering activitieS, students may summarize and
report their findings.
The report may include factual information
describing:
Major duties of employee
Requirements for erimlbyment (education and
experience)
Availability of eTnployment,in the occupation
Personal qualities desired in employee
Salary - wages

Opportunities for advancement.
A persOnal expression of attitude toward
employment in that joh.
Students' reportsjegarding the job requirements and
possible satisfactions may be done in one of the
following vilays:

Written report
Oral report on tape
Pictorial report
Combination of any of the above
.
Highlights of reports may he shared with entire class.
When the reports are completed, have students compare
their "I Can," "I Am" profiles with the occupational
requirements.
-Discuss with them whether they might work in that
occupational cluster and why.

4-14
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-
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,

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT r""

PUPIL.TEACHER INTERACTION

To all considered occupations, students need to put
the following-questions:
How does this occupational choice affect my
desired lifestyle for the future and, more
specifically, what will he the effegi on living
time and leiStire time activities?
Suggest that students review their original
illustration of desired lifestyle. Identify changes,
additions.
What are the next steps to attaining this lifestyle?

-

3
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ACTIVITY CLOCK

S. M. 1_
(Two copies for each student )

Circle sex of person interMale
viewed. Female

1.

2.. Ageof person

\

3.

Circle' time of day
A.M.

P.M.

4

_

35

S. M.

1

(cont.. )

ni-oetion:, for 1.,ferview

Introducg yourself if the.perlon you.are interviewing does not know
you.
2.

EXplOn the purpose of the interview.

3.

Begin with the A.M. clock and the time the person gets up and begins
her/his day on a week day.

4.

Ask the person being interviewed to list the activities he/she did
durin& each hour.
.

Record their answers on the clock for the A.M.
the numbers to write the activities.
6.

7.

8.

Use the space between

Repeat for the P.M. clock.

%ten the data has been retorded, ask the person being irerviewed to
mark with a colored pencil or pen those activities which he or she considers leisure.
Save the clocks for the summary sheets.

.

M. 2
SUMMARY SHEE1T

How an Individual Uses Time

Activities

Estimated Hours 1A.M.

.Estimated Hours P.M.

Work activities
in the role- of
consUmer-homer-

maker

Work activities
in the role of
paid Employee

,

Leisure activities

Work activities
devoted to personal care and
maintenance of
biological life
and health

4-18

'Total Hours

S. M.

3-

CLASSROOM CHART FOR INTERPRETATION OF DATA
How People Use Time:
ConsumerHomemaker

Sex

Hours,Reported

Paid
Employment

Female

18

4

8

Femaie

68

2

0

Male

18

Male

35

Leisure

5-1

Maintenance
of life
10

12

10

6

2

8

5

2

9
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TIME, CHOTCFS AND 11:ME3TYLE VISUAL

Purpose:

The purpose of this visual aid is to represent in a graphic manner
the concept of lifestyle and the decisions which affect lifestyle.

Prepare a large circle or.other figure to represent die time an individual
has during his or her life.
-From colored, paper, pfepare other irregular or geomeric shapes to represent
thqpime devoted to leisure activity, paid oceupational work, life maintenance
Shapes need.not fill all
activities and,consumerhomemaking worki activities.
Unoccupied gpaces can represent urakn6wn use of
the space or fit perfectly.
time not committed to a particular type of activity.

The size of the foregoing shapes Should be in proportion to the amount of
The teacher may
time devoted to that activity in a particular lifestyle.
represent her or his own lifestyle..
Mithin each of the shapes, display pictures, words or other symbols which
tell something about-the manner in which that time is used and the satisfac
tion which the indiVidual experiences.

4-20
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SAM TALKS TO THE BATHTUB

Sam Clark slammed down the hood of his car, Ocked up the oil can and
grease.guryind walked into ta apartment bui'ding.
Dust, grease and,
perspiration on his arms and clothes were signs of a job completed. Sam
was thinking, "Now for a hot bath and some cleign clothes."
As he bent over the tub to turn on the water, three rings on the side of
the tub told him that his roommates had already used the tub.
Sam'turned
the water.off and reached for the cleanser and cloth to clean the tub.
As
he attacked the rings of dirt, he spoke,
"HoW come I always get to clean up after these guys? It seems
like they never clean the tip or sink after they use.
I don't remember the tub and sink being left dirty at home.
Who did clean them? Was it Mom orskaul or maybe Sara did it
for her allowance.
I remember I didn't always have time.
with important things."

I was just too busy

The tub was clean now, and Sam could take a bath.
He stopped and called,
"Hey, 'fellows, come in here.
I have something to show you."

As the three roommates arrived, Sam began, "Now look carefully at this
bright, shiny, clean tub. I've . . . ."

49
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A HIEARCHY OF HUMAN mgms

Nte,

J

AESTUTIC.

COGNITIVE

SELF ACTUALIZATION

SELF ESTEEM

BELONGINGNESS NEEDS'

SECURITY (SAFETY) NEEDS

PHYSICAL., NEEDS

r
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M. 7
7

VALUE OF-NORK DONE BY HOMEMAKEES
,

A Sample of
Consumer-Homemaker work tasks

Estimated
Hourly
Rate of Pay

°Estimated
Time
Required

.

Satisfactions

Estimated
Dollar
Value

.

Like Dislike Why
,

Food Related Activity
Preparing and Serving:
breakfast
lunch,

,

,

dinner.
Purchaoing food
Ahshing dishes .
Cleaning up, main,tenance of space
,and equipment

,

.

.

.

.

.

Clothin: Related
-Activity

V

.

,

V

,

r-'1...,

Sorting
Whshing
Ironing
Storting
Repairing
PUrchasing Clothing
V

,

,

0,

Housekeeping Related
Activity

,
.
a

I
e

Picking up
Scrubbing
Waxing
',
Dusting
Sweeping (vacuum)
Bed making
,

,

.
.

,

Child Care Related
Supervision
Entertaining
Physical Care
Purchasing toy
materials

.

.

.,

.
V

.

.

.

.

.

.

, 4-23
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"LAM" .TAKING STO

1.

2.

OF YOURSELF

Attitude toward work. List several oonsumerhomemaking work tasks that
are your responsibilities.
a.

b.

c.

d.

Think about the way you go about these tasks.
phrases.which describe your way of working.

Check those

I usually do not finish

I usually finish the task

'the task

-1 ao all that 'is expected

I get by with as little
effort as possible

and more

I get the work done on time

I am late -never done on
time

I waste time and energy

I work eff' iently

I need reminding and prod
ding to get the job done

I can work.on my own.

I

im a self starter

I give up easily when things
are difficult (not fun)

I'd just as soon not-show my
work to anyone else.

4 .41

I have a sticktoit atti
tude
I'm proud of the work I do

S. M. 9

"I CAN" - TAKING nog OF YOURSELF
Directions:

Below is an incomplete list of abilities. Rate yourself and your
performance. ', Add any other abilities you have that are not listed
and,rite those, too.
Check the box that best describes you.

VERY GOOD

PERSONAL CRARACTERISTICS

GOOD

POOR

FAIR

NOT AT
ALL

,

.

.
.

'Physical stamina

_

Use my strength.

.

5.,

-42

Read

.
,

_
,

Wite legib!Y

(N

.

.
.

Spell oorrectly

.

,

DO basic Math accurately

_

Typ e

r

,
.

-

Wash'Dishes

V

.

Dust
V

Vacuum

.

.

.

Other (list all)

,

.

,
.

.
,

.

,

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.
,

4 - 2 5
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S. M.-10
k. WHAT PEOPLE SAT ABOUT THEIR WORK

FOR TEACHER REFERENCE

Satisfaction: Psychological
sense orradrillment in doing
a job well; contributing to
others.

.FOR STUDENT REFERENCE

la: "I've been working here at tale
Day,Care Center after school for about
I really enjoy working with the
a year.
kids. .My boss has cofifidence in my
ability and leta.me direct some activities on my own..'It gives me a chance
o try my own ideas and it gives me
practice in leadership skills. That's
important to me and I guess that's,why
I work with the kids
I like the job.
du'ring free play, story hour, games and
heip feed.them their afternoon snack.
I'm really proud whep parents come in'
I know
and compliment me,tOmy work.

I'm helping theNL, *ping good care of
their childrenjAll, -%thei are at work.

I'd like to continue workinghere and
maybe go to schoOl to become a riurgeri-I would like to have
school teacher.
a school of my own someday."

Satisfaction: Related to fulfilling physical_and psychological
needs and material reward.

"I.have this really great job!
You know, Pm crazy about ice cream.
When I heard they were hiring at Snowy's
I couldn't get there fast enough tO
apply for a job. .I've been working
there for a month now. I make up mndaes
I make
and cones or help in cleaning up;
the minimum wage, which is o.k., especially since I'm still in high school.
What's really super is that I get all
the ice cream I want during my breaks,
I mork a couple nights a week and weekMy boss is nice enOughto let me
ends.
off if I have a test to study for or if
Something,special comes up, as long as
I let him know in advance. That's important, too. I like to have some time
for a social life and ot:her activities."
Paul:

45
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S. M. 10 (cont.)
Dissatisfaction: Lack of sense
4
of fulfillment.
Unsure as to-''
economic rewards.

John: "I've been wOrking at the clothing
I wait
store for about six months now.
40;.OuStomers, hang new stOck and keep
the'place neat.
People came in and I
ask if they need help and they always
act like I should leave:them alone.
They complain about the high prices-'
but there's nothing"I can.do. If there
.dren't very many custohlers, the boss
tells me to leave early so my hours
vary from week to week.
It's not a
very sure source of money.
I feel as
if it makes no,difference if I'm here
or not., Maybe I'll look for a new job'

when schOol gets aut."
_-

Dissatisfaction: Lack of sense
of .accomplishment and dislike
for repeated tasks under time
pressures.

Hank: "I've been out oi school for a
year (high school). Food has always
been a big thing with me and I like
working around people so I applied for
this job at the restaurant. My job
is to wash pots and pans. It's the
same thing over and over again. I have
to keep these pans clean so the prepara
tion can go on. The pots and pans dif
fer in size, but it's still all the same
old thing. Finish one pot and then there
ii another one to do again. That's the
system! -Sure, for an hour or so it's
o.k., but eight hours a day, five days
a week, all year long. I started going
to school at the Tech school. As soon
as I get the training I need, I'm going
to split and get another job."

Satisfaction: Monetary rewards,
pride in self, selffulf*llment,
a sense of contributing to soci
ety and a secure'job.

Gail: "I got married right after I
gracluated from high school and worked
for a couple of years. The money

really came in handy since we were spt
ting up housekeeping. There were
many things we wanted for our home.
We decided that I would stop working
while Judy, our daughter was young.
My bosses told me
I liked my job.
to let them know if I ever wanted to
.come back to work again.

"When Judy started schosl, I decided
I would- like to get badk into the
work force, so I called my old bosses.

2 7
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So M. 10 (cont.)
Gail (cont.): "ihey told me to come
in the next week--that there would
I feel that.I'm
be a job, for me.
ribuiing to society and I feel
more complete as an individual.
I'm being trained for a.new posi
tion right now. My employers are
very pleased with my work; ,Things
are really working aut well for me.
Jack, Judy and I enjoy being togethen
on the evenings and weekends."

Satisfaction: Monetary rewards,
pride in self, selffulfillment,
,a sense of contributing to soci
ety and a secure job.

' bissatisfaction:

Kenny: "I really need a steady in
Come if I'm going to keep up my car
payments and insurance and have any
left over for a soCial life. -It's
/my senior year and there is the prom,
dates, and lots of things. I thought
this job at Alpine wovld be just the
thing, sinoue I could work"after school
and most weekends, but it's just not
working out that way. You show up for
work, and if there's not much of a
crowd using the slopes they won't need
you all evening and there goes part of
the pay you were counting on. Of
course, you can ski free, but I don't
care much for skiing. What I need is
money coming in that I can count on
and this just isn't getting it for me.
Sure hope I can find another job soon!"

Lack of monetary

rewardsD and an insecure job future..

A ri
cit

4
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S. M. 11
HOME -ECONOMICS .RELATED OCCUPATIOO

Hospitalitx Foods
Entry level:

Short Order Cook
Domestic Gook
Bus Toy/Girl
Hostess
Dietician Aide
Pantryworker
Cashier
Waiter/Waitress
Home Dinner Specialist

1 yr. or less training:
Head Waiter/Waitress
Restaurant Manager
Chef
School Cafeteria Head Gook
Food Products Tester
Caterer
2 yr. program:

Flight Kitchen Manager
Food Technician
Food Health Inspector
Research Technician
Food Service Supervisor

4 yr. degree:
Industrial Tome Economist
School Lunch ProgrAm Director
Manager, Hotel
Resort
Dietician
Maiager,,livision of Hotel
Resort

Housing, Home Furnishings and Equipment
Datry level:

Home Lightings Aide
Hame Fb.rnishings Aide
Drapery and Slipcovers Aide

1 yr. or less training:
Decorative Arts Craftsman
Decorator's Assistant
Home Lighting and Appliance Assistant'

4

S.

M/11.(cont.)

Houaing, Home Furnishings and Equipment'(cont.)
2 yrhprogram:

4 yr. deg tee:

Window Display Designer
Household Products Technician
Textile Technician
Scenic Arts Supervisor
Color Coordinator
*Home Furnishings Sewing Specialist
vironmental Designer
erior Designer
Home Economist

Hame Service irector
Textile Researcher
Child Development and Care Careers
Entry level:

Child Care Attendants
eacher's Aide
Home Health Aide
NUrsery Food Service Worker
Playground Supervisor
Lunchroom Supervisor
Babysitting

1 yr. or less training:
Licensed -Family Day Care
Licensed Group Care
Children's Wear Advisor
Toy Consultant
2 yr. program:,

Day Care Instructor
Nursery School Aide

4 yr. degree:

Elementary Teacher
Director of Day Care Service-

Fashion and Apparel (Clothing and Textiles)
Entry level:

Launderette Attendant
Dry Cleaner Aide
Fabric Coordinator
Tailor's Aide
Dressmaker's Aide
Fashion and Clothing Advisor
Model
Bridal Consultant

49
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S. M. 11 (cont.)
(Fashion and Apparel (Clothihg and Textiles)

(cont.)

1 yr, or less training:

Cleaner and Presser
Laundry Foreman
Fashion and Fabric Demonstrator
Fashion Accessories Advisor
Garment Fitter
Wardrobe Mistress
rn
Alterationist
Tailor
Clothing Seamstress
2 yr. program:

Dry Cl,eaner
Dyer
1

Cloth Designer
Weaving Instructor
Textile_

.....

Laundry Laboratory Technician
4 yr. degree:

Textile Researcher
Home Economist
Fashion Designer
Fabric Designer
Fdekhion Merchandiser

Housekeeping
Ihtry level:

Sanitation
Rug Cleaner
Custodian
Maid
Window Washer
Housekeeper
'Butler

1 Yr. or less training:
'Contract Cleaning
Apartment Caretaker
Upholstery Cleaner
Home Furnishings Maintenance Aide
TUrniture Cleaner
'

2 yr. program:

Executive Housekeeper
Institutional Housekeeping
Custodial 'Service

Domestic, Household and Commercial Aide
4 yr. degree:

4

Horne Economist

Home Service Director

4-31
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JOB FACTS

Job 'title

Other Titles Used

,

Job Responsibilities

'Salary Range:

Wbrking Hours:

Maximum

Minimum

daily from

Average number hrs. pereeek
Number of nights worked:

.

Overtime:

High(School

Previous,experience required?

.

Frequent

Seldom

Never'

-7-Additionalfacts-on-baurs
Educational Requirements: Elem. School
Special courses required
College.
Job Experience:

Average bonus or commission

Yes

Post-SeCondary

No

Acceptable type and length :
Previous, jobs normally held
Next job in line of promotion
Other promotion opportunities
Supervision:
Supervision of other positiOns
Supervised by: Position
Supervisionis authoritative., worker makes no decisions
Worker is given some supervision'
Worker makes most decisions herself/himself

Equipment Used:

Relationship to Other Jobs:
.Within the business

Persons contacted regularly as part of job:
Outside.the business

Special skills ' required :

Use of Basic Skills: Mathematics
Public Speaking
Written Communications
(Use reverse for additional information.)
4- 3 2
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WORKER VIEWPOINT

1.

Why are you working?

2. lhy aid you 'choose this type,
4.

How did you get this job? Was it the kind of job you had planned on
getting while you were in sch 1?

What did you think the job would be like' before you got it?

5.

6.

,

Is it different from what you expected?

If so, how is it different?

What are some of the abilities that a person needs in order to do this
work?

7:

How much freedom do you have in determining how hard you work?

8.

What are your greatest satisfactions froni having this job?

9.

What things about the job do you like leaSt?

10.

What do you see yourself doing ten years from now?

11.

Based on your experience, what information.or advice would you give to
someone who is still in junior high school?

12.

How has this job affected your life away from the job?

4 - 3 3
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tINIT TITLR: LOOKING AT FOOD SERVICE

UNIT FOCUS: The focus of this unit is the exploration of various food service occupations. Through study
trips and simulated experiences, students have the opportunity to become acquainted with several
occupations relited to the preparation and service of food in quantity. Instruction is planned to
familiarize students with those areas of study phich are basic to several food service occupations.
Included are sanitation, service of food, safet#, job satisfactions and preparation for various jobs.
Basic food preparation techniques, use of equipment and cost control are included in the unit but
are not major points of emphasis.
RATIONALE: Food service is one of the nation's largest industries. Most people will have opportunities
to patronize one a more types of food service establishment and, in addition, manyindividuals
in the food service industry. Knowledge of the types of operations, procedures
may 11e empl
related to pr.. uction and serving of food, and an awareness of oCcupational opportunities can be
beneficial to individuals as they make choices'regarding food service establishments to patronize
and octupational choices.
Junior highschool students frequently have an interest VI food prepatation and.consumption-This
unit recognizes this ditural interest and attempts to help ztudents expand and broaden their points
of view in the direction of occupational choice.-The unit can assist students as they begin to-examine
and explore ideas abaut work and job satisfaction. The unit should proVide opportunities for all
students to succeed at a variety of tasks thus building self-confidence as well as personal knowledge
of strengths and interests.
.

h-STRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Comprehension of the characteristics of quality food service operations
Knowledge of the major types of ftiod service operations

Knowledge of the factors which are related to the growth of the food service industry in the United
States
Comprehension of the scope and level of occupations included in the food service industry
Willingness to° explore occupations in the food service industry
Applies knowledge of principles of sanitation to food handling procedures and housekeeping
procedures
Applies knowledge of principles of personal hygiene to work in the food service industry
Values sanitary food handling and housekeeping procedures
Applies knowledge of techniques of table setting and food service to various food service situations
Comprehension of customary courtesy and etiquette in serving customers
Willingness to respond to customers in a courteous manner
Willingness to practice customary food service procedures
Comprehension of the effects of portion control on success of food service operation
Willingness to employ portion control procedures Comprehension of selected preparation techniques
Knowledge of the purpose of food costcontrol
\Comprehension of the procedures used to determine food prices-charged
Knowledge of personal qualities, skills and interests
Comprehension of the factors which contribute to jobotisfaction
Comprehension of the relationship of education anrrikperience to employment and earnings in the
food service industry
.

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: It is suggested that this unit be taught to boys and girls who have a
basic understanding of food preparation and have some familiarity with food preparation from ail,
experiential base.
SUGGESTED TIME: 6 weeks.
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SUPPORT

MATERIAL

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Pre-Teaching: Arrange for a study trip to be taken
the second or third clay of class to any type of food
service establishment which employs several levels
of workers and which would be a positive example of
a well-managed establishment.

i.e., hospital

nursing home
Review notes to the teacher.

ffr

S.M.1

Ofhe purpose of the study trip is to acquaint tiudents
With the general operation of the establishment and
with the various teams of workerslod tasks they
perform.
Introduction: Write the word "SERVICE" on
chalkboard or overhead transparency. Ask:
What does the term service mean?
What types of services are there?
Who are people that provide service?
What is a service station attendant?

Service is defined as work done or
duty performed for another or
others.
Anyone who performs work or a
duty for another person or persons
is providing service of some sort.
Ty-Pes of service may include:
laundry
car repair
shoe repair
food service
A service Station attendant is onewho services autos, buses, trucks
and other motor vehicles with
fuel, lubricants and accessories.

Al the word "FOOD" to "SERVICE" and indicate
that the next unit which will be studied is "The

World of Food Service." Ask:
What srevices are performed by the food service
industry?
9

The work or duties which are done
by the food service industry for
others includes:
preparation of a place to eat
preparation of food
serving of food
cleaning of areas and utensils
used in food serviice
planning of foods tdApe served

What-work is done by people who are employed
,in food preparation and service?

List student,responses on chalkboard along with the
term "FOOD.SERVICE."
1

purchase of foods
Pre-Teaching: Collect copies of local or large city
newspaper in which food service establishments are
advertised. Collect articles which refer to institutional
food service establishments.
i.e., ritirsing home
hospital
school

5-2
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Ask students to name specifi c food service

SUPPORT

MATERIAL

establishments at which they have eaten. Pass out
newspaper ads to increase diversity of ideas. List
reSponses on chalkboard.
When a variety of specific establishments have
been listed, ask:
Which of these eating places are similar?
Why do they seem to be similar?
Encourage students to identify similarities and
differences among establishments by asking:
Where is food served?
Who serves the rood?
How is the food served?
How many different types of food 4re served?
How much tinie does it take to be served?
How many people can be served at one time?
What is charged for the food and service?
As students group specific establishments together
which represent types, identify basis for groupings
and names which may be given types of establishments.

f""

Fast foodiservice provides-limited
variety in selection of fopd's;
limited service and mayscombine
custómer si.tlf-service with
waiter or waitress service. Customer

turn-over in this type of operation

is rapi'd

.

Family Testaurarrts provide a Wider
Variety of choice of foods,- waiter or
waitress service, and a slower
paced atmosphere.
Luxury restaurants provide unusual
food choices, wide variety and
excellent service, both in quantity
and quality. The atmosphere is
relaxed and the decor unique..
The general type of food service
which provides service and food
for profit is the public sector.

Institutional foo service refers to
feeding operatiohs which exist as a
supporting service. Profit is not
the reason for the existence of an
institutional food service.
Examples of institutiOnal food
service operations include:
schools
hospitals
military

The specific examples which students are likely
to list will probably be of operations in public
sector. Help students to clarify major differences
and similarities between public and institutional
food service.
Explain and illustrate the various specific types of
institutional or non-profit feeding units.

Pre-Teaching: Review Types of Service Units and
Teams of Workers.

S.M.2
S.M .3

S.M.4

Prepare copies of "Getting Acquainted with Food
Service."

5:3
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SUPPORT

MATERIAL

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Transition: Explain that the class will simulate a
food service establishnient and, ai students, they
will have the opportunity to work in several jobs.

Ask:
What jobs are available in,food service?
What jobs do you know are a part of food service?

The-part of the operation which
includes the reception of
customers and the taking of
orders and serving of food Li
called the "front of the house."
The workers who are involved in
the front of the house operation
include:

List student responses on chalkboard or overhead
transparency. From the list of jobs formulated by students, idehtify
those associated with the front of the house.
Explain the meaning of the term "front of the
-house."
Identify jobs associated wilh the "babli of the house"
operation. .
1

Identify the general types of work included in the
back of the house operation.

Manager

Host/Hostess
Cashier
Waiter/Waitress
Bus Boy/Bus Girl
Countbr Person
The part of the operation which 11
includes the storage of food
supplies, preparation of foods,
_record keeping and cleaning of
equipment, building, etc. is called

the "back of the house."

4`

The workdrs who may be involved
in the back of the house operation
include:
Manager

Chef or Head Cook
Assistant Cooks.
Baker
Assistant Baker
Kitchen and Pantry helpers
Head Dishwasher or supervisor
of dishroom
Dishwasher, pot and pan washer

4

-

_

Transition: Before we egin the operation of our
class food serviceoper 't on, we will take a study
trip to a local food se .ce establishment.
Each of you will have the chance to study i
particular team of workers and a particular worker.
(Asgign students to teams of workers and a
particular worker, or allow students to select teams
and workers.)
_Familiarize students with the study trip guide,
Getti9g Acquainted with Food Service. Guide
students as they participate in study trip.
If a study trip is not possible, pictures and teacher
explanation may be used to acquaint students with
conceptual content. An establishment familiar to
most students might be used to illustrate various
teams of workers and specific workers.qhe school
cafeteria might also be used to illustrate the same
segment of information.
5-4
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SUPPORT

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

MATERIAL

Following the study trip, students may meet in
team groups to summarize ideas gained on study trip

regarding:

Note: The conceptual content
for this section appears in chart
form ihthe support section
entitled Teams of Food Service
Workers.

workers in each team in the particular
establishm'ent visited
major duties of specific workers
information of particular interest about the
operation visited
Each team can report to the entire class.
Pre-Teaching: Prepare mini survey form for
students to use in interviewing several individuals.
Prepare large recording chart on chalkboard.
Transition: A first step in setting up the class food
service establishment is to decide who the
customers might be and the kind of food service
they are willing tp patronize.
Who could be customers of the class food service?
Accept students' responses.
To find out mOre about the people who are food
service customers and why certain types of k
establishments are-w.ell liked, we will do a
customer survey.
Give each student a copy of the mini survey and
explain the proceaures for gathering information.
Encourage students to interview persons of
different ages.
Survey is to be completed as an out-of-class
assignment. Some students should gather information
frOm adults who may be customers of the Class
food service project.
Divide students in groups. Assign them to a
customer age range. Collect data sheets and distribute
to groups matching age of customer interviewed
to the student group assigned a similar age.
Direct student groups in summarizing reasons
individuals identified for choosing particular
food service places.
Each group may report sUmItiaiy ideas. Record
on chalkboard.
Studentsinay tabulate,Information on transparency
master or chart similar tc) the following example:
Number of Times per Week FoOd Is Eaten in a
Food Service Establishment

(S.M.5

1

g

-

Age
Range N

1-3

5-5
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PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
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N number ofindividuals responding in each age
range
When information is recorded, ask:

What age group appears to eat out most often?
Least ofteV
What factoil might explain the differences?

Some factors which encourage
people to come to an eating
establishment are:
Food - tasty; served attractively
-generous portions
reasonable pikes
SurrOunclings - SpacioUt
..
clean
nice decor
entertainment
provided
comfortable
atmosphere
convenient
Employees - good service
friendly
,
courteous
.S
Y prompt °
.

,

Wtiat qualities do people seek in food service
tatablishments they patronize?
!What differences appear for People of different ages?
What qualities are important lc you to find in a
!Nod service operation?

Transttiont: hitteqent yiare the food service industry
hai grown until it is one of thelargest businesses in
the counery.

.

Ein loylieni away from home has. .
eit impractical tq go home for .
:6
ileEmployees seek one Of

What food ser(rice businets are there locally?

7,,..

'severfil types of food services toi.r,

proViae theni-with food at
'''
-retSpnableCost with quick anti'
..,,
( me

S

plealant 'Service.

.

...

,

are ihete different kinds otfood services
operatkne?

`Why

I.

I.

4.711frdividuals living 4neresidentei wlAkii

:+

doihot prpvide food piepiiration -

,

"IV
r

'A -- facilities has fostered the grovilith

,.. oUthe food service induStry. Le,.
,
d zinitories, hotels, motels,
pitals, ntiraing hom0s, military: 1
ter n1bi1ity of individuals
../has niiide'l.t inpractical t y prepare 1...
-".'afne's own fo at vari s times.
'Food Service on plan s, shiPs,

trains, and for perions who trakq

..

by illitO ha
evetope4;to,tneet
these I,needA.
....
,
nsuinptioTt of food prepaTe6 awey
from theliome has beccithe ann.

.

.

'econoinic possibility for tnort
:..peaple due to ah affluent economy.
t'eople who have previously been
respohsible for foOdAreparatoion'
in-thehome are ipereasingly being
employed outatitt 4:the home..

;

Pre-leaching: Re-irifOuppetrt materialsrelated to

f'.

finits of service, te
Of employees, suggested
menus and other notes to the teacher.
.
Develop plans fortwo siinulations which might be
done as thi first laboratory actiiiity. Include the
,following inforination.forteach simulation:
.:

r."'
/4
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/
CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

unit of service to be simulated
meal and menu to be served
customers to be served (type and number)
teams of workers and specific jobs required to
operate the establishment
Prepare job application forms and schedule for
personal interviews, if yoU find this appropriate.
Transition: Present the plans for both simulations
to the class.
Explain and describe the major components of each
simulation. Encourage class members to express
their opinions of each simulation.
Reach a consensus-as tO the simulation which will
become the first class project.
Following selection of simulation for the first class
activity, identify the jpbs which will be available
and the major duties of the various employees.
Illustrate with transparencies or bulletin board
display.
After completion of job descriptions and ,
clarification of duties, each student should complete
a job application form and give it to the teacher
manager.
If interviews are to be held, it may be appropriate
to schedule a group of four to five during several
class hours while continuing instruction in the
other areas.
Select students for various positions, and notify
students of their employment as soon as possible,.
Pre-Teaching: Prepare bulletin board visual which
identifies the factors which influence customers'
choices of eating establishments.

Pre-Teaching: Order film, slide set or transparency
master. Preview and prepare study questions to
accompany film or visual aid.

Transition: Define sanitation. Several of the ideas
which the class identified as affecting customers'
choices of eating establishments are related to the
cleanliness of the establishment, food, dishes and
employees.

Sanitation is the work of keeping
things clean. Sanitation means to
keep harmful bacteria and germs
from
, growing and developing.
View film. Lead discussion of questions with
students. Erriphasige relationship of cleanliness
to preventing harmful germs from being introduced
and allowed to grow in foods thus causing harm to
persons eating thettood.

There are economic, aesthetic, and
health reasons for sanitary food
,control. The laws and regulations
are intended to protect the public,
not only against injury to health
but, also, against fraud and deceit.

Following the film, thaclass members may make up
a set of rules for workers on their team to observe
-while working in first simdation. IStudents will need
to know job and team to which they have been
assigned.)
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S.M.8
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'SUPPORT-

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
a.

Food-borne illnesses usually result
from the introduction of causative
organisms into the food either
through:
handling of food, utensils and
tableware, or

contamination of food or

serving utensils and
tableware through oral or
nasal discharge.
The keys to a safe and sanitary
food service are healthy employees
who are properly traided in safe
food handling and who practice
good personal hygiene. A great
many cases of food-borne illnesses
are traced to the human contamination
of foods.
Hands become soiled in performance
of routine duties as well as before '
work and after visiting the lavatory.
Therefore, frequent and thorough
washing is necessary to destroy
bacteria.
Clean hands, clean clothing and
hygienic practiceereduce the
likelihood of contaminating food
and drink and food contact surfaces
of equipment, utensils or single
service articles.
No person should work in the area
of food service while infected with
a disease in a communicable ferm,
while a disease carrier, or while
affected with boils, infected
wounds, or acute respiratory

-

infectAons.

In addition to being personally
clean and well grbomed, the food
service worker should observe the
following practices of safe food

/handling:

Be sure hands are throughly
clean.
Do not cough, sneeze, or clear

41,

mouth or nose near food or dishes.
Use a disposable tissue to cover
mouth.
Keep hands and fingersaway from
hair, face, nose and mouth where
food poisoning organisms may be
picked up and transmitted to
foods.
Avoid touching food with hands
during preparation and serving.
Use forks, tongs, spoons for lifting
in order to prevent contamination of
food.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Share rules orally.

If time permits, make arrangements to interiiew a
foctd service manager to determine sanitation
practices followed in her/his establishment.

4

Suggested personnel to interview>
school cafeteria manager
lunch counter owner
grocery store manager
drive-in restaurant owner
Ask:

What happens to the leftover food at the end of the
day?
Who checks to see if the business is sanitary?

Where are the foods stored?

Are chemicals put on the utensils or equipment
to make them sanitary?
What does "sanitary" mean?
Do people have to wear hair nets?

What good does an apron do? It gets dirty, too.

MATERIAI

= CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

SUPPORT

MATERIAL

PUPIL-TEACIfen INTERACTION

Pick up serving and eating utensils
by their bases or handles.
Do not taste food with ladle or spoon
used in food preparation or service.
Wash utensils for tasting between
tastes.
Do not eaVfood or chew gum in the
food preparation or service areas.
It could lead to unsanitary food
handling.

Sanitary housekeeping pra1tices
are essential to food sanitation.
Clean, sanitary dishes contribute
to bacteria-free food service. If
not properly cleaned and
sanitized, utensils and equipment
used in preparing, serving and
storing food will contaminate it.
Manual dishwashing can be
divided into three steps:
1. prewashing
2. actual washing
3. care after washing
Washing dishes and food preparation
utensils has as its main objective the
removal or destruction of an
environment conducive to the
growth of micro-organisms.

Table settings are designed for the
comfort and convenience of the
costomers or guests.
Cleanliness, orcierlineSs and

completeness in table settings
are related to the comfort and
convenience of the customers.
Table settings follow a standard
pattern, although there may be
some variation due to the policy
of the particular food service
establishment.

Pre-Teaching: Review section from resource unit in
Food Occupations on Washing Multi-use utensils by
hand.
Assemble supplies and equipment for demonstration
of sanitary methods of doing the following tasks:
garbage disposal
cleaning equipment
maintaining and cleaning floors and counter
spaces
Arrange for a study trip to the cafeteria dishwashing
facilities.
Conduct study trip to cafeteria. Identify procedures
used to insure bacteria-free space and equipment
in the food service area.
Kitchen supervisor may explain and illustrate
procedures.

Demonstrate sanitary practices to be used in the
classroom simulation related to garbage disposal,
dishwashhig, cleaning and maintaining space and
equipment.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare crossword puzzle.
Prepare transparency of diagram of placement of
utensils for an individual place setting. Drawing
could be done on chalkboard or a flannel wraph
.prepared.
Transition: Refer to visual of factors which affect
customer choice of food service establishments.
When individuals were interviewed regarding factors
which influenced their choices of food services to
patronize, many of the comments were related to the
service which they received.

Recall and state some of the comments.

6"
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

The space allowed for an individual
place setting or cover is 24" by 15".
This amount of space gives the diner
room to-eat in comfort.
Dishes and flatware are placed

about 1" from the edge of the
table, counter or placemat. This
location is at a comfortable
distance for use and is not likely
to slip or fall from the table.

The following guides for setting a
cover have been agreed to as the
usual manner in most of the U.S.
Variations which provide for the
comfort and convenience of the
individual being served are
acceptable.
Knives are arranged on the right
side of cover with cutting edges
toward the plate.
Spoons are placed to the right of

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

SUPPORT

MATERIAL

Each of you has pro I ably had some chanqa to
serve food. To find o t what you already Wnow,
will you complete th. crossword puzzle.
Give each student a copy and allow time for
completion of the activity. Students may use
resource books if you find this appropriate.
Present transparency of place setting and placement
of utensils.
Utilize the questions on the crossword puzzle tog
introduce terms and placement of various parts of
the place settings.

As each rule is presented, encourage students to
consider reasons for the particular rule and
relationship to comfort and conVenience.

It may be approp te to omit some of the more
detailed aspects of the cover until students serve a
menu that requires these items.

knives.

Forks are placed to the left of the
plate, tines up.
Flatware is arranged in order of use,
working from outside in.
The napkin is folded and placed to
the left of the fork, with the open
edges nearest the fork, so it is
handy to pick up and unfold
easily.

0

The water glass is placed 1" above
tip of knife.
Bread and butter plate is placed at
left, just above fork.
Salad plate is placed at left of fork,
2-3" from edge. (May replace
bread and butter place space, if
none is used.)
Coffee cup is generally placed to
the right of the water glass, or it is
placed to the right of the knives
and spoons. The handle of the cup
shoUld be turnel to the right.
Dessert fletWare is generally brought
in with the dessert. A dessert spoon
is placed at the right of a cover and
a dessert fork at the left.
Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of the menu which will
be served in the first simulation experience or use
those suggested in Support Material.
Prepare a sample customer receipt.
Assemble several large or medium sized trays and
other utensils required for serving the menu.
Divide students into groups designated as customers
and waiters and waitresses.
.5-10
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Each food service unit determines
the style of service that will best
particular operatiorn
An efficient, inexpensive, and
easily learned food service for
a table or booth service unit is
the American style seriice. The

food order is portionO6nto
plates in the kitchen, carried
on trays to the tray stand, and

placed before each guest.
Place food so heaviest load is
nearest shoulder, both before
serving and after picking ,up
soiled dishes. Place all handles
towards center of tray. Place
articles with liquids at center of
tray.
When carrying the tray in front of
you, place heaviest articles in the
center. Place flatware together. Do
not overload.
The manner in which food is served
and the comfort of the diner can
accent a meal. Customer satisfaction
is related to efficient and courteous
service.

By serving food neatly, a waiter or
waitress can make the establishment
seem more attractive and appealing.
Do not drip or spill food on
customers. Serve cold food cold
and hot. food hot.
Fodd should not hang over plate.
Use a large enough plate. Place
foods on serving plate so they do
not touch-each other: No stains
or fingerprints should be on plate,
glasses, and flatware._
Piocedures for table service:
All food is served from the left side,
with the left hand.
Beverages are.served from the right
side of the guest with the right
hand.
Dishes are removed from the guests'
le,ft side, using left hand.
Beverages are removed froin the
right side of guest, using right
hand.
a

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

SUPPORT

MATERIAL

Transition: The job of waitress or waiter or
counterperse is one which is available in many food
service opersitions.

Today we will learn something abou the work of those
persons who serve food.

011

Direct several of the studerits in the customer group
to be seated at the simulated booth or table.
Explain the major fl)tures of American service.
-

With students taking the role of customers, walk
through the procedure for taking an order, serving
the food and clearing the table after service and
presenting the check.
As procedures are identified and illustrated, remind
students of the relationship of procedure to customer
comfort and convenience.

Following the role-play, have students work in teams
to practice taking orders, serving and clearing.
Circulate as students practice and give appropriate
feedback.
At tilikconclusion of the student practice session,

havedênts identify aspects of the work they
enjoyedaspects which require further practice.

65
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Pre-Teaching: Secure standardised recipe for family
and quantity sized cooking. (School lunch program)
Prepare copies for students or prepare visual which
students &n view.
Prepare copy of non-standardized recipe.
Prepare copies of Recipe Study Form.
Transition: The standardized recipe is a key tool in
the preparation of tasty arid attractive foods.
Have students examine sample of recipes and identify
the kinds of information included in the recipe.
Record major categories on chalkboard.
Show example of non-standardized recipe. Ask:
How does this recipe differ from those we just
exiimined?

A standardized recipe is a set of.
directions for the preparation of
a particular food.
The recipe which has been
standardized provides the following
types of information:
Amount of ingredients either by
weight or measure in order of use.
Step-by-step method for combining

Explain to students the process used in the
development of standarzed recipes.

ingrediehts.
Temperature and time for cooking
ingredients.
Size of utensils to be used for baking

and amount to be put in each
gontainer.
Size of each portion.
Number Of portions per recipe,
Experimentation and testing has
One into the development of
standardized recipes to insure that
the amount of ingredienteanek
method of combining the
ingredients will produce the same
kind of product each time the

recipe is used.
A high quality product of a
similar type can be produced each
time if the standardized recipe
is used correctly.

Provide each student with a copy of the recipe
study form. Familiarize Oudents with the form and
have them identify various aspects of the several
recipes. Recipes may be foods which are to be
prepared in first simulation.
As recipes are choseh to be used in the preparation
of foods, the teacher may find it helpful to use
the-suggested analysis form to insure that the
students have had the appropriate instruction.
Students may use the form to familiarize themselves
with the recipes.
Pre-Teaching: Collect standard measuring equipment,
a balance scale and ingredients to measure.
5-12
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A standardized recipe is helpful in
the preparation of consistently
high quality foods when the cook
or food preparer understands the

meaning of the terms and4mbols
used in the recipe.

Standardized measuring utensils and
ways of measuring are used in the
development of standardized recipes.
The measuring utensils include:
dry measuring cups
liquid measuring cups
measuring spoons for measuring
less than 'A cup of all
ingredients
Standardized techniques (ways to
handle and work with ingredients)
have been developed to insure that
the same amount of the ingredient
will be measured.
Standardized techniques have been
developed for the following
ingredients:
flour
granulated sugar
brown sugar
confectioner's sugar t
solid shortening
liquids

Explain and demonstrate the use of 'standardized
procedures and equipment. Relate to terms and
abbreviations students have identified in recipes.
Explain the effect of variability in measurement
and procedure of the preparation or the quality
of food in a quantity food preparation operation.

Customers expect the same product from the
establishment morning, noon and night although
the employees change.
If necessary, provide opportunity for students to
practice measuring ingredients.
Illustrate the use of a scale for measuring and point
out that it is used-,inquantity food preparation.

:fj

Inkdantity food preparation (which
is used in the food service industry)
ingredients are measured by weight.
Portion control means that the
specific size of the portion of each
food is regulated and contrplled.
Each portion of food is the same
for each customer whenever that
particular food is served in the.
establishment.

Pre-Teaching: Assemb examples of portion control
devices.
Review case situation. Modify to meet students'
needs. Prepare copies for students.

i,e., size of cookies

piece of pie
amount of filling in a sandwich
Portion control is based on the
number and size Of servings a recipe
is developecito yield.
Portion control may be in terms of
nuinber and size of scoops, ladles,
weight or size of special cutters
designed to control size of portion.
Without accurate and careful
portion control, customer
satisfaction may be lessened.

Inadequate tortion control may
mean that the operation will lose
money and fail to earn a profit.
If a Inisiness fails to oper'ate at a
profit., workers may be laid off or
replaced.

.

-

Explain and illustrate the Meaning of portion control.

Present aim situation to students. Read aloud.
As students suggest possible actions which Joe might
take, record ideas on chalkboard.

Encourage students to suggest a number of alternatives.

When alternatives have been listed, examine itch
alternative. Ask:
What effect might this action have on other customers?

5-13
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What would you think if you were a customer and
observed Joe's action?
What would Mr. Rogers think?
If you were Mr. Rogers, what would you expect
Joe to do? Why?
If Joe took this course of action with many
customers, what might happen to the profit the
lunch counter operation makes?
Following the examination of consequences, have
each student write down what he/she would do and
why. If these statements are collected, db not have
students sign their names, as they may feel pressured
to write what they think you expe4 rather than
express their own ideas.

a

Safety is an attitude of concern
for one'S well being and for the
well being of others.
.Safety is a willingness to follow
procedures established to prevent
injury to persons or things.
Accidents occur when safety
measures are unknown or those that
aAi=own are not practiced,
ents are costly in terms of
human yfe and material wasted.
SelectiAg appropriate tools and
using them properly can contribute
to safe food preparation.
General Kitchen Safety Rules are:
Prepare a place for setting hot .
things before removing them
from the oven or broiler so as
not to burn the counter top or
the hands.
Dry hands before touching
electrical equipment, outlets

Pre-Teaching: Order and preview one of the
suggested visuals dealing with safety procedures.
Divide students in teams to which they have been
assigned for the first simulation.

Use the plug not the cord, to
connect and disconnect appliances.

Circulate to groups and assist them in the
consideration of all possibilities.

Transition: When workers are unfamiliar with
equipment and materials, accidents may otcur.
As you watch the following visual presentation,
identify and list potential sources of danger or
accidents and the possible precautions which
might be taken to avoid the accident.
Suggest a two-column form:
Potential Hazards

Precautions

Following the viewing of the visual, have team of
students identify those hazards and precautions
which are related to their job assignments.

or plugs.

Keep sp-oons out of electric mixers
and blenders.
Slice, dice and chop on the cutting
surface.
When taking lid from Pan, tilt lid
up and away from you.
If grease catches fire, turn off
burner and put lid on pan.
Unplug electrical appliances
before trying to remove food
from them.
Turn pot and pan handles toward
the center or back of the range.
Allow pans which are very hot to
cool before adding cold water.
Keep cloths away from the range,
i.e., hot pads, towels.

VI
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not in use.

The first simulation "can be carried out at this point
in the unit.

Job satisfaction is the condition
resulting from finding pleasure,
reward, and satisfaction due to the
conditions which exist in the work
situation or environment.
Factors which influence job
satisfaction may be:
money earned
material.received
social contacts with other
employees, employer or clients,
customers, or absence of need
- to have contact
psychological rewards - sense of
achievement, power,
independence; self-direction
physical - activity level and type;
comfort in the climate or
-surroundings
Job satisfactions are dependent
upon the individual's value system.
Each individual considers different
factors important or desirable to
find in a work situation.
A.career is an individual's
lifelong work or occupation. A
career can be made up of
'several iobs or a single job,
whichtmay be paid or unpaid.
...A job is the specific work that an
-individual may be doing at a
particular time.
e.g., A person could have a food
service career and have been
employed in several specific
jobs in the industry, such as
bus boy, waiter, cook and
manager.
A person would have been
waiter/waitress at one or
more establishments for
their lifetimes.
A career ladder is composed
of a number of related jobs
in sequence from simple to
morb complex responsibilities.

Pre-Teaching: At the conclusion of the simulation
experience, students can examine the concept of
job satisfaction and identify the particular aspects
of the job they completed which they liked and
those which were disliked.
Collect pictures of persons in different occupations
including some in food sertice. Collect or write
descriptionv of the work done by the workers in the
pictures.
Prepare job satisfaction form.

Insition: Today, we are interested in finding

"iitft how you feel about your first job in the food
service industry. Please fill out part I of this page.
Orally share students' reactions. Identify factors
which contribute to their satisfabtion with the job.

S.M.15

Identify several students Who had similar jobs.
Compare their reactions to the jobs. Point out
similarities and differences.

USe pictures to illustrate other factors which make
a job satisfying which stUdents may not have
experienced in their first job.

transition: Write the words "CA.REER".and "JOB"
on the chalkboard.
Ask:

Was the work that you did in our food service a job
or a career?
Why do you consider it a job? How does a job differ
from a carger?
Accept student psponses.
'
Explain and, illustrate the differg/n
tween the
terms.
To further clarify the meaning of the terms, prepare
and read a.case study to students that illustrates
a career and a number of specific jobs. Case study
may be one in foodservice or in another area that
would be familiar to students.
4.'10

,

Students may interview a pureta, sibling, friend or
other adult to determine the jobs the individual has
held and the career ladder or ladders to which those
jobs are related.
Class members may share findings-from interviews.
'Encourage students to relate their interview findings
to the concept of career ladders and the factors
which influghce Progression on the ladder.
5-15
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Progression on a career ladder
usually'means that the worker
has increased knowledge of the
work, may have more work
experience and may have
additional training for the job.

manager
cook
waiter/waitress

busboy/girl
dishwasher

4.1

Pre-Teaching: Assemble cost figures forjngredients
used in preparation of foods in theefirst simulation.
Transition: As we were getting ready for the
simulation, someone asked several times, "How
much we charge?"
As we talked about factors which make a job
satisfying, wages earned were mentioned.
What relationship might there be between prices
charged-and wages?
What other costs do the prices charged need to
cover?
Think for a mombnt: What equipment and materials
need to be obtained and paid for when a food service
operation begins?
What costs other than ingredients and wages of workers
the food service operates?
are there each

The price charged for food
obtained through food service
establishment*must be great
enough to cover the costs of
production.
The following costs are part of
the total cost of operation of a
food service establishment:
ingredients
buildings; equipment'
costs of maintaining space and
facilities
labor

per serving of
Let's find out whether this was enough to cover costs
of production.
Illustrate and explain the procedure for determining
cost of ingredients in one of the foods prepared by
the class.
Divide students into groups and have them determine
cost of ingredienta in other foods Prepared.
We charged .$

Determine the cost of the ainount
of each ingredient.used in the
recipe.
One method of costing food items
44hased on the following general
formula:
cost Using cost of ingredients figures determined by class
cost of
of groups and arbitrary figures for overhead andwages,
ingredients + labor + overhead = pro- complete costing of food per serving.
in food
duc- Compare actual cost per serving to price charged.
tion
_

per
serving

Profit is the differenceiri'dollars
between,the selling price land the Cost
of prOduction when the sellingi,'
price is more than cost of
prod tic don.

Loss is the difference in dollars
between the selling price and the
cost of production when price is
less than cost of production.

Did the operation make A

,Igeak even orlose

:Money?
Owners and managers Of -4:::p4 service operations

often add a certain amounlibeyond the cost oV
production to tlie price elittilged..
Illustrate what price'wo .4I'd be charged if 100%,
50%, 105 profit were tO be made on a class
prepared item.

SUPPORT
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Illustrate the use of following general procedure
for determining selling price.
Selling price is equal to 21/2 times the cost of
ingredients in the food item.
e.g.,
$3.50
cost of ingredients
x 21/2
for 50 servings
selling price fOi 50 servings = $8.75
=$ .175 = $.13
seliing price per serving
50 /$8.

Compare selling price and profit determined by
each method.
Which of the workers in the food service operation
The owner or manager together
is responsible for costing food items? What kinds
with the head cook or baker are
of skills or abilities would be needed to do this
responsible for determining the
work successfully?
cost of food items.
Each worker cOntributes to-production How might your performance as a worker affect
the profit the operation might earn?
or service of the product.
waiters/waitresses
If the worker fails to perform or
cooks/ bakers
makes an error, this is reflected
dishwashers
in the quality of goods or service
kitchen helpers
provided.
A product which cannot be served
results in money being lost.
Explore relationship of worker performance and
profit.

The qualifications for different
jobs varies with amount of
responsibility to be assumed by the
individual employee.
Generally, the more managerial
responsibility and decision-making
required the more formal training
and experience required.
As the managerial responsibilities
increase and training required
increase, the salary is likely to
increase.
A variety of jobs with varying
levels of retpongibility are
available in the food service
industry.

Pre-Teaching: Plan for second simulation. Students
may contribute ideas and be involved in selection
and determining costs of recipes as well as
preparation and serving.
Collect sources of information regarding current
qualifications for placement in various jobs.
See Duties and Qualifications for types of information.
At the end of each of the remaining simulated
experiences, present information regarding current
qualifications for placement in the various jobs.
Sources: Newspaper help-wanted section. Interview
employers.
Begin study with jobs which require no experience
and formal training. Progress to those jobs at the top
of the career ladder requiring formal training or
experience.

At the close of the units encourage students to
summarize major ideas related to various jobs in
food service.
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The several food service operations which are to be simulated throughout the
unit are designed to give students experience in several of the jobs related
to the preparation of food and the service of food to groups of 15 or more
If adults are customers, students
persons who will be paying customers.
may take more pride in their work and the experience may be more realistic
and successful.
,

sp

e limit
Due to the exploratory nature of the unit and'othe subsequen
equipment in most
placed on it and the lack of quantity food preparatior
home economics departments, no attempt wilrbe made to teach quantity cookery
as such. Mhltiple preparations of family Sized recipes can be used to,produce the quantity of food needed for the service of various sized gToups of
customers.

The simulated food service operations are not designed to replace any food
service operation currently used in the school (i.e., cafeteria, vending
machines, etc.).
°
The simulated food service operations are not designed to compete with
any local-food service establishMent. The quantity prepared will be limited-the number of customers controlled and number of times that food will be prepared and served will also be limited (three to four ) 1

The simulated food service operation is notillesigned to operate at a large
profit. The operation should recover the costs of raw ingredients. If a
profit results, it is to be used to cover the costs of an educational trip
by the class members or for other educational purposes.

'

Through the experiences in the unit of study, each student in the class is
to have an opportunity to wfork in several jobs related to the operation of
the front of the house and several related to the back of the house.

s

Following a brief introduction to the nature of the work in the ieveral jobs
associated with the front of the house and the back of the house, one of
the following methods or cambinationsof methdds may be used to sllect students for specific jobs:
1.

Students may complete simple job application Dorms such as that
included in S. M. and the teacher may select on the basis of information provided on the form.

2.

Students may complete job application-forms and the teacher may
izteririew baeh studentoand select on the basis of the information
gained.

5

1 8
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(

,
S. M. 1 (cont.)

The teacher is to retain theposition of overall manager and imaginary owner of the establishment. In that position, the teacher will make basic deciSiOns
regarding the followings -unit of service to be simulated, menu to be serVed,
type and number of customers to be served, number alp type of employees
needed and persons to be selbcted for each position" (Some of these deci-;
sions may be arrived at through consultation with-theclass, or individual,
host, hostess, Cooks.)
who are employed in positions.of authority
Classroom facilities, class schedules and students enrolled will influence
the particular simulations which cap be carried aut. The charted materials
which appear in the support materials 3, 4 and 5, outline basic information
regarding the possible alternatives. A number of combinations of Service,
menu and food preparation can be developed.
In selecting combinations 9f menus and.service, it may be helpful to keep
in mind the following guidelines When service is simple and the number of
foods to be served is limited,..a larger number of customers can be served
efficiently by employees wtth limited training and skills. When a qamplicated service is combined:with a greater,variety of foods, greater skill
is required by the employeesif customers are to be served.efficiently
and food retain high quality.
In order to motivate stvdents and provide opportunities for basic learnings
to be repeated.and re-experienced, it seems desirable to suggest that the
first sdmulated preparation and service activity be Carried cut during the
third week ofinslgiction.
Simulation-experiences would be most effective if the first siMulation folThis format provides the student
lows the instruction on pages,54 - 80.
with basic concepts concerning the food service industry, tasks of workers in
the severaLlood service occupations, sanitation and Safety, standardized
recipe.use, portion and cost control. With this basis,the students should be
able to translate this knowledge to quantity production in a simulated restaursnt-or.coffee house situation.
If the teacher, after eValuation of the class progress, feelsis practice
experience is needed prior to meeting the public, -a small quantity preparation of brownies (which require portioning by cutting the baked product)
and cOokies (which require'portioning the raw dough) could be attempted'
with class members:functioning as food service workers and customers.
This experience can alert students and teacher to management problems in
the production of goods and it may provide a concrete example of the value
of.portion control as it relates cost and customer satisfaction. Improvement of these areas prior to the more extensive simulation which involves
paying customers will lead to greater Customer satisfaction and a more
positive experience for the students.
40
Those classes which have a good basis in food preparation may feel the proctice with only class members present is not necessary.and will prefepbto begin with'the beverage and snack bread meal served to the public. !Me
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S. M. 2
FRONT OF THE HOUSE OPERATIONS
Service Unit
(Sales Team)
Counter Service

Characteristics

Etaployee

Counters are arranged in a
straight line or U-shape.
The area surrounding and
beneath the counter is equiped with all of the supplies
needed for service of food.
dishes, flatware, glassware, etc.)
Food preparation, and asseml-

bly is done at the back of
the bar. The counter may
be a self-sufficient unit
including necessary cooking,
fountain, beverage.and dishIf the
washing equipment'.
counter is supported by a
kitchen in the back of the
house, the bar will contain
fountain, beverage and display equipment. Food preparation will be done in the
back of the house.

Counter
Worker
(1 for
every 1
12 seat
spaces if
worker is
experienced
and preparation is
supported.
by kitchen
oir menu is
,simple.)
For pur,-

poses of
class
simulation,
ratio of
customers

to counter
person can
be reduced.

Duties.and
Responsibilities
Keep the counter
top clean,and orderly, using a,
damp cloth for
wiping the counter.

Fill and group
counter accessories such as
.pepper,

cream
thin easy reach
of customers.
Return accessories to the proper
location after
they have been
used.

Serve the customer
in the order they
are seated.
(Sug,gest items, answer
questions, take
orders.)

5 - 2 0
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FRONT OF THE HOUSE OPERATIONS
Characteristics

Service Unit
(Sales Team)

The customer is not. usually
seated by a host or hostess.
The Counter person may combine the jobs of cashier with
those of waiter or waitress:

Counter Service

.

In other Operations, a person ig.emOloyed to perform'
the duties of cashier with.
those of waiter or waitress.

Employee

Duties and
Responsibilities

Counter
Worker

Place flatware,
dishes and glassware and other
parts of.the cover
in front of the
customer in a
definite unit.

r,

Prepare, portion
and arrange foods
for service.

Service is efficient and

suited to simple.and itd

Place the check as
soon as the order
is completed.

turnover of customers,

Clear counter When
guest leaves and
clean surface'.

Cashier

ft

Obtains and counts
change,.

One
Accepts payment
of customer checks
promptly.
Makes accUrate
change.

Cashes checks aria
calculates and
collects tax.
.

Assists customers
and answers questpns.
Treat's tustoters

courteously under
all circumstances.
Counts 46d Verifies
.cash receipts.

Prepare deposit
receipts.

5 - 2 1
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FRONT OF THE HOUSE OPERATIONS

Service Unit
(Sales Team)

Characteristics

Tables or booths are
arranged in the establish
ment for maximum seating
capacity and ease of move
ment of employees.

Table Service

EMployee

Duties and
Responsibilities

Host or
Hostess

Represents the
owner to the
customer.

Reports to own

ermanager c
.

'The group of tables which
are to be serviced by a
waiter or waitress are
identified as a "station."
At a side table near the
station, a reserve of sup
plies are kept including:
condiments, ice water, cof

Usually
only one is
employed
for each
dining

mendations
complaints of
customers and
employees.

room.

Responsible for
the appearance
of the dining

'

area, cleanli

Some of these sup
plies may be placed direct
fee.

ness and order.
All areas are
clean and in
order before

ly on the table.

Space for a serving tray is
also provided at the side

the establish
ment is opened
for business.

table.

Customers are greeted by a
host person and seated at
This individual
the. table.
may present the menu to the

WindOws, lights and temperature
are regulated.

customers.

Tables dnd ser
The waiter or waitress
takes the order, answers
questions of customers,
and places order with the
kitchen. Food is prepared
by the kitchen.
The waiter or waitress
assembles the order and
serves it to customers.
The check is presented
immediately after the last
course has been served or
as soon as the individual
has finished eating.

vice stations
are properly
equipped.
,

'Menu cards and
order forma
are available.
Adequate supply
of placemats,
table cloths,

Supervises the
,waiters and
waitresses .

-

S. M. 2 (cont.)

FRONT OF THE HOUSE OPERATIONS

Service Unit
(Sales Team)

Characteristics

Table Service

The waiter or waitress
may say goodby to the
customers as they leave
the table.,

\

Einployee

Duties and
Responsibilities

Host or
Hostess

Meets with all
dining room
workers to give

.

special instruc
tions regarding
serving, menus,

The cashier, or waiter/
waitress, may receive the
Tayment and complete the
transaction with the cus
tomer.

etc.

Recepes the
customers and

makes them wel
J

come.

Asks how marly in

the group and
seats group in a
suitable
location.
Apportions the

seating of cus
tomers to the

several sta
tions so that
service can be
efficient and
overcrowding is
avoided.

Host or
Hostess

Places menu be
fore guests or
has waiter or
waitress do so.

Has table clear
ed before the
next guests are
seated.

Handles customer
complaints;

deals with dif
ficult custom
ers.

5 - 2 3
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FRONT OF THE HOUSE OPERATIONS

Service Vat

Characteristics

Duties and
Responsibilities

Employee

(Sales Team)

Waiter or
Waitress

Table or Booth

provides tables
that are clean
'<and properly
spt before service is given.

Each employee
would be
responsible
for service
to 2-3
tables

Presents the
menu if this
has not been
done by the
host or
hostess.

Takes the customer's order
and records it
so that itclean"

be easily read,
identifying
serving station
and server.

Gives or4er to
the kitchen or
various units
in the kitchen.
Assembles and
serves the order.

Bus Person

Deliyers glasses,
dishes, and flatware to the appropriate service
center, removes
trays of soiled
dishes and
unloads in the
dish room in
assigned order
and space, collects.soiled
linen and disposes of it in
the appropriate
place.
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FRONT OF THE HOUSE OPERATIONS

Service Unit
(Sales Team)

Characteristics"

Table or Booth

.

EMPloyee

Duties and
Responsibilities

Bus Person

Protects clean
useable food
which remains on
serving dishes
after they have
been removed from
the table (packaged crackers,
bread sticks,
butter chipsi.
Retprns these Ito

appropriate service center.

Assists with arranging tables
and service of
meal as directed
by the host or
hostess.

Resets table or
wipes off table
after clearing
dishes.

Cashier

See previous
description.

One

Self-Service

Self-service units generally have a display of
ready-to..fat items ranging from a few items to a
large number. Customers
ma7 serve themselves or
may be assisted in the
service by a person working behind the counter.
The customer collects
the food on plates and
tray. He then takes the
food,to a table:

5
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Counter
Worker
One for
every ser-

Serves food that
the customer requests.and keeps
self-service items
available to customer.

vice unit:
i.e., dessert, salad, Portions focid as
steam table, directed.
bread,
beverage.
Checks and cleans
the service area

.

before and during
service.

15. M. 2 (cont.)

FRONT OF THE HOUSESPERATIONS

Service Unit
(Sales Team)
,

Employee

Characteristics

'Duties and

Responsibilities

Counter
Worker

Self-Service

Prepares serving
area to keep cold
food cold and hot
food hot.
Assembles food '
which is to be
served from.the
particular unit.
Arranges food
attractively*
Restocks supply of
food during a slow
period.
Stores all food
after service is
completed.

Cleans area and
refills accessories.
Supplies area with
dishes, trays, and
flatware.

Floor
Person

Directs customers
to tables and
helps customers to
remove food Prom
trays.

Serves and refills
beverages; brings
cooked-to-order
food to customers.
Clears tables and
cleans surfaces.
Keeps area of table
clean and orderly.

5 - 2 6
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Is

-Service Unit
(Sales Team)

FRONT OF THE HOUSE OPERATIONS-

Chaxacteristics

Self-Servieb

Eillployee

Duties and
Responsibilities

Cashier

Duties as previously described.

Checker

Operates a machine
which.counts the
number of customers
and counts the items
which are purchased.
(In a simulated
situation, this can
be done by hand.)
The checker may 41so
record the price of
each item and total

cos* This process
is usually
e by
machine.
simulate
ion
the cost o
ms
can be recorded by
hand and the check
totaled by the
Checker.)
Bus
PersOn

Duties as previously described.

Runner
or
Supplier

KeTps the cooks
informed on the
rate'of demand for
foods. Supplies
counter with food.
Keeps dishwashers
notified regarding
need for dishes, etc.
Informs counter
wOrkeriOf food
supply in.kitchen.
IF

.Brings dishes to

areavwhere needed.

5

2 7
.11
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S. M. 3
BACK OF THE HOUSE OPERATIONS
Team of Food
Service
Workers
Management
Team

General Duties and
Responsibilities

EMployt-

Specific Duties and
Responsibilities

These employees are

Owner or
manager
appointed
by owner.

Makes major ddcisions or
consults with other members Of-the team to make
these decisions.

respowible for the
overall operatio of
the establishment:
Their duties include:
planning menus,
establishing the type
of unit of service,
hiring, training, and
supervising employees,
supervision of food
preparation and ser%rip. Money management, including the
purchase of equipment
and supplies, is likely
to be included in the
management team's
responsibilities.

Purchases food or assigns
task to other team member.
Supervises othei. members
of the managapent team
and instructs them in
,specific duties.

Plans and controls the
operation.

,Bookkeeper

Keeps records of financial transactions, pays
bills.
.

Cas hi er

Host or
.Hostess

Head Cook

Food
Preparation
Team - Hot
Foods

82
5

2 8

Alk

Duties listed as part of
Front of thf House
operation.

Duties identified as
part of Front of the
House operation.

'Prepares main Course and
superviSes pf.eparation
of other foods and workers
in kitChen.

S. M. 3 (cont.)

BACK.OF THE HOUSE OPERATIONS

"-Team of Food
Service
Workers'

General 'Duties and

Receiuing,
Storing, and
Issuing Team

Receiving includes
ohecking the purdhaSe
order against the,
supplies delivered;
inspection of the
supplies to determine
quality, as well as
correct qiantity.

EmOioiee,

Specific Ditties and
Resoonsibilitles

Owner or
manager
mgy be

-Counq:oheck, and weigh
supplieeas.they. are

dutieS in
a small
operati

in appropriate storage

Responsibilitiei

delivered...: Note conditiOn.
responsiblir,
for these -!Store perpha6les first

:

store other items.to
insure that'old supplies
,are used first.
.

Sto

or
per
clerk.May
be
assigned.

Keep necessary records
of. foods received, arri

issued to preharation
functions
in larger
operations. Fill orders for'suppli0fl..om other work units'Or '

these

teaMS4.4
,

Deliver supplies at
,specifieq'times.
-Clean-area.,

Food
Preparation
Teams

"Freliminary.
Preparation

Preparation of raw
food for cooking
includes: cl4aning,
.slicing, peeling,
chopping, weighing,
and measuring.

,'Hedd
vegetable/
person

Responsible for washing,
trimming all 'fruits and
vegetables. !lay include
those needed for salad
those to be
as

'

cooked.q..

.

41

kit c hen

helper

Similar duties, under
supervision of the
cook.

'-

Hot Food
Preparation

Cooking meats,
vegetables, soups,
sauces, and gravies.

Head Cook
.0r Chef

foodResponsible for
preparatioh and th
direction of othera in
the department.

Tegm of Food
Service
Workers
Fdbd
Preparation

General Duties andResponsibilities

Employee

Specific Duties and
Responsibilities

Other

Assigned to prepare'
limited range of food,

cooks

-

Teeth - :Hot

i.e., fried toofols,

Foo4s

vegetables, etc.

Assigned preparation

Cook's
Helper

tasks,
slices
cleans
cook's

,

Cold Food
Preparation
or Salad
Department

Responsible for prepa- ilead Salad
ration of salads, appe- Person or
tizers, and cold seaSandwich
food preparations.
Person
Sandwiches may be prepared by this team lir
workers.
He
.

.

i.e., browns meat'Vk
meats and cheese,
and maintains
area.

Prepares items and supervises other workers.
Orders supplies needed
for menus.

Prepares sandwich fillings.
Assembles sandwiches.
Assembles salads.

Cleans refigerator and
work area.

Bakery Team

Responsible f2r the pre- Head
paration of bTeads, .
Baker
quick breads, pastries,
cakeNland desserts.
econd
Baker

Responsible for all major
items and directing the
work Of others.
Responsible for the prepsrdeion of simple desserts
and for assistance to the
head baker.
:

Bekqes
RelOgr

Responsible for washing
pots and pans and for
cleaning of the area.

Prepares pans, portioa
items for baking, cuts
,ond bhapes dough.

441

S. M. 3

cont.
mi

BAcep THE HOUSE OPERATIONS
401.

Team of Food
Service
Workers

General Wass and

EMployee

Res onsibilities

Specific Duties and'
Reaponsibilitje8

Removes baked goods
from pans, stores.

Sanitation
Team
-4

-

Kitchen
Care 6f the physical
flantiincludes cleaning, Cleaners
,repairingl-and maintaining the building.
Bus
Persons

Remove trash and clean
floors, walls, and some
equipment, asaapj.gned.
Carry Out sOme cleaning
functions in the front
of the houee.
,

4eaning and care oT
.equipmentioand utensils

includes cleaning and
sanitiling pots, pans,
utensirs'used in storing, preparing, and
serving food.

4

Dishwashing or dish
Aom work. Cleaning
and storage of dishes
includes washing,and
sanitizing the Cana,
plastic, glass, and
flatware used-in
serving food.

Pot and
-Pan
Woesher

Selects and uses correct

Head
Dishwasher
;

Maii work in each station
or in central location.

clearling- materials

quipment.

4

Assistant
Dishwasher

Supervises wdrk of helpers.;

Operates a dish *chine or
washes dishes byikand.
Sterilizes and,polishes
flatware.

.

Trucks dishes tq and Vom
dish room.

tit

',,itort

Does general0eaninik4m
the area.

:

The variations found in the food produc on function are determined by the.
u.
In large establishments with
siqe of the operation and the type of
to go to the specific preparation
varied menus, the waiter or waitress
item, i.e., hot food center for meat,
center to order and pick up a particul
vegetable, and ggkato; cold food-center for appetizer and salad, etc.
Anoth&r variatiirin this function will be the amount of self-setvice
-

111

ts,

S. M. 3 (cont.)
waiter or waitress is expected to perform.
In some operations, production
workers are entfrely responsible for "dishing up" or portioning all food items;
- then the server merely places the order and picks up the iteni ready to present.
to the customer. The policy in otheripstabliehments is to have the waiter or
waitriess serve herself/himself whenever possible; thus, he/she may be
responsible for the following:
o
. pouring juice and beverages
dressing salads and garnishing desserts or other foods
3.
portioning some foods such asopies, cakes desserts
1.
2.

'

_

s: M. 4

'GETTING ACQUAINTEDarTH Fat SERVICe..

MeetSales Teept
ing the .Custbmer

;Host-Hatess
Cashier

ManageMent

I

I

laming
Clerk
Bookkeeper

4r0640!Vie
110a ,pr. ho

Cashier, boo
Head chef

,- Walter, waitress
Bus boy, bus girl
IV. Sanitation
Head dishwasher
Dishwasher
Pot/pan washer
Bus boys and girls

Storing,-

III.

Storeroom worker...".-,1"

V. Food Preparation 'V
Cook - Baker
Chef
Assistants
Kitchen Helper

1.

The team I am observing is

26

The particular worker I am observing is'

3.

List the duties performed by the

,.

.

rker identified.in #2.

What other duties does this walker perform that you did mot observe?
4s,
X

.40\

With what other people does this pers

6.

have contact?

From whom does the worker receive instructigns?
b4

To whom does the worker go if there are problems on the 36b1

hours Of tle day does this person work?

5-33

S. M..5

FOOD SEM/IC =STONER

Directions:

w

Select a Arson between the ages of 44rteen and eighty.
the purpose of the interview.
Expl
Inteview the person and record ill:formation in space provided.

'Age of person interviewed.

13-18

30

Circl&appropriate response.
31 - 50

51 - 65

'4
66 -% 80

e, how many times do you eat food in a snack bar, restaurant"
On the ave
cafeteria, or other.d, service establishment per weak? Circle appropriate
.response.

40
4 - 6

7 ,10

- 15

16 - 20

Why do you eat out?.
c.,

What is yOur favorite place-to eat out?

Why?

.i

ORGANIZING SIMULATED ETERIENCE

Meal:

Preparation
UrAt

Mspu

COffee or anack break

Workers

Day

Responsibility

*Number
.Needed)

t

Beverage
Milk
Coffee
Tea
Hot chocolate

Order supplies
,.Head
Cold Food
Beverage
Preparation
.Maker (1) Prepare coffee
#ssemble cream and sugar
410-

Bakery Unit

Assorted

Assemble serving dishes

Prep. day

(1)

Prepare hot Water for tea
and hot chocsekte from-mix

Serving
day

Fill orders of waiter or
waitress, if they are not
responsible for this

Serving
day

Prelarep.
Order supplies
daY
Become familiar with reCipes

Head

F,rownies

Filled'
rolled
cookie
Peanut
Cookie

day
Serving
day

Kitchen
Helper

Aker

coqips

Pre-prep.

Mix ingredapp or silipervise Prep. ,a
day V
assistant Mick.
,

Prep.

Assistan$%Put items to bake
Watch baking time
Baker
Remove pans
(2)r

day

ev;

Prep.
to4lect supplies and pre'day
pare ingredients such as
chopping nuts, etc. Portion
mixture for.baking

pans, ovens, cool- 44Rrep,
day
ing surfaices.- Te baked
goods off pans 'Clean
utenaile
Pte

Helper
(2)

Dishwashers

IDishlwashera'

Assemble needed di
flatware

es and Arrep.
dai

( 3

Aseemble supplies for Washp.
ing of dishes'

5

89

'T.

S. M. 6 (cont.)

Preparation
Unit

Workers

Responsibility

Day

Review procedure, assign
responsibilities

Prep.

Wash dishes, carry and
store in appropriate area

Prep.
day

(tumber

eded)

day

6

Prepare dining room or
supervise peparation

Host or
Hostess

Sales Unit

Imat_sd
Hbuee

-

.Prep.

day

(1)

Prepare menus

Other duties ae outlined

Du es as previously out'1 ned

Servinf
day

Greet customers, seat
cue mers
Be ome familiar with p rAlt
of items and form of chec

Cashier
. (1)

,Assemble change

ylt

Prep.

day
Prep.

It'

Practice reading chec

Prep.'

day

and making cha00e,

,Waiter

'

dr
Waitreis4

r-

(3)

Daies as des cri 'bed'

Serving

Become familiar with menu,
order form, and check

Prep.

Become familiar,wittl units

Prep.

day

day

of servige'M kit-dherk..Oreet custdmers A-..!40

eerve order
Bus b00"
or girl

Duties as described

Serving
day
.

Serving
day

b:\ the teacher in pre-planning the co-ordlo
iRation.bfinenu'l gervice, era students,: t'4udente:.may also find it helpful
to list the tasks tH64-14:iedr,tocompg,etle.0,-. b.4 thkkdays.
The suggestedjOrq

-

4
'ff1F!

5 - 3 6
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S. M. 6 (cont.)

Other Meal and Menu Suggestions:

Sandwiches(cold filling)

Lunch

. cheese

tuna, chicken
ham salad

Brunch or Supper

Garnish

*
potato chips
fresh vegetables

Beveri5e

milk
coffee

.Desserll

fruit crisp
gelatin dessert

'Apettizer

fruit cup
fruit juice

Pancakes

-4

Accompaniment
butter

synt
Beverage

mflJc

0,616-6

5-37
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S. M. 7

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT
Date

Name
Middle

First

Last

Address
Job Desired

Phone

'Age

Education

Location

Name of School

Years Attended

ElementarY
Junior High
Best Subject
Favorite Acta.

References: Give below the names of two people, not relatives
have known for one year.
.

Name

#

Address

4 -t
Y

How do you'think

ix can help to make the class activity a success?

Wily do you want this job? *

Why would you be gotd on this job?. *

4,3

* Note:

May be Used as part of interview, rather than application.

-,
73

8

ltikit

S. M. 8

BULLETIN BOARD OR VISUAL
4P

Mother Hubbard's Cupboard Is Empty?
Place symbols and factors inside a thought cloud coming from a person's head.
Use drawings or pictures from magazines for symbols and student responSes
for factors.

Service of Food
-food served attractively
-good tervice

FoOd Preparation
-attractive garnishes
-tasty food
-generous portions

Surroundings
-spacious
-clean
-nice decor
-entertainment provided
-comfortable
-convenient

People
-triendly
-courteous
;-promPt
-polite

- reas,onable prices

-ohildren's prices
- weekly or daily specials

\_.
'

4

5-39110
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TABLE ShaiING CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Pftirmorrir

5- 4 0

9 'I

TABLE SETTING CROSSWORD PUZZLE

S. M. 9 (cont.)

Dom
is placed at the tip of the knife.

1.

The'

2.

When ihe table has been settait is time to

3.

A

4.

placed on the
Theabread and butter plate
appearance with the glass on he right ,side.
^,

covers the entire table.
side to balance the

.

40

,

5.: lit_ of a cup is parall 1 to the table edge for ease of handling.
6.

Set in the center of-the cover is the

7.

A ____401is the basic unit of ire setting and is approximately" 24" x 15".

Across
are placed on the left side of the.plate according to custom.

1.

The

2.

The hemmed edges of a'
to allow for easy use.

3.

Plates, natl./Fe, and na

4.

A

from Vie table edge.

°are placed

is an individual sized table covering.

5.- The cutting edge of the
conyenient use.
6.

laced next to the left side of the fork

.

is placed next to the plate for Safety and

plate is placed next,to the bread and WttprAatel if not
The
served as a seperate course.
is placed in order of use.)

KEY
Across
1.
2.
3.
4.

glass
eat
tablecloth
left

5. fandie
6. plate
7. cover

1.
2.
3.
4.

f
na
one inch
placemat

5. knife
6. salad
7. flatware

/
st;.. 7,740

5 -41

'411%

LI -41

Hill 2.2

36
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MICROCOPY RE SOLU I ION

Ma,

;

I .6

f.S

1!ASIC TABLE SETTING

SAMPLE MENUS

S. M. 11
of

Beef Stew
French Bread
Fruit Garnish

500

Chicken Salad Sandwich:
Chips, Pick1es4

400

III. Grilled Cheese Sandwisch
Homemade Chicken Soup.,

400

II.

Beverages are ihcluded.

Tea

"Milk

Coffee

Desserts
250
250
150

Pecan Pie
Mile-High Strawberry Pie
Chocolate Cherry Bundt Cake

1.

Meat Loaf
Twic -Baked Pofatoes
Beets

2.

Potato Salad
Polish Sausage
Sliced Tomatoes

'Green Jello Salad
- 500
Rolls

Beverages included with meal.

'.

Apple Betty

Desserts
Carrot Cake - 150

200

Banana Cream Pie - 150

Orange She'rbert

and Cookies - 150

P"4"4

5

I+ 3

?

of

Ist

-

500,

S. M. 12 - QUANTITY RECIPES: STANDARDIZED AND NON -tTANDARDIZED

Creamed Chipped Beef
.Yield:

Portion:

6- qt.
c.

Amount

Ingredient

Method

2 lb. 8 oz.

Chipped beef
Fat

Chap beef coarsely.
Brown lightly in fat.

Butter or
margerine
Flour
Milk

Make into Medium White Sauce.

1 lb.

1 ib. 4 oz.
10 oz.

.5 qt._

Add chipped beef
Add salt and pepper to taste.
Serve with 4 oz. ladle on toast
or with baked potato.

p.

Variations:
!educe beef to 2 lb. and add 1 40 oz.
Creamed Chipped Beef and Peas.
1.
--)efore serving.
package frozen peas, cooked, ju
ground cheese to white sauce.
Chipped Beef and Noodles. Add 2 iL
2.
Combine with 2 lb. noodles, cooked. Top with,buttered crumbs.' Bak
30 min. at 350 F.
Add 2 doz.,hard-cooked eggs, sliced or coarsely
3. thipped Beef and Eggs.
chopped% "Reduce white sauce to 1 gal.

Nut Bread
Yield: 5 loaves 4 x 9 in.

Bake:' 1 hr.

14 slices perloaf

Cen: 375 F.
Amount

Ingredient

Method

1 lb.

Flour
Baking powder
Nuts, chopped

Comt;ine dry indredients and nuts in
mixer bowl (low speeoV.

1 oz.,

1 lb.
1 T.
1 lb. 8 oz.

6
qt.
4 oz.

.

Salt
Sugar

Eggs, beaten
Milk

,

c

,Fat, melted," cooled

Add ,combined milk, eggs, and fat.
Mix (low speed) only until blended.
Divide batter into 5 greased loaf pans.
Let stand 30 gin. before baking.

5-1+.14.
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S. M. 12 (cont.. )

QUANTITY RECIPES:

NON-STANDARDIZED

Creamed Chiped Beef
4 ,jars Chipped Beef
1 can White Sauce

FAMILY-SIZE RECIPE:

NON STANDARDIZED

Meat Loaf
Meat scraps ground real Eine.

Add. 2 egge, a cup milk and a few bread crumbs.

.Bake in a greased pan 'for at '1.-east an hair.
O.

Bread Pudding
Break bread into a small pan and put to soak in Milk. When ready to bake,
put in a pinch of salt, a little cinnamon,, couple spoonsful of, sugar, raisins,
and 1 egg for a small batch.

,

1,

10
5 - 4 5

S. M. 13 - RECIII STUDY FORM

Directions:

Read the recipe careSUlly. List the abbreViatiohs, syMbols,
and terms in the co1uOns provided. Write domthe meaning
associated with the terms or abbreviations. If you are not
certain of the Meaning, consult a cookbook or reference book.

Title Of Recipe

Cooking
Term

Cooking or
Preparation
TerM

Meaning

Meaning,

01.

i
I

1

-,
,

,

_

r

Duplicate on half or full sheet of 'paper.

ela

1

:

S. M. 14 - CASE SITUATION
Joe's "on the jop" assignment is working asia coMbination counter!

-

man gnd fry cook at Rogers Drug Store.

His duties in/elude:

!1\4

taking customer food 'orders
preparing some food 4.tems, such as sandwiches ard fountain orders
giving specified po ions.of other fpOds which re already prepared
serving t e food
the custo er with gni
cdunte check
present
\\i,emized
:
c011ecting the counter check and the customer's money upon completion
of the meal
keeping the counter!and food supply clean and anitary.
,

The lunch counter is a small operation.
to serve customeis.

Joe likes his job.

At times Joe is the only one there.

He is lea

food service and thdnks he might like to be a chef

many things about
ome dgy.

.

a
A

One day when Joe is running the counter by

elf, a'couple of

,

students from his school comein and sit down at t e coUnter.
acquaintances whom Joe would like to

et to know

always"seems to have a 10 Of fun ar4 Joe woul

They are

lot hetter.

Their group

ly like td be considered

,

one of the group.
a small Coke.

One boy orders th

ain hambu

He complains that he ltyn't ha4e

er plate which comes-with
nough money for french

1

fries or a large Coke.

The second boy says, "Say

Joe.

It sure would be

easy-for you to help out your friepds at a time 34ke this.

You could add,

french fries to our plates and give us a ],arge Coke instead of the small
one.

You could make out the check'for the regular hamburger order and

old Rogers would never know.

What could Joe do?

How about it?"
.

/

4

.
,

S. M. 15

JOB SATISFACTION

Name

Job in first simulation

My makAduties were:

I liked this job because:

IAisliked this, job because:

C.

Job in second simulation
My main duties, were:

I likedthis job because:

I disliked this job because:

5 - 4 8

A CAREER IN FOOD SENNICE

S. M. 16

:Job

Qualifications
.

Advancement
Employment
Outlook

Working
Conditions

Front of the House

1. Waiter or
Waitress

2. Cashier

3. Host or
Hostess'

4. Manager
a

5. Bus boy.or
Bus girl

5

4 9

z

Salary
Fringe
Benefits

41111,

S. M..16 (cont.)

.

A'CAREER IN FOOD SERVICE

.Qualifications

Job

Working
Conditions

A
Back of the House

6. Cook or
Chef

7. Dietician

8. Bus boy or
Bus girl

9. Dishwasher

10.

alad maker

1 0 7,
A

5-50

Advancement
Employment
Out1ock

Slpirary

F*inge
Benefits

3.

14.

17

CUSTOM COUNTER CHEM,

.

V
,

.
.

.

.
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.

,
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SALES TAX
TOTAL
,

10 3

S. M.

REFEMN C10

18

41.

,

Books:
Food Service Careers.

Corneliust:Ethelwyn.

Minnesota State Department of Education.
Cirriculum Bulletin No. 34, 1971.

Peoria, Ill.:

Bennett, 197/,

Resource Units in Foods Occupations.

Training Food
United States Department ormHealth Education and Airate.
Service Personnel. Superintendent of.Documents,-14.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1969.:

United,States Department of Labor. Bureau of Statistics., 0eoupati9nal
Outlook Handbook. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.0
1970-71.
United States Employment Service. Lftctionary of Occupational Titles:
Definition of Title61 Vol. I. Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Gpvernment Printing Office, Washington, D. a., 1965.

Pamphlets:

Minnesota Department of Education. Division of Vocational Education:
"Minnesota Area Vocational-Technical Institutes Regional DirectorY."
St. Paul, Minnesota.

4

Visuals:
Free rental.
(Film.
15 min.)
Hospital Food Service Safety.
Medical Audiovlsual genter, Station K, Atlanta, Georgia.

National

(16 min., color, U.S. Public-Helith Service. $3.00) Shows
Kitchen Habits.
ahotel kitchen and the precautions necestary for-personal cleanliness'
1968.
and sanitizing of equipment that kitchen' employees must observe.
.

-

(10 min., black and white, $1.75) Illustrates the most
Kitchen Safet-.
common safety problems encountered in the kitchen and precautions:
Extension-Visual Education Specialist, Agricultural EXtension Service,
Institute of Agrieulture, St. Paul,' MinneSota.

(transparency masters) 3M Business Products Sales,
Inc;,' 1620 East 78th Street,-P.O. Box 1250. Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Safety iriti4.4,K1tchea.

UNIT TITLE: ENJOYING AND UNDERSiANDINO YOUNG CHILDREN

a .;

,

I

4

(ft zrsperince ANT i t 11
UNIT FOCUS: The care and guidenceof young ghildreq.eis the theme orthis unit.
preschool children is suggested aS a primarY leattiniOxpeilence. The'activities dN.15A-0
carried out with.the children in the presc,,hohl are considered in terms of their effect'on the
development of the young child.. Attention is directed to career opportimities related to child Care.
.

.

.

OATIONALE: Opportunities tb interact with young children as siblings, child care workers, and members
of infOrmal groups are frequently àvailable to junior high schoo l students: Ideas about childr
and attitUdes toward them develop as a consequenae of thesei nteractions. Attitudes and ide
formed may serve as the:bases for present and future waSis of interacting with children. Ins &ion
iet
th4--.4.,,
which Provides accurate information regarding the growth and development of children
effects of various practices on the development of children can guide students as they rorinufath.
; beneficial ways of interacting With children. Such learnings will be useful to the students in their
present rolea as well as the roles of child care worker and./or parent whieli
they may choose latef'
nt

-

...,1

..,

in life.

,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Comprehension of the developmental processes in regard to human growth and development
Comprehension of the processes of observation and interpretation in the study of children
Practices observation-and interpretation in the preschool laboratory setting
Comprehension of developmental characteristics of children at various stages of development
Translates knowledge of idevelopmental characteristics to the selection of activities for children
.Translatei knowledge of developmental characteristics to the selection of guidance procedures for
children
Willingness to respond to children with positive regard
Comprehension of the relationship of hereditST to developmental processes.
Comprehension of the relationship of environment to the developmental processes
Willingness to consider the>effect of environments on development of children
Knowledge of child care career opportunities
Awareness of personal satisfactions experienced as a child care worker
Comprehension of personal characteristics, abilities, and interests as related to responsibilities of a
child care worker
.

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: None. Level II.
SUGGESTED LENGTH OF TIME: 6-9 weeks.

-
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Identify the problem and question whic were the -t
subjeet of scientific investigation. (S.M. 5)

Individuals with special training in
Observation and'interpretation have
been and 'are stuaying human
development.

Explain the procedure used to gather dt

Chi Idret of various ages have been
studied Over many years.
As a result of this careful observation
-

Explain conclusion which resulted frcn the study.
How could this information be used in deciding how
to work with children?

and interpretation, information
which describes the growth and
development of children is
available.

Growth in size and weight is rapid
during the-first year. A child's height_
increases by one-third and weight.

During the first year of life, the
child develops the abilily to 'roll
Over, sit alone, stand,,ciawl, and
may develop the ability to walk

Pre-Teaching: Ask students to bring a picture of
themselves as infants 0-1 year of age or a picture
of another child of that age. Pictures which show
more than the faCe of the child will provide more
useful illustrations of the content to be studied.
Describe and explain the developmental
characteristiesdk children 0-1 year of age.
- Students may observe the piCtures and identify
illustrations of those characteristics.
Pictures from textbooks may be used to suPplement
those Of the students.

alone.
Coordination of arm, hand, and
finger muscles develops during
the first year.
Children are able to pick tip small

bits of food and eat them. Children
may also begin to use eating
utensils during the first year.
Muscle control moves from head
to foot.
Developmgnt of niuscle control
and .moverhent of the body is gradual;
Muscle control develops froth parts
closest to the main body asi i. to
parts farther away. (arm to hand
to fingers) ,
All of the senses are present and
operating during the first year.
Children communicate tlirough
crying, cooing, and._a variety

.

of other noises which are the
beginnings of language development.
Children during the first year are
dependent 'upon adults for the
satisfaction of needs.
During the first year.of life,
children become increasingly aware
of the_people and things which are
part? of the environment.
Near the end of. the first year, the
child seeks and enjoys relationships
with'other people.
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-Pre-T

ACHER INTERACTION
ing: Review support mateiial 1-5.
/

Colnplete preliMinary arrangements for.operation of
prkschool laboratory.
Prepare visual (chart, transparency,'OT chalkboard
listing) which illustrates the roWion of stUdents'
laboratory responsibilities.
Prepa*re copies for students of duties of team members.
-Prepare visual which illustrates opportunities for
trnployment as a child..care worker.
If possible,in one area of the room, display some
of thetnaterials which will be used irwrorking with
the children in the Preschool..
Samples of art work done by young children Might
also be displayed. (scribble pictures,-finger painting,
tempera painting).
Introduction: Refer to displays of material in the
classroom.
Our study for the next,several weeks is going to focus
on young children, their surroundings, and the
4 people who are responsible for their care.
.T If you have had responsibility for the care .of.a child
or infant, raise your right hand./Record numbers on
the chalkboard.
If you earned money while caring for the child, raise
your left hand. Record numbers on the chalkboard.
.Refer to 1,he visual of employment Opportunities.
Continue: In almost every community there are a
number of opportunities td be employed as a child
care worker.
Withthe aid of the visual, identify several specific
employment opportunities:
Students may identify others found in the local
community: Names of jobs may be b.dded to the
..

visual.

Through the.operation of a preschool laboratory,
the class will have the chance to learn about
children. Each of you will have an opportunity to
become a child care worker for a brief period of
time.
Explain the ways in which the preschool laboratory
will be used to learn about children. Indicate the
following: frequency of preschool sessions, schedule

of meeting dates and times. day of firstpeeting.
Explain and illustrate with a large chart the rotatiOn
. of teaching groups for the first weeli of the,preschool.
Provide each student with a copy of the duties which
child care workers perform.
Read the descriptions with students, clarify with
additional comments, and identify tasks of a similar
type which are performed by wage-earning child care
workers. Refer to visual of employment opportunities
as necessary.

ito
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S.M.6
Pre-Teaching: Piepare copies.of Child,Care
Experiences.
Co lleet, cartoons or slides.or other illustrations which
show a child of 1 to 21/2 years of age behaving in a
manner which is normal for the age and stage of
development, but which might be misunderstood
as wrong or mischievous.
e.g., opening cupboard doors and taking out items
playing with butter, lard, or other foods as if
they were clay; play dough, or s d.
If a child care worker or parent is visible i the picture
it would be helpful if their expressions did not
indicate theirs reactions. Explanatory notes and captions
should he removed from the illustration.
Prepare the illustration so that all students may vievi
it or so that 3 to 5 students in a group may view a
copy of the illustration),
Transition: Before we try to make up groups of
workers, it would be helpful to find out about the
experiences you have had witIvhildren.
Direct students in the completion of the Child CareS.M.7
Experiences form. Work through xesponseg to one or
more of the items with students.
As students complete their forrhs, circulate and note
variety and quantity of experience. Question students
to help them consider their feelings about the experiences.
Have you enjoyed . . .?
How do you feel about . ..?
Which experiences woidd you like:to repeat?
When students have completed their forms, some
experiences and attitudes may be shared.
i.e., Let's look at experience No. 3 on the forms. If
you have had that,experience often, raise yOur hands
high above your heads.
If you felt pleased or happy with the expeKience,
wave your hand.
If you didn't enjoy the experience, put your thumb

down.,

Continue with other experiences on the chart to
obtain a variety of reactions.
Transition: From your charts and the responses in
class, it seems that almost everyone has had some,
experience with young children.
Each of us has probably had some questions about how
to work with children. Perhaps you are wondering what
mill happen when you are the story teller or the games
leader for the preschool.
Let's look at a picture that shows something that
might happen when a child care worker is responsible
for children.
Show the picture or illustration to the students and
have them write responses to the following questions.
(Each student should write her/his own response.)
What is happening in the situation?
What do you think about what is happening?

"

/7
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If you were the child care person, what would you

/ do?
/2

/
Student

Responding

When students have answered questions, shardorally
several different reSponses. Record on chalkboard or
'large chart which my be retained.
What is
WhJt do you think
What would
happening?
about what is
you db?happening?

/

1..

2.
3.

When sevecal different responses have been given,

Past experiences, ideas, and feelings
affect what is seen or heard in a
particular situation. The action
which a child care worker takes
is likely to be based,on her/his particular view of the situation.
The action of the child care worker
is likely to be based on the ideas ,
and feelings which he/she has about
the situation.

continue:
What seems to occur when different people view the
same situation? Do they see the same things?
Do different people think the same thoughts about
what is Seen or heard?
What could be some of the reasons for different
ideas about what is happening?
What relationship might there be between what you
see happening.and the action you might take?
What relationship might there be between what you
think abotlt what is happening and the action you
might take?

Direct students' attention to the illustration. Ask:
Which of the statements in the Vyhat is Happening
column actually describe what we can see?
Encourage student responses. help the student's to
identify the senses used to note what is happening.

4

Observation means to note or
sense what is happening in the
world by the use of the various
senses: sight, sound, smell, touch,
etc.
Accurate description tells exactly
what is sensed or what iS occurring.

Circle those statements WhiCh are accurate
observations and descriptidns. .
Explain to students the Meaning of the term
observation. Write the term on the chalkboard or
chart./
/
.
/' ,/l
Give several exampleof accurate obs rVation and
description. (These' ay be about the visual or
about something w ich is observable in the
classroom.)
Select a stateme t from those givert by.the students
.

which is.not an ccurate observation. Underline it
and ask students how that statement is different
from those t1-4:t have been identified as accurate
:
observationsi-

Interpretation means that some
additional meaning is given to what
has been observed.

Explain thdmeaning of the term interpretation.
Write the/term on the chalkboard: Encourage students
to identi y other statements which are interpretations
of what might have been obseiyed.
Reier to visual and ask: What is happening in the
picture?

11
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Record changes in statements on,chalkboard or
chart.

Now what dd you think abqut let is happenin

;Has it changed? How?
'
What effect thies iiccurate observationhava on

interpretation?
Refer. to the visual and explain the following to
students. Add other itatements which provide
inforniation on Which to balm intrpretation.

;
,The child is about 21/2 years old."1
Two-year-old.children learn by trying th4ings out in
.

their world. .
Ask students the fo4owing: What do you thinkabbut

the situation now?'

Why do you think as you-do? Would you take the
same action? Why?
What carilfie saidabout obserVation and interpretation?
What can be done to insure that interpretation is
,
accurate?.
Have students recall and describe one or niOre
instances in which they observed Or interpreted
inacqurately. What were the resulth? Students
may also recall instances in which their behavior,
was misinterpreted. What were the results?'

Interpretations based on limited
or incoMplete observation Maynot be accurate or truthful.
Interpretations which are based
on accurate observation and,
complete knowledge of the
situation are more likely to be
'truthful and accurate. .

.

Observation and accuratedescription can be used to
determine what is occurring
..'
in a specific situation.
,.
Knowledge of the genetal
characteristics of children.
of a particular stage of development
and age can tell us what is,genérally true about children Of
that age.
,

Pre-Teaching: Refer to references. From the
literature of bhild development, aeleat a study
* which represents scientific investigation and
development of knowledge.,
Prepare a summary of the study. if data are
reported graphically, prepare a copy of the data in
the form of a visual aid.
Transition: -As, we work tog.ethet in,the preschool
Ilaboratory,each of us will have. many opportunities to
take some kind of actioniti regard to the children.
". We will want.our action's to help the children enjoy
the preschool and learn from it.
HOw'can we get accurate information about the '
children on which to base our ideas and actions?
Encourage students' responses and record on
P.
overhead projector.
,
,

If necessary, referto the

in the visual. How Was a
-How did they use it

ation about the child
in ormation obtained?
course of action?

Knowledge of whatis occurring in
the specific situation and .
-knowledge of what children o
that age can be expected to do
and be like can giiide the child .
care worker's action.
Transition: Many different people study the growth
and development of human beings.
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Knowledge of childten's stages of
development and their particular
skills and levels of learning can be
used to choose ways of working
with children which will be
beneficial to the childreh.

MATERIAL

Following the identification of the developmental
chaxacteristics of a child during the first year of life,
ask:
How can knowledge of the chaiacteristics of the
young child be used in caring for the child?
Can Srou give some ekamples to illustrate _how that
information might be used?
How is knopledge Of chikiren's development related
to caring for children?
,
.

Pre-Teachintilor the purpose of observation of

developmen differences among preschool aged
children, arrange for children aged 1-34rears anti
their parents to visit the classroom.
Similar arrangements for observation can be made
with a day care center or nursery school.
Prepare observation forms.
Prepare an interview form similar to the one in the
S.M. Securing Information through Interview.
Quislions may be adapted to focus on one or more
types of development.,Students may interview an
individual who was responsible for theiecareas a
young child or they may interview the parents
of the children who are to be observed. .
Assemble textbooks which describelhe developmental
characteristics of children from1-,Ø years of age.
Transition: Explain the purpose f the observation
to students and acquaint them With the form for
recording information.

Observation is a way in which

informat4n about children's
'development may be obtained.
Observation is a way in which
information-about a child care
situation may be obtained.
.

//

.

,qat.

Carry out the observation/activity and parent interview.
Following the observation and interview experiences,
students who observed the same children may meet
in a small group and summarize their observations.
Circulate and assist groups to summarize.
As each'group completes this activity, direct them
in gathering information about the developmental
characteristics of children 1-3 years of age from the
text books.
In the small groups direct stip ?ents in.a comparison_
of observed- and text-described characteristics. Each
group may report/its findings to the total class.
Record major developmental characteristics on a
permanent visual.
7

Duringthesecond Oki third Steers
Of life, the child's motor development
continues.
Walking becomes a favorite form of
locomotion. Pulling, climbing,
tugging, pounding, and other motor
tasks are indicators that motor
skills of children-are deVeloping as
they reach their second birthday.

0
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During the 'second year, children's
langu4e consists of words and
sounds which have meaning to
them. Words, phrases and sentences
have developed by the end of the
second year.
The child's relationships With
others reveals a concern for self
and a self-centered attitude. Parallel
play or playing alone is preferred
to cooperative play.
The third year in the child's
development continues to be onesof physical growth and development.
Coordination of large muscles
develops and the child is capable of
running, riding a tricycle, and carrying
large, lightweight objects.
Small muscle coordination has also
dgveloped and the child feeds' ,
ittelf with greater skill and
handles other objecti with
sgrtater.coordination.
Chifdren between the ages of 2
and 3 are capable of doing many
things for themselves. Dressing,
feeding, and,toileting are tasks
'whiCh the child is beginning to
learn to do during the third year.

,

TranMtion: Refer students to information collected

,'-'by interview.
Display developmental characteristics chart.

Ask: What did the parent or child care person whom
you interviewed report?
Record responses. eg.:
Comments
Age of Walking

I scooted along on the floor in i
sitting position until I saw a
cousin of a similar age walking
and then I began walking.
I walked around the crib
9 mos.
holding on to the sides. One day
on the floor, I took three steps
to touch the cat that had come
in from outside.*
k at the age column, what can we say about
If
the age a't which children begin to walk?
If we look at the column thatdescribes behavior
that preceded and followed walking, what crO we
notice? HowIs it similar?
Is there anyone who did not crawl or somehow move
along on the floor before he/she started walking?
What does this seem to say about the manner in which
new abilities develop?
14 mos.

The age at which children begin to
walk yaries. Generally, children
begin walking between 9 to 15
mos. of age.
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How-does crawling differ from walking? Help

,

students to identify differences-in coordination,
balance, and muscle development which islrequired
for this behavior.
Encourage students to identify other exarnples of
development which progess from simple to complex
and which follow orderly progression of dentifiable
steps. Illustrate with interView data.
/1
.
i.e., grasping,picking up and putting down, control'
of finger and hand to move objects to iriduth, Control
of spodn to pick up food and carry it t6 mouth;.
making sounds, simple words, phrases, short /
sentences.
We have looked at several instances of development
which occur in young children (locomotion,

The development of a particular
skill proceeds in an orderly and,
predictable manner.
Certain types of development are
normally developed before other
forms can be developed.
As development pfoceeds,the
behavior becomes more complex.

beginning language).

Development refers to the chInging
What does it mean tdsay that a child is developing?
capabilities of an individual to
What does it wean to say that development is taking
function in more complex and
place?
.
,___.
mature ways.
-----Record-studep
responses
on
chalkboard
or
overhead.
Development is deinonstrated by
_
Encourage students to-summarize apd clarify
the individual's'ability to carry out
statenients Which,describe developident.
more processes which are increasingly
complex.
.
.
Growth is different from development When an adequate definition has been developed,
since growth means to get larger
ask students to consider the following questions.
in size (physical).
Development js the process by
When does developInent in a human being start?
which both die mind and the
body change form and the ways
Can you think of some ways in which you may be
in which they functionw
changing and developing?
Development begins whentieIdentify new or emerging capabilities that students
child is conceived.
are developing:
Individa appear to be born with
i.e., coordination and muscle development (dancing,
an intern drive to develop as fast
wrestling, swimming), self-reliance and independence,
as they can.
new ideas about various events in their lives.
Pose the question:, If people develop in predictable
ways, does that mean that everyone of the same age
is at the same point of development?
Each individual baster/his own
Accept student responses and ask them to illustrate
rate of development. "'With examples.
)ffk.
An individual may develop more
A;Ic for student volunteers who were born in the
slowly or quickly than another
same month and year. Select one student as an
of the same age.
observer of each Oerformance. Direct volunteer
,students in the completion of the following tasks
or others which you select:
Using a scissor to cut a particularoutlined shape'
(Record time used and judge accuracy of cutting.)
Putting together a puzzle (Record time used.)'
Walking with a book balanced on the head (Record
time used.)
Individuals may develop in some
areas at a more complex and complete
extent than in other areas.
Threading a needle (Record time necessary.)
Dribbling a basketball in place-(Record seconds-able
to dribble in one chance.)
.

.
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Ufing a yoyo (Record number of times successfully

SUPPORT

MATERIAL

nVd.)
Compare data collected about performance of students
of the same age. What do the data seem to tell us?
We have
individuals develop at their own

IndivIduals are born with certain
potentials for growth and developme nt. rate to differ n t levels of skill.
These potentials may influence the
How-can fife differences which we noted be explained?
rate of development in certain
Accept and record student r!sp3onses.
areas.
Relate responses tq inheritedetects and environmental
Heredity is the term used to refer
effects.
to potentials for developmentClarify the meaning of inheritedxotential and the
which cohie to childr n front".
relationship of that potential to evelopment.
their ancestors.
,Write the term "ENVIRONMENT" on a chalkboard
Environment refers to those
or paper. Arrange lette ertically and beside each
objects, people, events; and
letter list things in the environment which affect
conditions around the inditclual.
development.
An individual's environment is
i.e., E education, ecol
made up Of those things and
N
neighbors, nation m which we live
parts of the world that.effect
V
values of familY
her/him.
I
interests of parents, friends
R
relatives, relationships
etc.
Encourage students to contribute ideas.
Pre-Teaching: Change the classroom environment
in one of the ways suggested.
i.e., Praise a student or the entire class..
Reprimand a student for certain behavior.
Ask a school administrator or teacher to visit
the class.
Change the seating arrangement.
Note the students' responses-to the changed
environment.
Ask students to report their feelings.
What does this experience tell us about the effect of
environment on individuals?

Each individual's environment is
unique and different from every
other individual's environment.
Each individual responds and reacts
to the environment differently.

Pre-Teaching: Review S:M. Environment AffectsDevelophient. Assemble materials to carry out role
play experiences.

Transition: Identify students to take part in the

role playing.
Carpr out the role playing experiences.
The teacher may aci as the child guidance person
in the situations and admonish the "volunteer
child" when difficulty is experienced.
At the close of role playing, ask the "volunteer
child" to report how he/she felt in the situation.
What caused those feelings?-

The environment provides materials
and people with which the child can
interact. The materials and physical
aspects of the environment can
endourage or hinder development.
The child sets the pace at which
he/she will learn to do things..

Students in class who are observing the role play
can also identify elements in the environment
which could be frustrating or cause difficulty.
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interacts with the environment
will give iome indication of what
can be done and wha can be
learned. The peop1,M the
environment can 1nier or
encourage developmbnt.
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E. ore ways of changing the situation to make it
one
would encourage development of the child.

MATERIAL

What can be changed? What can be changed easily or
quickly?
.

MO.

ak

In providing an environment Which
will encourage and allow
development to rake place, the
environment can be changed
rather quickly. The child's basic
level of development cannot be
changed quickly.
-

et

Pre-Teaching: Adapt observation form for use by
students in an out-of-class observation.
kEac h student is to observe a child of pre-school age
'In a setting o ti than the classroom: nursery school,
kindergarten, ho
church nurseryschool,
. playground. A vic leo pe may be used if other
arrangements are not possible.
The purpose of the experience is to help students
learn to describe accurately and discriminate between
child's behaviot and the persons and materials in the
environment.
Allow several days for observation*When students have
compleWd the observation, share sorne of thei4
statements and identify the phrases Which describe
behavior and development of the children accurately
and completely. Identify those which are vague or place
an interpretation on the behaiior.
Identify statements which describe interaction of
children with materials in the environment and others
ivhich describe interaction with people.

S.M.11

Pre-Teaching: Through the ise of a sociogram, identify
students who will work tog her as a team of
workers in the preschoo
Prepare job application fo
Transition: In several days the first meeting of the
preschool children with us will take place.
Ike following teams of workers have been made up
based on choices which each of you made.
Announce teams of workers.
Review major responsibilities of each worker.
Explain job application form to students and allow
time -for them to complete the form. Collect forms
and review. If necessary, interview students regarding
their job preferences. Select students who will assume
first responsibilities for each type of work.

S.M.12

Pre-Teaching: Prepare resource folders for each
of the jobs.
Collect and arrammother supplies and materials
which will be used by the various workers as they
carry out their assigned responsibilities.
Prepare list of names of children to attend preschool.
Transition: The first meeting of the preschool is
coming soon. The next several days we will make
final preparations for the children.
Announce assignments of workers-to various jobs
within each team.
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xplain the use of the resource folders and res urce
materials.
Clarify the rotation of teams and the duties of eam
members when they are not actively involved *th the
children in the preschool.
Assign observations to stydenth.
Guide each team of child care workers as they
prepare for their first meeting with the children.

Pre-Teaching: The day before the children are to
attend the preschool, the following activities can
be completed.
Transition: Tomorrow ihe children will attend
preschool for the first time. Before we share some
*of your ideas and plans for activities, let's take a few
minoutes to consider the growth and development
of children aged 3 to 5 years:
Refer to visual done previously describing
developmental characteristics of children 1 to 3
years of age.
Select two o
statements or pictures from the
visual which refer physical developmental
characteristics of the children.
i.e., Children at this stage are developing large muscle
coordination.
Small muscles are lieginning to develop, but
children are not*highly coordinated. Ask:
How do you think the 3 to 5 year old's development
will be different? What large muscle tagks will they
be able to do well? Whet will their small muscle
coordination be like? What tasks will they be able to
do?
Record student ideas on a transparency or visual
which can be retaMed for use later in the unit.
Continue with similar activity and have students
identify their expectations of children in regard to
the following areas of development. Record on
permanent visual.
language and use of words to express ideas
social relationships
attention span
ability and willingness to perform tasks for
themselves
feeding
toileting
dressing.

As you work with the children, there will be many
opportunities to observe and gain information
regardipg their development. Later in the unit we
will compare the ideas you have about the children
at this time with those you may discover through
woricing with the children.
Simulate the opening of preschool by walking
through and talking about the responsibilities and plans
of the various workers.
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From this point in time the preschool will operate
on the designated days. On the days during which
the preschool is not operating, class meetings can
be directed toward an understanding of,the
developmental characteristics of the children and
the effect of environment on development.
The support material Environment and Development
provides majptstatements of conceptual content
appropriate for considOration.
Students' observations, work experience, and
resource folders mayhe used.to illustrate the
various aspects ,Of the conceptual content.
Transition: When students have had the opportunity
to experience several of the worker roles in the
preschooLthe career opportunities related ta child
care and development can be explored further.
Pre-Teaching: Collect copies of newspapers available
ifl the local community:.Clip articles which are
related to.child care occupations and the help wanted
sections.
Identify child care program\and workers in the
community:
\
Distribute cOpies of newspapers and articles to
students. Allow 10-15 minutes for students to read
articles and gather information from help wanted
sections.

t

A variety of occupations which are
related to child care and guidance
are available in most communities.
dccupations differ in regard to
several general characteristics,
including:
kind and amount of formal
training needed to qualify
kind and amount of responsibility
assumed by the worker
specific tasks performed by the
worker
salary or wages offered for work
performed
availability of jobs (number and
location)
Entry level jobs in an occupational
area require limited formal training
and work experience.
Entry level jobs in the area of child
care.include baby sitter, child care
aide, nursery school aide, play
ground supervisor.
Other occupations related to child
care and guidance which require
extensive formal training and
include supervisor'of .
expe
day re o nursery school,
kind garten and elementary
school teacher, child welfare
worker, child psychologist.

Ask each stUdent to report some ifórmation
regarding the occupation and the rker..
cA chart from mdy be used to organi information.
i.e.;

Title of
Occupation
Duties
Q ifications
Pay
Information may be incomplete.
ents may get
further information to complete cHrt from
interviews, study trips, the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, and textbooks later in the experience.
Using the information reported
students, encourage
students to identify similarities and differences
among occupations.
_If information is complete enough to illustrate
differences between entry level occupations and :
other occupations, introduce the concept of entry
level occupations and clarify the concept.

Select several occupations requiring different levels
of preparation and experience. Arrange to have
individuals employed in these occupations visit
the class to be interviewed by the students or arrange
a study,trip to the place of employment and gather
similar information.
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SUPPORT

MATERIAL:

S.M.24

SUPPORT

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

'

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

MATERIAL-

An interview or information Collection form is
suggested.

S.M.22

Followinglhe information gathering experiences,
the chart used previously may be used agairf to organize
information.
Encouragistudents to identify similarities and
differences among occupations.
Direct students in completion of Flow I See Myself

S.M.23

as a Child Care Wokker.

Ask students to compare their ratings with the
qualifications needed to be employed in a
ewe occupation.

.ge

What characteristics are similar tO successful ,child
care 'workers? What clwacteristics are different than
successful child care workers?

Ask students to respond to the folkiileit questions.
I could be a successful child care woriter because. ..
I would enjoy being a child care worker because:
I would dislike being a child care worker because. ..
I might not be a successful child care worker because.
Regponses can be shared orally or may be written.
Near the completion of the unit, the students may
interview other child care'workers or visit other
facilities. Further information about the occupations
may be collected.
Students may rate themselvei on the worker performance
device and the te her and other students may also
rate the worker.
,

12i
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NOTE TO THE TEACHER:'

RevieW before'teaching the unit.

An important part of the mini-unit is based on the provision of experiences with children through a preschool laboratory; While it is possible
to carry-out an effective program in learning aboutshild. care without
.such a fadility, by. depending on similar facilities in the local
community, immediate access to children'in a laboratory setting, dncorporated within the school, is extremely valuable.

The materials which follow 6erve only as general guidelines for organization of a preschool, since situational factord within localities such
as space, time, and financial resources will influenoq the final arrangements to a great extent.
Before the unit starts, contact the appropriate school adminidfltion to
explain purpues of the preschool laboratcry and relationship to instruction in chile4e4lippment and care. Gain approval for,carrying out the
experiences.

SOME CONSIDERATIONS IN SETTING UP A PART-TIME PRESCHOOL LABORATORY
Space and Equipment
e-

1,

Indoor Space_- sufficient space should be aIlowed for groups_of t)
young children to play undisturbed aria '58.fe from injury, and fori
-pupils to observe the children.
Clothing or foods laboratory in the homemaking department
may be utilized for the preschool, provided equipment can
be moved to provide the needed space.

Toilet facilities located nearby are desirable
Space Ls recommended for ihe following actiyity areas:
creative activities
large muscular activity
imaginative play
quiet play

stories
music and rhythm
eatilag (snacks - lunch)
rest-time

Outdoor Space is desirable. The play area used by kindergarten and
first-grade pupila.might be used at a different period of the day if
located nearby.

Equipment - It is unnecessary to spend a large amount of money on
materials and equipment. A preschool may be conducted on a VERY
MODEST SCALE. Equipment maybe purchased, brought from home by
pupils and parentsvor made in home economics or other classes in the
school. AVOID OVER-CROWDING THE PLAYROOM. The kindergarten may be a
source of tabls and chairs.'

Ite
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4.

Suggested list 01' 4equipment:

'Hangers,and place for coats and other wraps
Children's chairs
Low tables
Eating utensils
Resting pads or rugs (child can bring)
First aid kit
Place for storing play equipment and supplies

RecrUiting and Selecting Children Ai..Particioation in.dhild Laboratory
1%

Children age 3 to 5 years old make the most satisfactory group as
they have probably developed some self confidence with strangers
and new settings.

2.

A group composed'of 8 to 15 children; half boys and half girls will
provide greater OPportunity for observation of differing developmental characteristiCs.
Children maybe,selecteciOtrom the community as a'whole. Publicity to
alert parents and provide instructions for.registration of child can
be placed in local newspapers. Children can be accepted by a quota
3i'.
3i; 3 girls, ages 3
based on age and sex, i.e., 3 boys, ages 3

Children can be selected from families for whom pupils do babysitting
4.

.

Parents and children who are selected to participate in the pre-.
school laboratory experience are to be notified of their acceptance
and should receive:
Schedule of time and days for preschool.
WelCome note to children.

Establishing a Schedule of Activities tor Preschool Childr,en

A flexible schedule which alternates,active and quiet play
Basic Schedule:
and provides for free play as well as organized activities is desirable.
A one to two-hour schedule is usually.recommended.
Because of the limited time available in the junior high school home economics.program, it,is suggested that the teacher establish the basic schedule
which will be followed in the preschool laboratory.
.Severalfdifferent examples are given in the support material and can be
adapted to the local situation.

6 - 1 6
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Play Miterials: Pupils will be involved in planning and carrying out a
variety of aetivities with children. Some types of activities and materials
which can be used are suggested.

Play Activity

Materials

Large Muscle - Active Play

steps -,- platform slide
rocking boat
punching bag balloon
tricycles, wagons
bean ,bags, basket toss

Intellectual Development

building blocks
puzzles'(large, framed
spool board

of wood)

Imaginative Play

doll houses,%dolls (male and female)
toy telephones
housekpeping-equipment
small cars, trains, animals, figures
boxes large enough for children to
sit in or-arrange as train, boat,
airplane

Creative Actiiiity:

paper

a.,

b.
c.
d.

paints

a.

b.

newsprint
glazed paper
manila paper
conbtruction paper

tempera
fingerpaint

brushes
crayons - large
paste
scissors - small, blunt
old magazines, pieces of cloth,
ribbon, tape,-string, etc.
playdough,
rythm band instruments
phonograph records and player
books

Materials maybe obtained from items discarded by families, the school and
-aocal business firms. The teacher sian exercise discrimination before
gaterials are'made available to children to insure that items are safe
,and provide learning experience.
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Suggested Schedule

Morning Nursery School
(2

9:00 a.m.

9:12

-

-

2i hrs.)

Arrival
Health inspect:on
Help with wrap
Put on name-tags and take
attendance
Drink of water
Learning Experience
Free

10:30

Clay
Fingerpaint
Drama
Painting

Play.

9:45

Toileting and handwashing

9:50

Quiet directed activity
Prepare refreshments

Creative Play Period

Puppets
Puzzles
Cutting
Music

10:50

Activity -'outdoors 'rot
active indoor play

11:20

Toileting
Rest period'

10:10

11:30

Stories until children go
home or, idsome cases
serve lunch

Serve snack

*

*

*

*

*

*

'One Class Period

2:CO p.m.

Arrival
Health inspection

Help with wraps
Name tags - attendance
2:10

Free play

2:20

Stories and Creative Activity

.2:35

Toileting and Handwashing

2:40

Refreshments and quiet activity

2:55

Room in order
Wraps

6-18
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Cther experiences and
activities maybe rotated into
designated time periods
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Scheduling Junior High School Students

or

Ci

Observation and Participation in a Preschool Laboratorv

A,very important aspect of a preschool laboratory is the provision of
opportunities for each student to observe% plan, participate and study
.the development of children.
l-The
miniunit is organized so that students can begin to interact with
a
ilyoung
children d*ing the second week'of the class. An example of
rganization of a'class follows:

)1Divide classjnto three grouPs. Six to-eight"students per group is most
manageable, however, up to ten students per group can be accommodated.
Students may be grouped randomly or on the basis of their choice. See
support materials for direction in use of soclogram for forming groups.
Students in each of thegroups will work on a team to plan and carry out
activities with the children on the designated day in rotation. A
particular team or groupwill,interact with the children one day out of
every three, during which the preschool operates.
The following duties are suggested as those for which students will
assume responsibilities-when working with the children.

D.

1.

Team leader or teacher of the day. Collects plans of
all teap members and explains and discusses them with
classroot teacher. Sees that plans of the team members
are complete and supplies available. Weldomes children as
they arrive. Takes wraps and introduces them to play areas.
Helps team members keep schedule and time in mind. Helps
children as they get ready to leave. Checks on condition
of room, supplies, etc., at the end of. the class period.-

2.

Lavatory supervisor. Aids children in using the bathroom
(toilet and lavatory). Responsible for safety of children
while playing inside and in charge iithey are taken
outside.
Educational (whole group work). Respbnsible for telling-or
reading stories. Flannel bbard or learning activity with
pictures. Also, any other whole group activity Other than
games or creative activity.

Games, Music.

Responsible for activity at the tables:
puzzles (if done), assist-in crafts, if needed.
In charge
oR any rhythm songs or band activity.

9
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Rotation of Pupils.in a Preschool Laboratopy
The rotation of pupils in working teams in the preschool laboratory is
planned to begin during the second or third, week the class is in session.
Monday:

All groups are to meet wit:h the teacher and class. A major part
of this time is to be devoted to developing understanding of
selected concepts which are related to the experiences occurring
in the laboratory. Instruct4ion should help students-to become
moee capable in the duties they are to perform and in the skill
of observation and interpretation.

Student
Group

Tuesday_
All members of the
group will participate in workihg with
children

Each group member will
observe the children
in activitie similar
to those for which
they were responsible
Complete self-evaluation related to.duties
performed

II

III

Thursday

Wednesday

Each group member
will observe the
.children in the
activity similar to
those for which
they will assume
.responsibility.
Complete selfevaluation related
to duties performed
in previous session

Complete study for next
responsibility and work
on plan for actiVity

,Begin-study for
-next responsibility
and complete plan'
for activity

All members of group
will participate in
working with chidren

Complete studyc
for next responsibility and
work on plan for
activity
.

,

All members
of group will
participate in
'working with
children'

Each group member will observe
children in acti-i
vities similar tol
those for which

they were responH
sible.

Complete Selfevaluation related to duties
they performed

,

All groups will meet with' the teacher. A part of this time is' to be
devoted to studente' self-evaluations of their experiences; raising
of questions, highlighting strengtha and setting directions for
further learning.
Ideas generated by students maybe used as starting
points for instruOtional'meetings on Monday.
6
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REGISTRATION FOgM.FOR

JUNIOR HIGH PRESCHOOL

Name of child
Age of child enrolled'
Parents' names
Add,re'sa.

Telephone number where parent maybe re ched
Older brother(s) name(s)

Older4.ster(s)

Age

name(s)

Physicians's name

), Age

Telepho e number

Favorite tOys
Favorite games

Will the parent be able to bring tbe child at

Yes

Time

or
Will the child come with another student?
Will,the parent be able to pick up-the child at

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Tim e
Is the -child used to being with strangers?

Cen the child.come every dayl
List dates the
preschool will
operate

Additional parent comments 'about child:

-

M. 4
,ampole:

Letter of Notification

,

Dear Mr. and Mrs.

We are so happy to have.

one of aur preschool

as

children this year.

ybur bringing

We would appreciata

.on the follawing dates:
Is

.

May 2

Monday.

9:15 a.m.

-

MaY .4

Wednesday

9:00

- lp;20

May 5'

Thursday,

9:15,

a.m,

N,.4..

aml
May 9

1h100

Monday

9:15 a.m.

11:00 a.M. ^'
0.

May 11

.14F7dnesdiay

May 12

Thursday

'9:15
9:15

-

11:d0

- 11:00
,

, We

are looking ebrWard to having

/
V

,

9th Grade Home

r

conomiqrslIf
rl

4
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Welcome Letter to Child

Dear.
We wi I

I

or y u.

be lookin9

Playschool.
There
+oys -to p lay witk
in

will

be

c)0Euzz les +0 put to sti-her
Ke cord s
'111

S+ories 10 Ifst en
Son3s to si
Fin3er Foirifs
Games +0 play
arid

Snack4

:p.

vvtobviy

oiher s up ri ses

will be. served

every

Bri n3 your favorii-e, +oy.

r
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A Wage.,Earner in Child Care and Deyelopment

Purpose:

Form:

This visual is to introduce students tO the wage earning
occupations in child care.

A large triangular shape is suggested as the background for the,
display.

The triangle may be displayed as a pennant or it may depict the front view,
of a building. Both shapes will illustrate the decreasing availability of
jobs as requirements for training, education an& experience increase with
job responsibility.

Display job titles And pictures which illustrate workers employed at
those occupation's.
The several parts to the 'display mewbe prepared prior
to use in the classroom. Assembling of the display may take place in
conjuction with the explanation of availability of careers in child care
and development.
Child Development and Care Careers
Entry level:

Child Care Attendant
Teacher's Aide
Nursery Food Service Worker
Playground Supervisor
Babysitting

1 yr. or less training:

Licensed Family Day Care
Licensed Group Care'
Children's Wear Advisov
Toy Consultant
2 yr. program:

Day Care Instructor
Nursery School Aide

4 yr. degree:

Elementary Teacher
Director of Day Care Service

,-
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Names
Hour:
Date:

MY,Experience with Young Children

Experience

Age Of
Children

Never

Seldom

Often

..,

Helped a child become
acquainted and com

fortable with an un
familiar place or un.

.

familiar people

Read stories to a
child

,

.

,

.

.

ft

Told. stories to a

.

thild
.

.

.
,

Helped a group of
children play a simple
game or cooperate in
an activity
.

.

_

.
.
,

Helped children get
ready to'rest or sleep

.

.

-

.

Prepared and served
childrbn snack or
meals

.

-Helped children with
toileting and lavatory

.

I

Supervised outdoor
play of children

.

.* *
,

Helped children in
creative activity
.

.
.

a

.

----

S. M. 8

Look! Listen! and Learn! About Young Children

Directionv

During the time the children are in class you will have the
chance to observe and record information .about two children.
Each child-7477g observed for 10 - 15 minutes. During that
time your attention is to be directed to that child in
particular and the activity in which he/she ia involved.
Check the things you see and hear, add others as they occur.
A

What I observed

.
Crawling

.

.

,

,

Walkimg

\

Running
Sitting,_

Jumping

1

Holding objects
in hands

.

,

.

Throwing objects

-

Talking

_

._
_

i

.
,

Talking with
other children
Playing with
another child.

r

1
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Securing Information about DeVelopment through .interview

Child Care Person Interviewed

How old wab the child when he/she began te) walk?

What was the child able to do before he/shi, started to willk?

When and were did the child take her/his first steps

]..one?

1.1hatdidthechilddoafteshe learned to walk alone?

,Does the child nap? YesL.

How long does the child sleep?

What time does the child go to bed?

Does the child feed herself/

How long does the child sleep?

self?

What foods does the child enjoy?

,4

What activities does the child enjoy?

131
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The Environmerit (Material, Objects, and PeQRle Affect)Develooment

Experience I. - Learning to feed oneself.
1.

Sit on a very low.chair ur stool.pulled up to a large table.

2.

Use a large serving spoon and a large mixing bolp..

3.

Use the hand you do not ordinarily use for eating.

4.

r4e a large towel around you neck for a bib.

5.

Eat cereal and milkAfrom a bowl.

Experience II. - Learning to handle)Dencil or crayon.
1.

Give student a sheet of paper and pen or pencil.

2.

Ask student to draw a tree and a bira With the opposite hand.

TeacTIZ16 may comment by saying, "Oh, that's a nice house"or object other

than the intended item.

4.
Experience III. - Learning to handle a scissors.
1.

Give each puPil a blunt scissor and several star or bell shapes
to cut.

2.

Use the oppositehand for cutting.

6-28
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Rules for Observation
1.

Observers should be as inconspicuous as possible.

2.

They should sit rather than stand.

3.

They should not talk among themselves or to thechildren.
They should not laugh or make comments during the observation.
If a child talks to ad observer, direct _1er/his attention back to
the other activitiee in the room, but be pleasant.

Observations should be recorded promptly and accurately as they are seen.
.6.

Events should be recorded exactly as they ars, seen; do not allow
personal feelings to influence.your rel,o4king.

7. .Describe fully the behavior you
8.

cbsero g.

Discuss your observaticn
class ar4 your tqacher. Dc not
carry tales br pass on infcrMat,icn about the children you Come to
know. -- Why?

Name Of Observer

Age of cnild,observed_

...

Sex

Situation
.....11.VM111

Time

What it Might PP,an

.
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SOCIOGRAMS

What is a sociogram?

A sociogram is a chart of theAnterrelationships within a group.
Purpose:

To:discover group structure (mib-group organization, friendship patterns,
etc.-)
and the ,relation of any one person to'the graup.as a whole.
Value to the teacher:
The sociogram may help the teacher to understand..group behavior more
completely.
Information gleaned from he sociogram can asdiat the
teacher in making decisions regarding grOup management ana"curriculum
aevelopment.
413

Steps for developingasosiogram:
1.

From each group member collect an answer to questions mach as the
followin4:
.

,

Who are your three best friends in the group?
What three people in this group do you mostdmire?
With what three people in this group would you mot
like to sit with in class' (or work'on a commi
ee,
or go to lunch, or go home with you, etc.)?
Optional:

Are there people who you don't like or wiwhom gou would
rather'not work?
2.

Study the slips of paper to see what names have been mentioned_
most.

3.

Chart the sociogram placing toward the center those whose names
have been mentioned most often and trying to place close together
those who have tended to choose one another.

4.

Study and interpret the results.

arra2Egout the original_agreement:
1.

The most immediate thing to do with the data is to carry out
the agreement made with the pupils when the test was given.

2.

The following simple rules have grown out of.experience in using
children's choices and will serve to give each individual the
maximum satisfaction compatible with similar treatment for
everybody else.

.
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3.

.4.

(c

.)

The object is to provide for each student the best possible
placement from his point of view.
Optimal placement can be given in the following manner:
a.

Give any pupil who is unchoSen his first choice.
&ample: David chooses Patty lst, Leo 2nd, ami
Willard 3rd. No one chOoses him: David is placed
with Patty.

b.

Give any pupil who is usually chosen the highestreciprocated choice from his point of view: his first
choice if this is reciprocated; his 2nd choice if this
is reciprocated and his 1st is not; his 3rd if this
is reciprocated and his 1st and 2nd choices.are not.
Give any pupil who is chosen but chooses none who
have chosen him his first choice.

.

e.

If, rejections have been secured, check to be sure
no pupil is grouped with those who most reject him.

Check the placement
pupil has at least one

ement to be sure every
f his choices fulfilled.

AM

SAMPLE

An illustration of graphic presentation of choice patterns.

IS

FA

Mary

Alice
Oneway choice

,oe
Mutual choice
1, 2, 3 =

respective degree
of choice
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APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT
4.0

Name

Address

Age

Years of Schooling Completed

.#0
-

Schools Attended

Briefly describe your experience as a child care worker

For which of the child care worker jobs are you applying

Briefly explain why you are interested in this job

What qualifications'do you have which make you suited to this.job

Briefly describe other work experience

6

I
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Resource Polder:

Tips to the Teacher of the Day, I.

The teacher of the day has aeveral very important responsibilities. You
will be the first person to mee, and greet the child and parent. You can
help the young child feel comfortable and safe in the new preschool setting.

Read the case study marked "Gocd Morning, Janet" and answer the following
questionS:
How do_Npu think Janet'might be feeling as she copes into the presChool?

Think about -- How do you feel when you are in an'unfamiliar place?
How do you-feel when you ilre with people you do not know?

2.

What did Marie do which might make Janet feel welcome and safe?

3.

Read the script titled: "One Morning at Pres
following activities:

.,Complete the
.

.

Think about -- What did Michael do and say to help John feel more
comfortable and safe in the preschool?
Why did Michael suggest that John's mother sioay in
the room? -

Listed below are some phrases which describe ways of working with
children which should help them to feel safe and coffifortable. Mark with
an X those that the students in the two situations you read used.
talk,in a calm, kind and friendly voice'

talk directly to the child
use the child's name when talking to her/him
answer the child's questions truthitlly
get down to the child's physical level (bend, squat or sit down)

use touch to show interest and liking for the child

Turn in this page to your teacher along with your-planning form.
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"Good Morning, Janet"

Janet and her father are the first to arrive for the preschool at
Lincoln Jr. High School. Four-year old Janet walks into the room ahead
of her father and looks around. Marie, who is Teacher of the Day, says,
"Hello, I'm Marie. Can I help you?" Janet's father says, "Yes, I'm
James Block, and this is my daughter, Janet. She is coming to preschool."
Marie says, "That is fine." Bending down and touching Janet's
shoulder, she says, "I'm happy,you can be with us, Janet." Turning to
Mr. Block, Marie says,"If you would like to wait in the building for
Janet,.there is a room down the hall." Mr. Block replies, "I had planned
to do some errands. Can I pick her up later?" Marie, "Yes, the children
will be ready to leave at 11:30."

Mr. Block leaves and Marie, turning to Janet, says "Janet, we have
a Special place for your coat.
-Let's put it there." Taking Janet's
hand, Marie walks with her over to the coat rack. Janet-says, "Where did
my Daddy go?" Marie smiles and says, "He left for a little while, but he
will come to Pick you up later." Marie helps Janet put the coat on the
hanger and then says, "Lets Put your name tag on." They walk over to the
table where another meml--/ of the teaching groupds waiting, Marie says,
"Paul, this is Janet,' i- you have a name tag for Janet?" Paul says, "I
am sure that I do." Paul picks up Janet's name tag from among several
on the table, and says,"Here it is Janet." Janet, holding her hand out,
says, "Let me see." She looks at the yellow tag with red letters and
'hands it back to Paul.
Paul says, "Turn around and I'll put it on you."

4t'
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One Morning at Preschool
CHARACTERS:

JOHN

Age 3i

MRS. BLOOM

John's Mother

,Teacher of the Day

MICHAEL
GLORIA
SETTING:

-

Assistant Teacher

Preschool at the Junior High School

GLORIA:

(Standing with Michael:at the-entrance, to,.the,preachool room)
I'm scared. I hope everything goes all right this morning.

MICHAEL:

Me, too.

Here .comes someone.

(Mrs. Bloom and John walk down the hall and stop at the
door to the preschool.)
MRS. BLOOM:

Is this the preschool room?

MICHAEL:

Yes, it'is.

MRS. BLOOM:

This is Johni and here is,the Registration Form.
sheet of paper to Michael.)

MICHAEL:

Please come in. I'm Michael and this is Gloria. Would you
like to wait a moment, while I take John!s coat and get his
name tag?i

MRS. BLOOM:

All right.

(She hands

John, you go with Michael.

(Instead, John clings to his mother's hand, appearing
unwilling to go with Michael and leave her.)
MICHAEL:

(Bending down so that he is at the same level as John, says)
your mother can sit right here and watch while you play
with some of the toys.

MRS. BLOOM:

That's a good idea, John.

.

I'll sit over there and watch.

(John, taking Michael's outstretched hand, walks with
'Michael over to the coat rack and, together, they take off.
,his coat and hang it up.)
GLORIA:

Mrs. Bloom, you can sit here and observe the children if
you wish. Later, if you want to leave the room, there is
a room down the hall where you can wait.

MRS. BLOOM./i

Thank you.

/-

I'll stay a few minutes.

( Michaelwalks with John over to one of the low tables on
which are arranged a puzzle and several other toys.
Michael
glances around and back towards his mother and, then,
becomes'interested in a wooden train.)
6 - 3 5
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Tips to the Teacher of thgbay, II.

As Teacher of the Day you will help coprdinatelthe other activities which
are part of the schedule for the day. As you Ivórk with the other members
of the group, the following reminder list can guide your planning:
(Check with-an X)

.

Name tags

are made and ready for the children.
1.

A waiting area for parents is available.
A place for children to hang wraps has been arranged.
Each group member has completed planning for her/his duty.
Planning forms have been collected and reviewed.
Activities

Students Responsible

Story TiMe

Creative Activity
Snack Time

Rest Activity
Games and Music
Rest Time
Supplies for all activities are available.

6

3 6
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Tips for the:Storyteller, I.
Most younglehildren enjciy listening to stories and viewing the pi tuxes in
and
Children also like to look at books, themselves.
books..
Storyte4.in
reading-can help young children to develop in several ways.

Listed belw are sentences that describe abilities a child can be helped to
develop through-reading and.storytellimp
Read each sentence in dolumn One carefully. In Column Two, explain how
reading and storytelling can help a child gain this ability.

...,.........

... Via...

wril.b.

. WV

A child learns to give her/his
attention by listening.

0

A child needs to learn to
speak correctly
,
,

A child needs to learn new words.

A child needs to learn about
new things in the world.

.

141
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Guides for Reading or Telling Stories to Children
B.

Seat yourself and the child or children in a comfortable position.
Consider the children and their comfort and then adjust your own
position.

As you are reading the story, hold it in such a way that the children
may see the pictures. The pictures wiil.attract the children, and
they will give greater attention. Read aloud idyournaturdl.dvoice,
loudly enough so that all the children can hear. Use a few gestures,
if necessary, and you may dramatize certain words.
Read slowly, so the children can follow your reading easily.
Allow the children to ask algestiOns or make comments about the
story as you are reading it.
Remember!
The main objective of the reader should be to have the children
learnto like stories.
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Tips for the Storyteller, II.

As the storyteller or'reader, you need to choose a story and be able to
read or tell it in a way children will enjoy. To help you with this task,
complete the following activities.
A.

Look through a number of books to find a story wh±ch you think is
suitable for children age 2i.- 5.
Select,one and rate this story
by placing a check mark in the appropriate column across from the
Guides for Selecting Stories:

YES

GUIDES FOR SELECTING STORIES

NO '

??

Story character is interesting to child

'Story tells about everyday experiences

-

child Canunderstand

Story tells about new experiehce which
broadens their ideas
,
4

Pictures are large, color,ful and clear
4.

,

Story is abOut people with whom
children are familiar

_
Story is too long to hold child's
.interest
,

,

Story has one main idea and 1 - 2-lesser
ideas

Story has only ,a fow new words

6
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Tips for the Creative Activity Leader of the Day
The task of the Creati
the young children. 4r

Act'vity Leader is to promote creativity among

'.-ome ideas to remember A chit creativity are:
4

the production of somethihg newf unique,

1.

Creative m
and original.

2.

Being creative means being adventurous, breaking out of
the mold, and away from the usual.

3.

Curiosity, imagination, discovery, innovationrand invention
are parts of being creative.

4.

Being creative can mean an acceptable outlet for one,s
emotions.

A.

In your own words, write down in the space below what "creative"
means to you:

B.

Uve two examples of ways in which people who work with young children
can help or hinder creativity:.

Hinder creativity

Help creativity
1.

1

2.

4P-
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S. M. 16 (cont.)
Part II

To be creative, materials need to be available.
materials young childten can use are:

Some of the possible

Clayidough, paste, finger paints, flowers, materials of different
'textures, construction paper, smooth rocks, sand, colors, dry
cereall, soap bars.

Some of the tools young children can use are:
brushes, blunt scissors, erasers, chalk boards, plastic vases,
pencils, magic markers, crayons
.

A.

From the baterials available in the classroOm or your homop, create
something interesting for the room that young children will enjoy. Be
as "creative" as you can.' Some ideas might be a picture or collag.e,
from different textures; or an arrangement of colored constructiOn paper.
Some-suggestigns for.aiding chilcipen to be Creative:
1.

Do not overwhelm children with2too' Many choices of materials
or tools tO' use. -Select one or two related .items. The children
can be creative with those tools.and materials selected.

2.

Give children only a brief explanation about use of the materials.
Only emphasize one point which can help them be successful.

3. .A teacher or leader can show how to use a material, but in the
way a child might use it.
Encourage the children to make their own arrangements. The
leader's job is to provide the materials and then admire the
end product.

.

5.

Be ready to help the child, but wait for the child to ask.

6.

Do not insist that the child make "real" things.
Praise, if
po,sible, whatever expression the child'happens to make.
Praise
will help the-child to do "even more."

7.

Even though creativeness is good, there are limits to freedom
of expression. Some limits induct:
.

a.

4

b.
c.

No damage to another child's activity.
Ho hurting of other children.
No damage tO the room, i.e. painting on walls, ctc.
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Part IT1

Read each of the situations and ansuvr the questions:
Situation 1:

Jeannie is a pretty little four-year old who is brouetto your
preschool each morning by or* of her grandmothers.
Many of the
activities are new to her. You are trying to get the children
started working with clay, but she doesn't want to get her hands
into the "sticky stuff." When she saYs,"You show me, you should-- Put a bit of clay in her hands to have her see how nice it feels.
- 'Tell her, "Do whatever you like with Mt".
- Have her wait until you help the other children get started.
- Tell'her that she will like Workingwith clay.
- Start working the clay for her as she asks.
What would you do?

Why is your choice a good one:j

Situation 2:

You 'are assisting the teacher of a group of fourYear old children
who areeeated at a large table, working with crayons. After
seeing that each child has paper and crayons, you move quietly
around the group interacting with each child. You make such
remarks as-"You have the sky here, don't you?"
- "Tell me about your picture."
- "That looks like a cat."
- "Don't you want to use your red crayon?"
- ."Do you like blue?"

What remarks would you make?

- Why would those remarks be good?
ir4

S. M. 16 (cont.)
Part

IV

Plan a creative activitv for your day as leader.
.

It should occupy 15

minutes of the morning and utilize the suggestions given previously.

Check with your teacher about the activity and phere to get supplies,
materials, tools, etc.

Children can dIl do the same type of thing or there

Maybe several choice (not more than three).

v,

V

4

6 -
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:Recipes

Try making and using these recipes with small groups of boys and girls.
Plan to let the children 4o some of the mixing and measuring of cold water
mixtures. 'It will be fun for them, and they will learn many new words as
you talk.

Playdough

Soap Flakes Fingerpaint
cups of dry laundry starch
1 quart of boiling water
li cups soap flakes
food coloring or tempera

2 cups flour
2 cups of salt
enough water to mix
food coloring or tempera

Mix starch with enough cold water to
make a paste. Add boiling water.
Stir until clear. CoOltStir in soap
flakes. Keep in a cool place in baby
food jars or syrup cans with plastic

Adding 2 T of salad oil will make
a smooth mix, but do not add if
you want the objects to dry.

tops.

Sponge DoughPt

Cornstarch Fingerpaint

6 cups flour
1 cup salad oil
enough water to make a
soft, spongy mix.

3 parts water
1 part cornstarch
food coloring or tempera

Good for younger children. Keep
in refrigerator in a plastic
bag: Food coloring maybe added.

Stir in cornsT,arch.. Add coloring.
Keep in a
cool place.
Bring water to boil.

lired for fingerpainting:

Baker,s Clay

Concentrated liquid starch (nontoxic).
-Let children sprinkle with powdergd
tempera'paint or mix with liqabit
tempera.
Wheat paste (wall paper paste, available at hardware stores, nontoxic).
Mix wheat paste into Cold water.
Add coloring.

2 cups flour
1 cup salt
Enough water to make a
dough-like mixture
Use with bottle caps, forks,
toothpicks, etc., to make designs.
Flat objects can be baked .at 300
for 1 hour. A paper clip pressed
into the back of each.object before
baking will serve'as a hanger.
Designs maybe painted after baking.

Paste

1/3 cap flour
1 cup water
1

71-- tsp. oil of cloves

Cook
Blend ingredients in kettle.
15 minutes. Store in small jars.

6 - 4 4
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Aiding Children in Toileting and Handwashing
Part I.

Learning to use the toilet is an impertant part of developing feelings of
capability. The child care persop who is responsible for helping the children with toileting can encourage good bathroom habits.
The young child who comes to preschool is probably able to take care of
their own toileting at home. However, the bathroom facilities in your
school will be unfamiliar to the children.
Think through the following questions:

Does the time for toileting come when the halls and bathroom
will be empty?
Can the children reach the sink and toilet stool?
step stools or boxes on which children can stand?

Are there

Can the children manage to unfasten and fasten their own
clothing? How can you help?

Good bathroom habits can be encouraged at, the presähool.
to learn the,followihg routines:

Help the children

1.

Flush the toilet after use.

2.

Wash their hands with soap and water.

3.

Dry their hands with paper towel.

4.

Place paper towels in wastebasket after use.

Part II.

Toileting accidents may happen when children.are in unfamiliar situations
and with people they do not know very well. Read this st,oryand thdnk
about what could be done:
Four-year old'Susan was busy playing with Sally and Peter.
They were playing train. Susan was enjoying making engine noises
as she pretended to drive the train. She waited until the last moment
before starting for the bathroom. It was too late. 'Her slacks
Jane, the preschool helper, observed Susan's accident.
were wet.
What could she do?

6 4 5
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List all the actions which Jane might take;

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

This is what Jane did:

Jane didn't pay any particular attention to Susan. The
'other children didn't seem to notice. Soon they moved on to
Jane went to Susan and said, "Would you like to
another activity.
change to these dry pants ?I'll bet you didn't know that you had
another pair of pants at school. Let's go put them on in the
bathroom. We can pui the wet ones in this bag for you to take,
home."

How would Susan feel in this situation?.

Would you have acted in the same way as Jane?
Why?

Why not?

S. M. 18
Notes to the Games and Music Leader
Your task as games, and music leader is to plan games or dUsical activities
for the children at the preschool. Music and games are a source of
spreading cheerfulness and of releasing tensions and frustrations.
One,
of the goals of a preschool is to help children learn tO- be part of a
group and both games and music can be group activities.

Music
The most important thing for a leader tc do about music is to encourage it.
To help children enjoy and learn about music, the leader needs to be as
relaxed and comfortable as he/s:le is about other aspects of learning.
Music can give children a real sense of belonging as he/she sings and
playe with others.

With preschool children, music is primarily used for communicating feeling.
It can serie to bring children to an exciting new activity, or quieting
them down for rest. It is a succ.-essful tool for preventing discipline
problems. Music comes from a widd\variety of experiences.
Musical games of the preschool are only simple beginnings of games.
Songs often come from action, such a pounding, sawing, tapping, or the
ticking of a clock.

6
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S. M. 18 (cont.)

Moving with Music

With preschool children, attention should be given to moving as the music
suggests -7 not the learning of specific dance steps of movements.
The leader should:
Move from one, movemehi to another, pacing the interest of the
children.
6se a minimum of spoken expression.

1.

2.
3.

Have appreciation for what the children do.

Some ideas for musical activities:
,

Encourage spontaneous,Ntin§ing.all through the day. As children,march to
the music suggest-that, they stab?, loudly when the music is loud, tiptoe

quietly when the Music'issdt. Chpdren anjoy the physical activity of
the game, which,can be Uspdvd.thythe'wtole group, or with individuals with
' special needs. This prepares the thild for-listening to music.
'

e

."...

Let the children 'put their Cheeks against ,it dram te.feel
the vibrations or
,
watch the piano strixigs vibrate.

0

,

I-

Ask children *so placethei:r hands on yourthroatrwhile humming.
'do thei feell-'

-

,

What

,

i

Dirgct childrenisattenti4io the pitch ofIcaunds by having them listen
to a aote stru0eon the piano, then a note struck..above or below the first.

a

.

0.
t.

.

Have a parade.- L4 halflhe class,watch and clap to the,music and the other
hall cXose theileyes and listen to,the<paradem What.,sounds do they hear?

4

i'Reverse roles and repeat.

\

hildren dxaw pictures" to suggeSt theAupds they hear in a song.

Let th

.

hM instruments. Use during music'or sOry time to make
When they think ijheyteds someonp who is angry, beat the lls, Ate,
drum.--7.6ccited ,thake the
3.
;
i
Maixe simple

:1- .

-sound 4fects.

;

4

,

'

0

,

4,

''''

,

4

P

Teaching 6

'

O..'

Sting

:7$

1.Keep

,s;rt tt.hd,,..simple
sangA

m
with siple
actions.
when children are eagei- fir neW activities.
n,'',Make Up an'"introduction",.for sohng:-- not,4"Let's learn a new song".
*
-/,
, eke,irt'an apPpalin song.

, ?,eah

'\.

'",

,

5. iate song tOotther activitieaVr
the melody and words before teaching.
6: Lba
I

/

1.
r"

;

1

S. M. 18 (cont.)
/ 'Teaching a Song (cont.)

A child may not sing or openly participate but may still enjoy the
music period.
7...Sing the song over and over again.
6.

[See song suggestions at the end of this S. M.]

Games

Children under four years of age are not likely to enjoy group games
since they are not yet interested in or ready for the rules and amount
of group organization which'games involve. After this age, they begin to
enjoy simple games and are usually ready to take part in this kind of play.
What games are suitable for young children?
1.

Games with few rules and no complicated ones.

2.

Games which do not require a specific number of playei's, nor a
large number of players.
Games which give each child an opportunity-to participate without
having to wait more than a few minutes for a turn.

4.

Games which do not involve choosing sides as teams,. since team
play means little to children.

How toteach a new game to young child
It is usually better to start right in and explain what to do as you'are
.Playing the game. You cannot expect little children to sit still and
listen whileiyou explain the rules ahead of time. You.might start out,
for example, by saying to two or three children, "We could take hold of c,
hands and make a circle and I could show you how to play Looby-Loo.:
(Others will no doubt join in as they see the game starting.) As soon as
several of the children are in a circle, start going around as you sing
or say,"Here we go Looby-Loo, etc." Then stop the circle and you sing
or say."I put my hand way in, I put my hand way,aut," etc.
Quite Often, a child who already knows the game can do a better job
of.teaching to other children than an adult can.
-t

Suggestions for helping children in playing games.

Very young children will usually need some direction and help from
someone, but do not stand on the side lines and just shout directions.
Play the game right along with them: Sometimes, of course, you may be
at the piano playing the music and may.need,to give a few directions
or suggestions.
It is wise to avoid playing any one game for too long a time,
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Suggettions for helping children.in rae,Yiag games. (cont.)

althotigh little children may enjoy repeating the same gametwo or three
If the children seem to be-getting too excited or restless,
suggest another game. ,It is usually:a good idea to alternate active games
with the more quitt, sitting down games. Do not expect young children
to play game after game; three or four games are usually enough at ar*
one time. After that*, the children are apt to become over-excited or tire.
tithes.

If you have a fairly large group of children, yo can avoid making them
wait for turns by suggesting, forexample, that here can be two or.three
youngstersgoing "Round and Round the Village" at 1
the same time-. Another
good idea is to have two smaller ciicles instead of one big one, both
playing at the same time..
It.it very important not to be disturbed if some childien seem to disregard
the "rules" or if some do.not parikcipate fUily. Do not insist on each
child's doing exactly right.
Perhaps one child will want to be the Farmer
in the Dell, but he/she does not want to choose a.husband/wifel Let the
reluctant farmer stay in the game and quietly ask another child to be a
farmer, too. Or, joerhaps the-child will want to play"Did youEver See
a Lassie?" but he/she is content to be in the circle and does not want
to "go this way and that way". Sometimes the children will suggest a
different way of playing an old game or invent a new one. Let them
experiment and have fun!
[Game suggestions follow]

r
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Imitative Game

Did You Ever Se a Lassie
Children join hands in circle with one child in middle. All move
around and around on first two lines of verse. For the last two lines,
children drop hands and imitate child in middle who thinks of some way
of moving, shaking head , etc.
"Did you
Did you
Do this
Did you

ever see a lassie (or laddie), a lassie, a lassie,
ever see a lassie do this way and that?_
way and that way, do this way and that way,
ever see a lassie do this way and that?" .
Guessing Games

Guess Who It" is blindfolded. Leader points to another child who
goes and shakes hands with "It." "It7 tries to identity child by feelibg
her/his head and clothing. The second child may then become "It."
'What's-Gone Put group of several objects (e.g., spoon, pencil, cupl.key)
in center of circle. "It" lOoks at the objects and then hides her/his
eyes while another child hides one of the articles behind her/his back.
"It" tries to guess what is missing. Can also be played by using papers
of different colors, if children know colors well.
Who's Knockin atily Door One child sits in the center of circie and
'hides her his eyes. Leader points to a child who knocks on the back of
the chair. Child in,chair says, "Who's knocking at my door?" Second
child answers,"It is I° or "I'm knocking at your door." Child in chair
(Children are surprisingly good at this!).
tries to guess who it is.
One child covers :lerAlis eyes. Different children take
What is it
turns in pretending to be a horse galloping, trotting, walking, running
or an elephant walking or any animal making'a noise in its motions. Child
must guess which animal the class is acting as.

The leader has a variety of objects, such as a
Identifying Objects
ball, a pencil, a toy boat and a toy automobile. He/she puts from
three to six objects in a cloth bag at the same time. Individuals are asked,
to come up to identify the objects by feeling the bag.
Choosing Game

Round and Round the Village Children.stand in circle, hands joined.
around circle as group sings or chants:

-0117TTOr morelZ.51

"Go
Go
Go
As

round and round the village
round and round the village
round and round the village
we have done before."

6 - 5 1
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Choosing_Game (cont.)

Then, at next verse, children raise arms and "It" goes in and out under
their arms.
"Go
Go
Go
As

in
in
in
we

and out the window
and out the window
and out the window
have done before."

On last verse, "It" chooses
in front of her/him.

another child to become "It" by standing

" Now'stand.before your partner
Now stand before you partner
Now stand before yo
partner
As we have done be ore."

Hide and Seek Games
Cat and Kittens One child is selected to be mother cat; three or
four othprs are chosen to be kittens 'And they hide.
As soon as they
are hidden, they "meow" to the mother cat where they are.

Bean Stalk Several children leave the room (or all
play and Ilde their eye7) while leader hides an object in plain sight.
At a signal, the children return (or open their eyes) and start hunting
'for the object. As soon as a child sees it, he/she calls out "Buckle,
Buckle, Bean Stalk" and sits right down without telling where the object
is.
Game continues until last child has seen object or until reasonable
time has passed.
Last child maybe "It" for another game. (The younger
children may not be,able to keep from telling where t e object is!)
Buckle.: Buckle

Games of Skill

"Sp

-Basketball
Children stand in a circle and take turns trying to
throw a ball into a basket placed in the center of a circle.

Toss Ball Children stand inAlircle. Leader calls name of child arid
ihmediately throws ball into air. Child hurries and tries to catch
bAll before it hits floor or on first bounce.t

Duck Waddle Reiay The children stand in two lines.
The first one on
each side halds ankles with hands and walks to a goal and back.
The next one star4is as sOon as the first rcturns, until they have all been
up to the goal.
(Do not emphasize the racing.,.aspect for young children.)
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Games of Skill (cont.)

ft

Right and Wrong
Leader makes such statements as "Fish run, dogs bark,
cows meow." If statement is right, children-wave their hands; if wrong,
tloy clap their hands once. 14ryte simplied by having children wave their
hffids, if correct; keep hands stiff if wrong. With older children, those
.who make a mistake may drop out of the game until only one remains.
Do as I say, Not as I Do
Leader teIls graup to do what he/Ohe says, but
to listen carefully because sometimes he/she will try to fool them by
doing something different.
The leader gives such directions as, "Put your
hands,on your heaa", (he/she.does so). "Bend over" (he/she does so). "kit
your hands on your toes" (but instead, he/she puts her/his hands on her/his
back) etc. With older children, those who make a mistake may drop out of
the game until only one remains.

Miscellaneous Games
Five little Chickadees As each verse is sung the "chickadees" Who have
been chosen to sit in a door, fly from the line in turn, fly around the
room once and go back to sit with the rest of the children.
"Five little chickadees sitting in the door;
One flew away and then there were four.
Four little chickadees sitting in a tree;
One flew away and then there were three.
Three little chickadees looking at you;
One,flew away and then there were two.
Two little chickadees sitting in the sun;
One flew away and-then there was:one.
One little chickadee left all alone;
He flewaway and then there was none."

160
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Some Sows and Finger Plays for Preschoolers
Songs,:

Train is acoming
Train is
Train is
TraiApis
Train is

acoming, oh yes,
acoming, oh yea.
acoming, train is acoming.
acoming, oh yes.

Better get your ticket, oh yes.
etc.

Clap Hands

Johnny is the engineer, oh yes..
etc.'

Clap, clap, clap ycur hands
Clap your hands together.
Clap, clap, clap your hands
Clap your hands together.

Mary Wore her Red Dress
[To the tune of Mary Had a Little
Lamb]

Pokon poke, poke your nose

Mary wore her red dress, her red
dress, her red dress
.Mary wore her red dress-All day long.

.

-Pull, pull, pull your ears.
etc.

Nod

Danny wore his blue shirt.
Johnny was a tall boy .

etc.

nod, nod your head.

.

etc.

Wiggle, wiggle, wiggle your

.

fingers.
etc.

What Shall We Do
What

Can.You

hafl we ao when we all go out,
a:..1 go., oua, gll go Nt.

What shall we do when we all go out,
to play?
We shall
all
We shall
all

swing on the swings when we
go out, all go out, all go out.
swing on the swings when we
go out to play.

Can
Can
Can
Can
Can
Can

you
you
you
you
you
you

hop like a rabbit?
jump like a frog?
waddle like a duck?
run like a dog?
fly like a bird?
swim like a fish?

We shall slide down the slide. .etc.
We shall play in the eand.

.

.

etc.

4
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Finger play:

400

Herils a Bunny

Open, Shut Them

Here's a bunny with ears SQ
Danny (bend two fingers)

/Open, shut them.
Opent shut them.
Give a little clap.
Open, shut them.
Open, shut them.
Lay them in your lap.

And here is a hole inthe
ground (other arm akimbo)
When a noiDe he hears
Up pop his ears (two fingers
pop straight up)
And he hops in a hole in
the groand. (jump into
arm hole)
,

Creep them, creep them
Creep them, creep them.
Way up to your chin.
Open wine your little mouth,
But do.not let them in.

Traffic Light
Sttop says the red light (hold palm
of hand out)

Go says the green (point finger
out)

Wait says the yellow light, flash
ing in between (open and close
hand)
"lb

Watch all the cars:and see them
obey (form glasses with
finger and thumb)
.

Red, green and yellow, light..

Showing them the way.

162
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Notes to the Snack Time Leader
"Time iVr a Snack"

Listen in on a conversation

This is Sally. I am three years old now. I like to talk on the telephone.
I'm phoning.to tell you how I like to eat.

I like pretty Colored foods.

I Like foods I can hold -- rolled lettuce, pieces of carrot and slices
of hpple (peeled, please).
I like my meat cut up in lit,,e pieces.
I d9 not like things that bite my tongue.

(My taste is keener than yours.)

-It is fun to eat foods that go "crundh".

I like food when -- not real hot or'real-cold.
'I like a little bit on my plate at one time.
I like tr feed myself.

Then I can ask for more.

When I get tired, it is nice if somebody helps me.

I-do not like vegetable with strings in them.
I do not like gummy things.
potatoes-do.

They stick in my mouth.

Sometimes mashed

Then there is not much
A whole glass of milk almost fills my tummy.
room left. I would rather leave the milk until last.

Lean push my spoon against the. high sides.
I like my own plate.
way, I do not spill so much.
I can eat best with my own_spoon.
big and deep.

I like the short bandle.

Yours is tbo

4";
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-

Noi74**to Snack Time,Leader (cont.)

I like my own fork, too.

It fits my mouth and is not sharp.

I like to push my feet flat on .the floor or on the step of my high chair.
I like to pour my milk myself.
wide mouth.
I like to drink from my own cup.
handle.

Let me use a little pitcher.

It has a

I can put mywholehand through the

Sometimes, &little, small-topped glass maKes it easier not to spill.
A

I can pick up those little, round,,green peas with my finge#s.
run away from my spoon. They are good when you mashthem .
4'

They

'19

cont.).

Making Snack Time Fun,-Part II
What can we expect of preechoolers in regard to eating habits? Most can
feed themselves. Some will need more help than others. Whether children
are eating a snack or a meal, they should enjoy it. Pleasantness makes for
good digestion, unpleasantness may hinder it. When you sitwith children
during snack time, try t,o accept their awkward efforts. Childryn should
Try to consider
feel comfortable and feel good about their eating efforts.
the child's eating habits from her/his point of view.
Encourage children to try new foods. A friendly manner will help the child
feel at ease about trying the new food. Making the child curious about the
food is a good way to encourage her/him to eat it.

Here is a problem at snack timeoin a preschool.

Read the problem and follow

le directions.

Ordinarily Ali eats well, but today she seemed to have no appetite.
During the morning she quarreled over the use of the tribycle and became
What should Billy, theupset. At snack time she did not want to eat.
preschool helper, do? Four choices arsygiven below. Read each and circle
the letter of the one you feel is best7 Give reasons for your choice.
Let's see

A.

Said to Jill, "Isn't this a pretty colored juice?
how it tastes."

B.

Left her alone and did not encourage her to eat.

C.

Left her alone and encouraged herto come back later for some
snack when she was ready.
.

D.

Scolded her and said, "You must eat.

You have to stay here and eat."

S. M. 19 (cont.)

As a part of the preschool, you will plan, prepare and serve snacks to the
children. Now that you have read the conversation with Sally. Make
a list of beverages (which might be served) and a list of other snack
foods (which might be served).

Beverages

Other Foods

See if yodt foods and beverages list agrees with Sally's comments.. If
they do, select one4tem from each group anolcheck with the,Teacher of
the Day to see if your choice is reasonable.
VID

What utensils will the children need to,eat their snack?
utensils available? Are these utensils "child size?"

16G
6

5 9

Are there

S. M. 20

Notes to the Rest Time Leader:

4

Preparation for rest or sleep means
relaxing the body and the mind. If
children are well and not overstimulated,
they will refax easi4. Sleep and rest are
necessary for continuous growth and good
health in young children. The attitude
of the feacher or child care helper
toward the rest'Period will influence the
way the children react to it. Conditions
should be made favorable for nantime. If
the room is prepared for naptime, the_
children will probably react,more favor
ably to the rest period.

-e

40%
4c.r.

Some things to do to prepare the room and children for the rest period
might include:
1.

Put away all toys or games so children are not distracted.

2.

Precede the rest period with a quiet activity to relax the children.

3.

Fle saretbe mats or rugs'are ready.
Check to see that there are enough mats so that each child has
a.
one.

4.

Set the atmosphere for rest by
a.
lowering the lights
playingsoft music, if available
b.
softly reading a story
c.

5.

Speak in a softer, lower tone, so that children know the activity has
changed.

6.

Encourage all children to rest and to not disturb others.

40.
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S. M. 21

Motor Development

Observation:
.0

6

Date

Observer
'6

Situation

1.

Choose two children who are of different ases.
does the activities listed below:
Rate each as:

Note how each child

1) easily, 2) fair, 3) with difficulty, or 4) with help

Child 1

ActivitY

Child 2

Walking
Running

SkipPing
%

UP Steps
Down Steps

Climbing
Blocks
Other Activity (list)

and equipment in the environmentencouragedthese children
to be active?

2.

What tc

3.

Give examples of the way you saw children using:
a) large muscles

b) small muscles

6-61
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, Ob ervatai.61:=Chtlaren.and Playtfaterials
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Date

J

4

.

!

.

rt.'

..

1`..

.

Flay Mate=
c

.

'

Time

eo*,
r.

Situation

,

'Choose a specific play area and material,
observe the children.for 10 - 20 minutes.

ie

Blocks, doll corner

As they begin to play, list:
Child's name

No. minutes
at play

What did the child do?

What did he/she
say?

7'8

The longest and shortest interest spans -(in approximate number of minutes)
of the children that used the play material.

The variety of ways in which the children used the play materials.

The conversation of the children while playing with the piece of equipment:

6-6 2.
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S. M. 21

cont.)

Observation

Free Play Period or Active Play eriod

Observer 's Wane

Date

Child Observed

Time

Watch one child for five minutes:

a.

b.

Describe his movement's and actions
as they occur in one minute segments.
Watch another child for five minutes, etc.

Child-1

Child 2

Time
Minute #1

"

#4

IV

#5

til

How many minutes was the child inactive?
How many minutes did the chillo.stay in one spot?

What does this observation point out?

6:63
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S. M. 21 (cont.)

An Observation of Bathroom Routine

Date

Observer

Situation

Children. observed

,

1.

Age

A.

What.did the child do* upon entering the bathroom?
A.

2.

,

B.

Did the children remember to fl sh the toilet?
A.

4.

B.

What help did the child need tolcomplete toileting?
A.

3.

Age

B.

T

B.

What help did the child need to complete hand washing?
B.

A.

OM.

Being able to complete toileting and hand washing bylipeself is part of
developing independence. What do your observationpAill about the
children's develspment?

ts,

17

-1

AL

6-.64
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S. M. 21

cont.)

Observation:

Rhythm and Music

Observer

Date

Child Observed

Time

Situation

1.

How did the child react to the music?

2.

How did the child show rhythm during the music experience?

3.

How did the adult interest the children in music or rhythm?

4.

How long didiMusic activity last?

Di

the child listen or take part in the music activity until it was
nished?

What do these observations point out about the child's development?

17
P.
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S. M. 21 (cont.),

ook and Learn abotit.Children's Habits While Eating

Observer

Date

Situation
Child Observed

A.

Wbat eating and drinking skills can the child do well?

B.

What skills is the child still learning?

C.

What table manners didlhe child use?

D.

How does tge child react to eating and drinking?

vO,

S. M. 22

A Look at the Responsibilities of Child Care Workers

Occupational Title
Major Duties:

Work Schedule:

Days_of the Week

Hours of the Day
Qualifications (Education)
Experience
Other Personal Characteristics

Salary and other Benefits

Working Conditions:

Aspects of the Job which are Satisfying to the Worker

Aspects of the Job which are Least

Satising to the

Worker

*

Opportunties of Employment
Opportunties for Advancement

17
6-6 7

Interview

S. M. 23
How I See Myself as a Child Carq, Worker

List those preschool duties which you have perforMed.

Think about the way in which"you did the duties listed. ,Check the boxes
which best describe your way of workings.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

RATING
,W.,..db

Reliable (can be depended upon to do
assigned work)

.

1,

1, VMS., Yr

.

,

Selfstarter (will begin work with

,

.

out needing to be reminded)
Accept

any assignment readily
.---

,

_

Tend

..

to be sulky

Absent from joh
.

.
,

Late in getting work started
.

,

Take appropriate care of
equ4pment
.

.

Able to make decisions and follow
plans

.

,

.

.

Able to follow written and oral
suggestions and instructions

.
.

Cheerful with children
Avoid

contacts with children

Can identify ways to better
performance

.

.

.

.6

6 8

S. M. 24
Environmental Conditions

Developmental Characteristics
of Children 3 - 5

to Prolmote Development

An environment which prOvides
materials that invite the child
to use developing capabilities
will encourage development.

Large muscle development continues.
Progress is made in control and
coordination of large muscles.
Development of these new abilities
leads the child to enjoyment of
active play.

Guidance of children in new movements and activities shows them
how to perform.

Small muscle coordination is
beginning to develop and can:be
encouraged. Fine coordination lipr
cannot be expected.

Appioval of performance and efforts
to perform makes,tasks satisfying.

An environment which provides
experience with a varietyl' of
objects, materials, and people
accompanied bffethe use of appropriate
language by Milts and the rewarding
se-language which
of children effort
opment
will enhance chil
in this area.

The child is developing,greeter
ability to detect distinctive
features in objects, people and
surroundings. The child is
able to identify likenesses and
dikferences with increasing
acOkracy.,

I

.The.child is also able to learn the
names or language associated with
objects that are being identified
and to,use that language to talk
about objects.

The child during the 3 - 5 year
age period develops a yocabulary
which helps them to ,commnicate
to others. The ability to develop
language is related to accomplishment of other learning-tasks.
Average Numbek.

Age of Child

Words in
Vocabulary
272
896
1540
2100

2
3

4
5

which provides,objects
.An environm,
and materisi.q children can manage by

Children during,the preschool
years from 3 - 5 are developing
their ability to do things for

themselves prrotes independent
behavior.

'themselves.'

40-

Children of this age are seeking
to become less dependent on parents
and others and more independent and
self-reliant:

.

,

.6- 69
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ronment allow
If people in the e
and expect child n to_try those
taslcs they are ca able of doing by
theselves, indePendence Will
,

S. M. 24 (cont.)

Environmental Conditions
To Promote Development (cont.)

Developmental Characteristics
of Children 3 - 5 (cont.)

be promoted. If people show
approval of children's attempts
to be independent they will be
encouraged to'continue that
type of behavior.

.

If people offer only that
amount of help needed to keep
the children acting independently without drawing attention away from the children
and their achievement, independent behavior will continue.d

If children are allowed to be
free in undertaking an activity
they and the person in charge
can determine what kind and
amount of assistance that is
needed.
Encourage more desirable
behavior as a substitute for
low desirable.

Children aged 3 - 5 years are
learning .that they must inhibit,
or avoid certain acts which are
undesirable.

If the child's bodily activity
is restrained he/she can no
ldnger practice the undesirable
behavior.

Aggressive behaviors are actions
Which are intended to cause injury
or anxieCy to others; hitting,'
kicking, destroying property,
4uarreling, etc.

If the child care person
verbally disapproves the
inappropriate behaviorlit tends°
to stop.
If,the child is directed toward,
more desirable behavior, be/she
is shown how to behave in a new
way.

4

'

I

If the child care person,explains
the reason foi thanging, the,
child maybe better able to
understand and accept the change. .
IT, the child's new behavior Is
approved, personal satisfaction
maybe,added.

6

7 0

1 '7
_

#

S. M. 24 (cOnt.)
Devslopmerital Characteristics
of Children
(cont.)

Environmental Conditions
to PromaLe Development (cont.)

3-5

If children are expoeed to
people who are aggressive With
each ot1i6, then'they tend to'
mociel or imitate aggressiveness
intheir behavior with othere.
.

- 1

Itt

If Ch4dren are alloWed to b
aggressive Or are praised f
aggressiye behaviorlthe.
behaviot. may be increased.

Children 3 - g; years of age
are learning thixt they met
delay the fulfillment of
some of their desires, wishes.

It things (objects, attention;
freedom) that a child has a
right to are given-freely when,
requested, then the child cloila

more easily understand the MF
meaning of a denitl when a
request.; must be
or
denied.

giveq those things
4,
?(objects, attention, freedom)
which he/she has a ,rightto
grudgingly or only When their A%s,#
has bedn'an arvement thi,
child may have difff614
understanding the meaning
.of denial or delayed
ment.
0.

,

A firm, kind refus4 al,which
enforced and maintained.'wilI
help the,child learri to, delay

fulfillment ofwishes and
desires.

Approval of the child's new
behavior will encourage that
behavior,

5

6- 71
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UNIT TITLE: ons: sirING
UNIT FOCUS: Tho

umx1 I5 ;t vehicle tu introditee students to the econbinic system and
loin made fro:n textiles is selZbeted by students and teacher
to be prodwced in the clasrunit and i1,1. Student:. part iqipate in malOng managerial deoecion an(I
perform tasks as prodlitt
fart( )ry. lul) applications, interviews, and time
work records are completed Hy st udelit\ttent ion e. given to satisfactions associated with various
jolts. Students have some opportunity t Wevelop ;ev,ing
Ind[15 try

the role a prildrIcers'anI c,)noniefs.
)1

RATIONALE: Yot.a1V, Ilettplo ii\a' ttt tIt Hpla!, Icnt
Sk Oct y which iktiki.zes the work of some
individuak to produce good.-. ;cid s.,.rvk m 10;citity to satisfy the needs ofher individuals

(consumers). Nhny student.. will
i1iarit \vith the work c

in., mass produ,tion

oinployId.as workers in Z1 niaSS tiroductionystetn.
,..010 sat. ISfact

Li:;SOCial0(1 with various ocCupations

th,y c,)n-,ider.occupat*illernatives. 'All

cau

students, at some Liine. \\Ali ie tHISUI111'4101' goods and services which hike I:0. 'inass produced.
Familiarity \vith factors whi,11 Alect quality and cuot can lie gained as a rt`:sult ofbeing involved
in production. KnowledLle of these. factors may help students to make informed 'consumer
deciskins.
INSTRUCTIONAL 013.1ECTIVE5:
('()Inprel lisiun of characteristics which difforentiate self-production and mass production as
meth(
of pro, hieing textile products,
consider various nielhods
acquirin;,f textile 1Yroducts
('otiiprelie ion ol Inas, pruflint tun as ;1 system of lirodutang goods.,
kno \vledge of the roles of producers. drtrihutors.and eoirtfurners in' the riiali"}i (.duction system
Comprehension of the meaning id' the torili; supilycjodfd iaml
Comprehension of factor,
inflUence H.tosirm4.,(
atul
Comprehension of the effect
L10111;111(1
oIlitit pri
' ;0:2/
4
Comprehension of 111,, relationship ,,f production...tost tt.
Comprehension of the relationship of tint Hi of'pr
iv
Willingness to considei . factor which ,..ontrihute
)(hi
4C
Sz.F;- pro.(.111..0.1
5: :7
Comprehension of the purpose, of proinlionaliiii,t
n ass productio
0
'4,
C'omprehension of the ofRet of.proniotit,11,1 aitt
st
01'; -,
(omprehension ()I' the effect of quality'of rawtyl.att.6,415.1., pol.form
Ooi Is pro/yeed
i1ff'o7
Conirpreln.nsion of the effect
worIser ()erk. in; ice (.211,-p.4.11..ty of (
eq! d
Knowledge of federal regulatiom re....,ardin.:
oft:I-eV.] prpti
1Villingness to respond to latTIs
J./$)[1,, tanc.r;4irort-lia,,.041
.

.0;

Knowledge of the types uf juhs icallahle it rt:
Knowledge of personal intere.4,W1
employee in the faslwmi iustry,
Knowledge of factors Which vontrihui.,!,,.pe'r
Recof4nition of elnp(.,ye,er;t lurpardliit.to'S t, -

riEl)UC.1TIONAL 1i:1(1G1101:N1 ):

construct ion
no experience. tire sui,Josted I MIL,

,

ry
t rir)-CIA`71
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sat.isfactf
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PUPI.L.TEACHER INTE4IACTION
Pre-Teaching: ,Revievy lIcitfes'to Teacher.,

41110

f Sel'

,

°

ChOosing to acquire an item of
clothing by making it oneself from
'fabric involves consideNlion of:
time available
knowledge and skillrbf sewing

/

availabilitx Of req.Uired

equipment
avaiiabilitY of pattern, material,
,etc.'which fits needs (size,

.

method orrerhead or chalkboard.

Did you consider the time required to buy the
splies and the time for making the garment?

&Slot, style)

ability to rettirn maials Once

theY have beenuse'd
risk or chance that constructed
garment will appear different,
41.1an it was pictured by

designer
*are finished item requires
,

.1

Arrange a display o evradifferent-methods of
acquiring an item of clothihg. Different methods Ilk-.
.
whiCh might be illtistrated include; fabric, patternq
..5otions;'pfeitire and description of a garment 3voir.,
'Appears in a oatalbg or newspaper advertisement
h oan be ordered by mail; ready-tiwear items
frornywoullOcal Stores. A similAr item (a shirt) is
to. i'Mk6ciid6ach method. The items are to
ht d'pricetange of $2.5c3)to $10.00 and a range
rep
of qiaa ity in regard to fabric, findings, and
constrtictioiri. Style may represent one whieh is typical
of the local community.
S.M.2
Prepare "play" money or use monopoly money of
$1, $5., and $10 denorninations. Change is optional.
Each student is to be given "x" amount to be used
in a pretend shopping exercise.
t
S:M.3
DupWate copies of the Purchase Agreement form.
Introduction: Today we are going on a pretend shopping
trip. In one week there is an event fot which you
'want to have a new shirt. All the money you' have
to spend is the amount you received as you entered
the room. You.may spend all or,any part of it.
You May choose any one of several methods of
getting the garment that is displayed. (Referto various
methods.) When you have made a choice, let me
know and we will complete the.purchase agreement.
Allow time for students to examine the items. The
purchase agreement.usay be given to.students either
before or after they have made 'a choice.'
As students examine items, make notes of their
ommints formuse in discussion of factors which
uen choice QI.method..
ryYt sale,of items anci encourage students to..4i.
mplete the purchase aweihent.,
."
.
Transition: WhOla. purci*ragtee.ments have been
completed*survey, the Students regarding the Methods
selected. A show of hands maf.* used .to indicate
which students chose each in?flitxtr*FOcusdiscussion
on the factors which influenced sadents' chbice of
a particular method.
i.e., For those of you wlic'-ehose to get the iterit,,by
making itlfrom fabriq, why did you choosetlialt.
method?
Accept responses and record reasons for choice ot
,

Or

jallivt°64

Did you think.about the ch'ance'or risk that the
garment might not look the, way you wanted it to
Did you think about beiinytable to triak,e0fit
.. tl
.
way you wanted it to?

*
7-2
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SUPPORT
MATERIAL

TEACHER INTERACTION

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Choosing to acquire an item of
clothing by selecting it frona
catalog or newspaper invol s
consideration of:
time required to order and ship
item
design which fits needs (size,
color, style)
risk or chance thatAtem will
appear differently than it .

Students' comments overheard during the shopping
expelience may be shared to stimulate consideration
of factors which influenced choice of method.
Continue with a similar line of questioning as other
methods of acquiring clothing are examined.
Record factors which are considered in making choices.

was described

risk or chance that it will not
fit

risk or c*e that construction

e satisfactory
quality
cost
ability t4igeturn item
care it4nnequires
Choosing to acquire an item of
clothing by purchasing it ready-to-wear
involves consideratjon of:
time required for shopping
desigpOihich fits needs (size,
. co or, style.)
assurance,of the actual appearance
of garment
assuranbe of the actual fitnf
garment
opportunity to examine
construction features
cost
will n

A,*

ability o return item

-

care ite

requires

,. Time, cost, apearance, fit of

garment, quality of construction,
care required, and opportunity to
return garment are factors which
may influence choigukof any of
the methods of acquiring clbthing.
Sewing skills, equipinent requVd,
and lack of opportunity to
obtainoinformation regarding the fit,
appearande and quality of J... .

construc*n.btfore money is

When identification Of wriOus factors involved in
each of the methods has been completed
responses recorded, ask:

As you think about several methods of ac
:clothing, what similarities are there afó

factors which are considered .when
choice?
What differences are there among the fiarb
Ire considered when making a choice?

.

)

spent are4ictOrs which influence

choiomogard to self-construction
cRpurcfiae;of reldy-to-wear items

II mail.
.

lE wing skills, equipment, and

.

opportunity to obtainlinformatiOn
Itggardinefit, appearance, and
quality f construction pefore
spent are factOrs which
mo
inflt nce choice in regard.to
purchase of ready-to-wear Voir
a retail store. .,.
An item of clothing which Will be
satisfying to an individual may be"
obtained by any of the veral
methods.

Transition: Several factors appear to influence choice
of a particulat method of acquiring.clothing. In your

opinion, is on of these methodiklefer than another

as a way of gett g clothing? who bier *fiat
conditioni ire er?

,.
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SMORT
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

A particular mqthad may be more
satisfactory than another at a given
time because of the skills, knowledge;
and other resources the individual
ljakti use in obtaining clothing.
Whar someone chooses to make an
item for herself/himself, the person
knows how much the mategals
cost and can coiprol or be Oliponsible
for the quality of the item.
When a garment is self-produced,
money is invested before thereis
information about the finished
appearance or quality of construction
of the garment.
When someone chooses to ptchase
a ready-ma& item, a person other
than the consumer controls the
.cost and is responsible for the quality
of the item.
Whenfigarment is purchased

readde, there is some
oppo
abou
and g

ity to obtain information
e ganfient's appearance
ity of construction.

When a garment is self-produced, what does the
maker of the garment know about its construction
and the quality of materials used in the garment?

Does self-production differ from purchasing readrmade
in any other way?

When a garment is purchased ready-made what does
the wearer of the gamrent know about its tonstruction
and quality of materials used in the garment?

does the consumer have to get
What opportuni
information about the materials used in the garment
and the quality of construction?
Pre-Teaching: Order filmstrip Obs, Lots of Them.
Preview filmstrip and moclify script to fit students'
vocabitlary level.
r
Transition: Write the words "CONSUMER"

A consumer is a person...tit%

chooses and purphases itoodt,
and services forlier-Or his.use.
Items are not far-resale to,other
consumers.
The consumer makes choices as
to how resources-such as time,'
energy, money knowledge, and
skills wilkhe used, to obtain goods

and servicie needit

Produws are people who supply

goods tied services to consumers.
Producers are responsible for
providing the raw materials from
which a particular good is made.
Other producers are responsible
for,making the raw materials into,
the finished product.
Otherforsons are involved in
distributiqg the goods and services
to the constpners. These people are
.
called distributors.
Producers and iiistributors are
illig to suppillry goods and services

MATERIAL

S.M.3

"PRODUCEliand "DISTRIBUTOR," on the

chalkboard.
Direct studente attention to the words. Ask:
What might these terms have to do with the pretend
shopping experience the class just completed?
Who were the consumers?
at did the consumers do?
'1414-ept studentresponses and assist them in
clanlying the nibaning of terms.
Continue with a similar line of questioning and
examine the meaning Of the terms producer and

distributv.

.!0; 'C

.

bctse they earn a profit.

ill become
Transition: lks part of our clesdw k
made from
producers and distributorrOf an i
fabric. We also hope tolearn mare about the cluestions
and concerns you mey have had as consumerk
_
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In
Some of you may know what is involved
producing an item of clothing because of sewing
experiences you have had. Let's find out what we
already understand. If we were to start a clothing
factory in this class, what would we need to think
about?
Encourage students to give ideas; record on
chalkboard or large paper chart with magic marker.
What supplies and equipment would be needed?

Making or producing goods requires:
getting the materials from which
the goods are made

How would the products get to the consumers?
How could you get consumers interested in. your
product?

Y.) uying the machinery and

equipment needed to make

goods
finding a place in which to put

What people would be involved? What would they
do?
Is there anything'else needed besides workers,
machines, raw materials?
When the list of ideas is as complete as students can
develop,-ask: What ideas appear to be similar?
Recordilajor types of activities under the title of;
"PRO- UCING GOODS".

the equipment and suplies
hiring workers-to do the work of*
making and selling the goods
interesting consumers in buying
the goods

I

storing the supplies until wded
'4toring the finished goods Atli
sold

;

. -.

Transition: The people involved in the production
of clot
can be divided into two groups b*ause
of..the
f work theY do. Write e words
"OW
' and "LABOREItS" o
e chalkboard.
What do owners do? List student re nses. Add
thers. natclo laborers do? List student responses

rico ':Iip..ups of people ire itivqlved
in the Otoduction of goods.TEach

grofdperformsa different and
neod4ary function.

The.owners provide the money needed tp pay for buildings and
equipment
for raw materialLand
for laborers' wages.t

and add otifts.

Briefly explain to students the project that the class
will undertake and the kinds of ex 'ences they
le have as owners and laborers.
--.

Owners also receive profits from
sales or take i IOA if the product
does not sell.

Labouprovide.s the mentaand
physii work necessary to produce

za4d distribute the product.
reWve wages
All
or salmi for their wMc... They
do not i vest money or receiVe,
profits.

Irthey invest or "own parr of the

y

-.

Pcompany, they become part owrkers
oliare holders. Share holdfirs may

a part of the profits of the

\company.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare Owner Knows and Decides foot).
Make a tranSparency of Lemonade and Popcorn.
Transitym: When a person or a group of individua*
go intA
has' (pkoduction), what might be some
f tilt;
that areAnide?
i111.
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The owners are responsible for
making decisions regardhig the
item to be produced, the number
of iteans to be manufactured,
consamer market for which the
product is intended and the size
of the factory (machines and
laborers).

Accept the stUdents' responses and help them to
understand that the owner provides money to
pay for the costs of production and makes decisions
regarding how the money will be used.
.00a,44.

rt.

Divide the class into small groups. Explain gut each
group will represent a group of owners that fte
planning to produce an item of clothing or a textile
product. Gio each group the owner form.
Explain the arrangements which have been made
within the school for the use of the building, etc.
As information is given, students may fill in spaces
on the form.
Explain the second part of the form and allow
students 15-20 minutes to work on the tasks.
Prepare transparency Lemonade ind Popcorn for

li

viewing.

Briefly share students' relfOonses to the questions
on the owner form. Ideas may be recorded on
chalkboard for later refereribe.
Transition: Direct attention to the transparency.
Look carefully at the pictures. What do you see?
What are thilipto people trying to do? What reasons
*le shave for carrying out this activity?
might the

.#

A business is operated to stipply
goods and/or services to consumers
and earn a profit for the owner.
The operators of thebusiness are
witling to exchange their product
or service for something of value
which the conSumer hasaioney).
A successful business is oTe which,
is able to supply goods or service, ,..'

pay for thiproduc

.,

MATERIAL

What do you think might* happening?
Is 1here anything elkeihi.

,

What is a stidcessful busirwssl

What occurs to make a business successful?

.of the " ,

ie some
goods or &vice, ai
money left over (pro it).
is to operate at a
If the bus'
ers must be willing
profit, co
duct at a price
to buy the
which will allow for a profit.
A business will close whe it illi e.
unable to make a profit.

What happens to cause a business to close up or

'go out of business?
-Refer to transparency:

.

What consumers might be willing to buy each of
these items?
If lemonade were available from several producers
in the following qdantiti*tand at the following
prices, how much would you be willing to bily?
Price
Number
Quantity
per unit
Purchased
Available
.01
5 cups
.03
10 cups
.05
10, kirI.,s
.40
10 cups
Take orders from students and indicate number sold
in the appropriate cOlumn on chalkboard.

r-6
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Complete the same activity with popcorn.
Find the total number of cups of lemonade,and
bags of popcorn students are willing to buy at the
various prices.

Consumer demandts the amount
of willingness of all consumers to
purchase the product or service
at all the prices at which it is
sold at a particular time.
Consumers are wiiling to buy more
of a particular good if it is
important.to them.
If a particular good is necessary
to everyday living, consumers will
want it every day.
U a particular good is not
necessary to everyday living,
consumers' willingness to buy it
may change readily.
to remain in
If the produc
'charged for
business, the
equal the cost
the product,
item and allow
of producing
for a profit.
Costs of production include:
raw materials
machinery and equipment
lab& to make product
cost of buying.or reiiting a place
to make the product
advertising costs

The pricebf the ptbduct affects
the willingness of the consumer to
purchase the item.
As the price decreases, consumer
demand usually,iocreases.
As the price indt'ses, consuitlicer
demand usually decreases.
Products or serVices are identified
by certain qualities.
Different products of the same
general type share some common
lualities and differ in respect
to others.
consumers have ideas about what
product should be. Consumers
lavsmerformance expectations

Explain the meaning of the term demand.
What differences do you note in the demand for
lemonade and the demand for popcorn?
Whet might influence or affect our willingness t
buy a particular product?,

What ideas does this suggest that help us in
selecting a product to produce in the class factory?

If you owned the lemonade stanc4 would you sell a
glass for .01? Why?
What factors help to determine the Price the producer
asks for the koo4s?
9
In the popcorrf hUsiness, what costsigoes the mice cover?

1-

Refer to the demand ihart.
What can we say about the effect of price on consumer
demand or willingness to buy?
_

What ideas might this suggest as we chobse a product'
for the class factory?
*

Transition: yr ..again at the picttike'aialémonade
.

seller.

!

..,

'4I-low might,the product affect the.consumers' demand
for it?
Artnkd4o-ii expect the lemonade to be like?
t
What should it taste like?
What do you expeet it to do for.you?_
.

Is-

forrbducts and services.

onsumers.may be unwialing to

purchase a product ouetvice

ovhich does not meet Weir
mpectations for performance. V

.

What
....1.423pch

would lemonade have if you we-i:e to

a second or third cup of it?

Does each of you want the same qualities?

SUPPORT

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
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What does this seem to suggest about the relationship
of product performance to quality and consumer
demand?
*hat might this suggest about the product selected
for production in the factory?
Pre-Teachinip Prepare Owner Study Form. Review
Field Trip Sites.
Arrange for a study trip to a retail store which sells
items similar to those selected by the class as
possible projects or bring similar items to the
classroom. Information about price and quality
characteristic of the item are to be collected.
Refer to students' list of ideas for the item to be
produced and factors which ihfluence choice of
product. (Taken from Owner Study Forni.)
Select one item and explore the potential of the
product for successful production and sale by the

S.M.6
S.M.7

class.

What consumer might4 willing,to purchase thlf
item? (Age, income.)
What is the current consu
Does the consumer want ii
Is the demand influenced b

emand for the item?
han one of the item?
st, climate, time of

year? Does the consumer tnk the item is iiroortant
and necessary?
What chlicteristics would the consumers want in
the prod t?
What performance does the consumer expect from

the product?.

What charactebstics might have the effect of causing

the constimers to disregard the pretca?
Does the class have the potential for producing an
item which will meet the consumers'expectatons?
Whit further information do we need before deciding

:',Ifri

441'.
?.6

,

:41

Op

which item will be produced?
FolrOwing the consideration of one*project idea with
tilt total class, direct each oitner group in the study
of anothw iteni which they think has potential for
class proffuction.
Give dach'owner group the Owner Study form and,familiarize them with the several tasks.
Guide students in the collection of accurate
information. The study trip or in-classroem examination
of items and raw ccaterials may be used as a means of
collecting the needed information.
Have each owner group report its findings. Compare
projects in terms of probable consumer demand, cost
of raw Materials, and sewing skills requited.
Reach a conaensus regarding two or three possible projects.
Identar reasons for choice and relate to consumer demand
and successful business operation. A cormattee ofstude
and teacher or the total class and teacher y make
decision regarding the project which will be produced: t
may be useful to make a sample of the item, before the final
decision.

4
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Pre-Teaching: Prepare filmstrip Jobs; ats of Them

S.M.30

for viewing.

Prepare copies of Job Application.
Prepare chart of Teams of Workers.
Transition: The first steps in getting ready to operate
the class factory have been completed by selection
of an item to produce.
'Our next step is to learn about the workers and the
jobs that will be part of the factory. Factories that
produce clothing or items made from fabrikernploy
a number of different workers who do diffrrent types
of work.
Each of you will have the chance to work in one
'ob which has to do with the production of the class di
oject. That job will involve some work with your
.t

---- ands and with machines.

Each of you will also have the chance to work in
one job 'which has to do with working with ideas Ethd
people.
The filmstrip we will watch tells and shows the
different kinds of work and the special skills of the
workers.
Watch carefully so that you will have some ideas
about the work,you might like to do.
When we have talked about the work and workers,

each ofiou wiltapply for a job.
Show the filmstrip. If more structure is needed
to help students gain ideas froM the filmstrip, the
teams of workers might be written on the chalkboard

for reference.
Following the filmstrip, ask the students to recall
different areas of work and some of tbe specific
tasks workers did in those jobs.
othing Industry
Refer to chart Teams of Workers
thestudents.
and Alin with information give
(Use MIkboard, overhead, or
aper chart.)

The people and work that are
'required to produce items of
clothing in quantity include:
.00-*
'PeoptevItt utrarklhat supply. the
raw materials (fibers and fabric).
People with special 'akills-are

included in this group of worters.
Manual labor - work with the hand
and with machines.
Professional labor - work with 4
ideas, plans, desigria.

Managerial labor - sittrvises work
of othiars, responsible for
,4.parrying out the plans and
Works closely with manu
and professional labor.

.

Identify those teams of workers which will bp part
of the class factory.
Identify ancl explainAke meaning of manual, pfdessional,
and managerial labor. Cite exilmples of specific workers
from eacb team to illustrate ideas.

Students maMve ex
from other areas of
employment. Some inallitals may do several kinds '''t\4,
.t wt
of work. (eg.-, farmers, homemakers)

People and work that design and
dec.* what will be produced.
Pe'Ople witb special skills are includ4
in this group.
Professional li;bor
Managerial labor
People and work that make the product.
'The spgcial skills Of peoplein this
group include:

' .4
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Manual labor

Managed. labor
People and'work who promote
and distribute the produet.
Professional labor
Managerial labor
People and work related to selling
the item to the consumer.
Manual labOr
Professional labor

Managerial,lahoi

The worlitf the Design Te

includes:
designing or selecting a pattern for

the project

selecting fabries

4electiag notiohs
:Iliroducing a movie of the
' the fabrics that will be us
, deteithining the Cost of producing
the item (raw materials)
providihg an estiMate of the
amount of hours of work
required to make one garment
providMg alarment label
ordering and securing suppl'
production
The work of the Promotitprand Sales
,

.*

Team includes:-

, deciding how sales will be handled

Avben (after eir beforeeproduction)
where (in school, community, etc.)
time and location of sale
selling and delivering items
keeping records of sales, Money

Pre-Teaching: Prepare transparency of major
responsibilities of the Design Team, Sales and
Promotion Team. (See S.M.10, 11, 12 for list of
possible responsibilities; modify to meet particular
needs.)
Transition: Display visual and explain to students
that they will have an opportunity to work.on one of
the teams. Explain major responsibilities.

S.M.10
S.M.11
S.M.12

As different work and workers are described,
encourage students to identify skills which would
make for a successful worker.

Point out differences between the work in the class
factory and the actual work done in a true factory.
Dirkt students in completion bf job applications.
Select students for various teams and select a
financial manager for each team. The teacher may
assume the responsibilities associated with financial
managementeor share.those responsibilities with the
students.

. taken in and so forth
developing advertisements and
other promotional ideas
producing advertisements and
' carrying our promotional ideai

-

44:
Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of work materials for
Design Team, Promotion Team, and'Sales Team.
A decision regardinglhe textile item to tdroproduced
should beinade afthis time or earlier.
Sev-reial days will-be requited for.students to complete
work assigned to each team. The sections of the
mini unit which 'follow are related to some of the,
tasks which the teams are to complete. Teaching of
these sections may be intersperked with the groupactiVities of the teams.
The teacher may work with student teams in
developing understandings related to -the section and
the student48.ms may acquaint tne remaih4er of
the class with the ideas of the teacher.matkWork with
the entire class on each section..

hi

Ilk.
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The financial manager of each team
has the following work resppnsibilities4,
approve all requests of team
merhbers for the expenditure of
. money
keep an accurate record of actiial
expenditures of the team
t
keep an accuraterecord apney

Transition: Announce team members and financial
manager. Distribute copies of work materials to
teams. Arrange for teams to work as groups while
they.become familiar with 'work materials and each
other.
Neet with eath team grou'p. Xfaiwer questions and
clarify work activities.
.
Explain duties.of financialinanager to the teams.

MATERIAL.
,

,

T

ived 41.9 rn sales Sales Team

ISO

d cure supplies needed
tearn activities on approval
er manager i teachti.6._

411

Pre-Teaching: Assemble examples of advertisements
whikch Utilize different mediaAprint, sound ,picttite,
iliagrams). Students on the AiolVertising Tearn may
.7.-locate examples of advertising apgeoaches related'
to clothing and textileproducts.
pare conies ofN.
What's in an Advertisement.
, :.......
,....
dverti, sing is an action or activity
Transition: Direct the attention of the,Advertising
Me producer which calls attention
Team or the total class to the examination of several
o the availability of the goods and
,
ads susing What's in an Advertisement.
services being proluced.
Advertisements use various devices
-When the stud" of several ads has been completed,'
and materials to get and hoLd the
guide the students through diScussionin the
consumers' attention while .the
identification of the types of inforrnatiOn found
,
particular message is b.eing
in ads and the purposes which it might serve.

S:M.16

.

''

i 4'

preseited..
'color- litight, eye-catching

As you looke,d at and studied the ads, What did you
noiice?
What techniques were used to get your attention?

size - large, small, or unustial
sdund - unusual or melodic*

..movement - rhytrnicrfast

'visual - unus.ual% unélpected,
beautiful
Advert,ising'is deSigried.to,make'
Consurriers aware of the good or

What ideas did the advertisement try to present

*vice. It is often intended to create
**desire for thelood or service
in the, mind-of the consumer.
Adv ising arso attempts to
the consumer that one
con
;4:aliduc Is the most desirable of.
the similar prOduCts aviilable.

about the product?..

.

.

Information which is persuasive

and wankereatirig appeals rb,4 the
emotions and may be vaide+and
often giVes lifnited information.

Information of this tyfw for a
particular product includes:

'4

.I-Ipw could the cnsumer of.the product use t at
information?
What might be done tc; determine whether
statements are true?
.

410.
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slogans - "You can look younger."
- "You deserve a treat today."
testimonials - "I wear.... and feel
younger.
musical and pictorial settings
which convey a mood or
image of the kind of person
or lifestyle associated with
the good or service
brand name
special promotions
Information which is objective tells
about the product or service in a
descriptive manner. Information
of this type for a particular
V
product or service could incluue:
color
Encourage,students through questioning and examples
weight
to differenitiate between want-creating appeals and
gade
objective or descriptive information.
composition of materials
ingredients
price

use and care instructions

The developMent of advertising or
pro4notion activities costs money
- in terms of wages for all the
people who create and prOduce
the ads and for the materials and
machines in4olved in the production.
The cost incurred in promotion of
. the product or service is part of the
cost of production.
The cost of promotion activities
is passed on to the consumer in the
price charged for the goods or

If only the members of the Advertising Team have been,
involved in the study of ads and the related concepts,
they may report their ideas and plans for promotion
of the produd to the entire class.
As the team presents reports, the teacher may
supplement with inforniation and raise questions
regarding the purpose of various parts of the ads.
The team can give estimated costs for their planned
advertising.
The relationship of promotiork activities and total

price and quality of the goods \nay be pointed out.
A record of actual cost of materials is to be kept and
used in determining prodUction costs at the conclusion
of the production.

services.

The larger the promotion activities
and the more costly their form, the
greater the amount which will be
added to the cost of the item.
Pre-Teaching: Work with the Design Team in the
identification and listing of performance characteiistics
which consumers might expect of the product.
Assist the Design Telil in the preparation of visuals
to show cost of producing ihe item using differing
quality materials.
Order the filmstrip Jobs in Manufacturing.
Assemble samples of the item to be made or pictures
of similar items.
Transition: Display items or pictures in view of students.
When the item was selected for factory''production, we
thought the factory would be able to produce the
quality that consumers.would be willing to buy:
7-12
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Performance characteristics which

conSumers expect in products are
related to the following:
Appearance - The item resembles
the appearance usually
associated with items of that
type. The item looks like the
designer intended it to look.
-Size- The item is that which it
is labeled.
ctancy -'The item is
Life
dura le. It will be useftil for a
period of time usually
associated with products bf
that type.
The saw materials which are combined
in the product determine some of the
performance characteristics of the

The filaer properties niches
strength, durability, wrinkle ,
resistance, effect of heat and
moisture, determine, in part,
the performance which can be
expected of a fabric or item
made from that fabric.
Finishes applied to the fabric
determine, in part, the performance
which can be expected of the iteM
made from that.fabric.

#1ATERIAL

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
The Design Teath has a list of characteristics which
ri

describe the performance they think coflsupier3 might
expect from the item.
Members of the Design 'ream can shoiv an4tex
characteristics.
When ttie report of the team is complete, ask:'
Keepinwthese general performance characteriStics
in mind, how could the fabric used in the prdduct
affect the performance of the product?
What performance characteristics do consumers
want in the fabric when it is made into this
particular item?

Direct the,etudents in the Design Team to s ow
samples of the fabrics and other notions sel cted
for the,item.
Design Team members can identifY instan es in

which fabric properties match or meet the expecr
characteristics.

performance

Ask:

What is the consumer reaction likely to b if the
productsloes not perform as they expect
*hat is your reaction when a product f s to be
what you expected it to be? ,
elf

Trarisition: The producers are concerne that the
materiali used in the product will a/low henito
make a profit from the item.
The Design Tearn,will tell us what they ave found
about the cost of pioducing the item m the
several types of materials we have just xamined.
During their report, question students o highlight
relationship 9f cost of raw materials t quality and
performance characteristics.
What can be said about the relationsh p of cost of
raw materials to the cost df producin the item?
,

The cost of raw materials has a
direct relationship to the cost of
the finished product.
Raw materials with similar quality
may be purchased at varying prices

What do the samples of materials an charts on cOsts
of those materials tell us about the r lationship of
quality of materials and cost?
'40

Rulings of several federal agencies
require that producers of wearing
apparel label the products in ce
ways as a Means of informing the

consumer about the product.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble copies of r ource circidars
identifiea in S.M.30.
IdentifY several studentson the De ign Team who are
willing to investigate labeling of te tile items.

Assist them in id ntification of th various rulings
and implicationsi f'or labeling the ass product.

In 1971 the Federal Trade
Commission'ruled that all textile
wearing apparel carry a permanen ly
ittached care label if the item cos
$3 or more.

be organized

193
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The care label is to provide clear
and complete directions for care
and maintenance.
Care instructions are to apply to
all parts of the product.
Labels are to beeasily located on
the garment.
Labels are to remain legible and
attached throughout/washing and
,-dry cleaning.
e labels must be supplied with

MATERIIL

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Date
Name of
Requirements
effective
ruling

Students may design the label for the items to be.
produced and show it to the class along with the
information about the several rulings.

.

falic sold to consumers for the

-par ose of making apparel, unless
t e fabrics are remnants.
Remnants of two yards in length
or less left from bplts in a retail
store are excluded*om the ruling.
60 the FTC ruled that textile
In
fibet prodacts be labeled by the.
gen c name of the textile fiber.
Labe *ng is to be dear and easy

I.

to 'reati.

The fiber content of'the product
is to be listed in predominance of
weight of all fibers which make up
5% or more of the total weight
of the item:
Theool Products Labeling Act
of t0S9 requires that all wool
products be labeled as to the
kind of wool used: virgin,

reprocessed, or reused.
The name or registered number of
the manufacturer must 139 listed.
For yard goods only, the bolt need
be labeled. It is the consumer's
responsibility to copy information
if it is .desired.
Pre-Teaching: Work with the Sales Team to plan
for sale of items.
Familiarize students with the materials to beused
in selling.
Guide them in developing a plan for sale and delivery
of merchandise.
Assist them in the preparation of a report of plans
.to the class and a transparency which shows estimated:
costs for carrying out sale and delivery of items..
Transition: The sales team is an important part of
helping the product earn a profit. The sales team
will tell us about ftie plans for sale of the selected
product.
Pre-Teaching: Assemble information regarding casts
of production.
Teacher: estimated cost of building, machines, heat,
light, etc. estimated time to make one item and
cost at $2 per hour
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Costs associated with starting the
.factory (building, machines,
insurance,beat) remain the same
whether the factory produces one
item or operates at full capacity.

When the type of promotion and
selling activities remain-the same,
costs of promoting and selling
are not likely to increase as the
volume of production increases.
Labor costs increase to some extent
as the volume of production

MATERIAL
Design Team: estimated cost of raw materials to
produce one item
Promotion Team: estimated cost of promotion
activities for one item
Sales Team: estimated cost to carry out sale and
delivery of one item
With the assistance of the financi.al managers, prepare
transparency orjarge paper chart to illustrate costs of
production.
Fill in spaces with costs reported by each financial manager
for one item. Total to deterinine cost for one item:
The financial managers can determine the costs of
producing 20 items, 50 items. Give assistance as
needed.
The financial managers and thitteacher can explain
the chart. to the other class merhbers.
Questions for class consideration while viewing the
chart:
From the chart, which costs seem to remain almost
the same as the numtier of items produced increagi?
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION-

What costs appear to increase am the volume of
production increases?

Whaldoes the informatiOn about cost of labor seem
to tell us?

increases.

The cost of producing a product is
related to the number of hours of
labor involved in producing the
item.
The rate of pay of the workers affects
the cost of producing the products
The more worker hours involVed in
the production of the item, the
higher the cost.
The more highly paid the workers,
the higher the cost of production.
The more efficient the laborers,
the less time required to make a ,
given number of items.

Profit is the difference in dollars
between the selling price and the
cost of production when the selling
price is more than the cost of
production.

What might,make labor costs higher? How could labor
costs be reduced?

Pre-Teaching: Prepare PrOfit Volume Charts. See S.M.18 S.M.18
for illustration.
When the cost of production has been estimated for
several volumes of production, tfie owner must 'decide
on the selling price and the amount of prOfit to be made.
Using figures similar to those from the class project,
illustrate and explain the Meaning of profit and loss.
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PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Selling
Production
price
cost per item

Loss is the difference in dollars
between the selling price and the
cost of production when the
selling price is more than thecost
of production.

$2.50
$2.50

$3.75
$2.00

$1.25
.50

MATERIAL

Protit
Loss

'

Show twarency which illustrates profit settinq

and effeEt'of volume of production on total profit.
Familiarize students with meaning of headings on
each column.
Ask students to identify information in several
columns to determine their understanding of the chart.

The bwner may set the selling
price to make the greatest profit
according to the consuMer
demand.

Sell a large volume at lower price
and lowei profit on each.
Sell a smaller volume at a higher
price and a higher profit on each. ,

i.e., How much ddes it cost to produce 20 items?
What does 100% profit mean? 50%? 25%?
What is the selling price of one item at 100%
profit when 20 are made?
What is the profit/per itein when 20 are made
and the company decides to make a 100%
profit?
If the owners are interested in making a large
total profit, what would they do? Why?
I

Dirict studenip in the completion of the decisions
reg ding profit and selling price.

The consumer pays the cost of
production as a pa,rt of the selling
price.

Thpsonsumer pays for the profit
as aart of the selling price.
The consumer has a right to gpt a
fair value for.the money expended.
The producer has a right to make a
living from the,results of his work.

Share decisions and reasons orally.
Have students consider the following questtons:
Who pays for the profit a,producer makes?

What amount of profit does the producer have a
right to expect?
Is the consumer getting something of value for the
money spent?
How doei the amount of profit affect the selling
price? How does the amount of profit affect the
quality of the item?
Establish a selling price for the item and ask students
to explain why they have set this selling price.
Pre-Teaching: Preview filmstrip Ca eers irE
Manufacturing;

Mass production means the making
of Barge number of items which
are exactloy the same.

A large number of persons are
employed in mass production.
Each worker is responsible for a
single part of the production.

Transition: The clothing industrf has developed a
variety of ways of cutting costs, increasing volume
of production, and maintaining a standard of
quality.
As you watch the filmstrip Careers in Manufacturing,
write down ways of working that would reduce
hours needed to make the item and still maintain
quality of the product.
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PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

During the day, rworker will
perform the same task over and

List three jobs you would like to do in the factory.

over again.
As a Worker repeats the one
process, speed usually increases.
As a worker repeats the processes,
skill usually increases. Fewer
'mistakes are made.
Mass production reduces cost per

item because the cost of operation
(machines, lights, building, etc.)
remain the same whether 1 or 1,000
items are made.

MATERIAL

Following viewing ()lithe filmstrip, contrast mass
production techpiques with those carried out in
self-productio . hat are the differences; what are
the similariti ,? Record responses.

How might the differences affect the quality of the
items produced?

Ilow might the difference affect the cost?
Pre-Teaching:. Collect several cloCks and watches or
pictures of these items in'different sizes, shapes, etc.

It would be helpful to expose the internal workings
of at least one clock or watch in view of the students.
Review S.M.26.

Transition: Before we get ready for our own factory
and its mass produclion, let's see how much we
understand about w at it takes to make mass
production work.
Perhaps in English el s you have talked about
analogies. An analogris when you compare one
thing or item to another thing 0#1. item.
Let's do a few examples to stretCh our thinking.
How is a person's body like a car?
Students respond with something like:
They both need tothave fuel to keep going.
They both have parts that can break down.
Bodies are different sizes an, shapes and so`are
cars.

f

Let the students get the feel of comparing before
moving on. Join in the activity yourself to help
students understand the idea of analogy.
Let's try comparing personality to weather. How is
personality like the weather?
Students respond with something like:
Personality is changeable and so is the weather.
You can observe people and tell something about
their personalities:You can observe the weather
and tell something about what to expect.
Personalities can be warm, cold, sunny, or gray
and so can the weather.
Analogies also can involvelis physically and
emotionally. Try this analcigy:
Imagine that you are an e1e4tric dishwasher. How
does it feel to be a dishwasher? What is it mentally
and physically like to be thiappliance?
Students respond wifTratenients like:
It's hot in here!
I fe I clean inside.

/
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PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

MATERIAL

Continue until students are 'participating freely.
Let's make an analogy between mass production
and clocks. Look at the clocks up in front of the
room. Do they give you any ideas?
Students respond with statements like.:
They both have a definite order:to follow.
They-have several hands to do the jobs.
They come in different size!.
Now imagine that you are a 4,ck:Put yourself into
the physical and mental aspebta of the clock. What
does it feel like to be a clock? Live the part of a clock.
Be a clock.
Students respond with statements like:
I need someone to wind me. I'm slowing down.
I want a rest, since I'm tired of ticking.
Let's go back and think of all the ways in witich a ,
ctock,is like mass production,.List responses on
chalkboard:
How is mass production different from a clock?
List responses on chalkboard.
Take out a piece of paper and summarize what you
have learned about the characteristics of mass .
production. Take alew minutes to do it now. May
I have.volunteers read what they wrote?

Pre-T aching: Decide tn the ype of mess prodnction

schefiie which mill be used i the facto
Develop production schedul appropriaJto item
e of
e, and
selected for production, cl
production required to fill
that will NI required.
Identify and describe the j
icular product.
in the mass productioh of the
'Establish a floor plan for the work area and identify
work stations.
Prepate copies of A Job in ProduCtion of a Product.
-Prepare copies of Employee Time Card.
Review progress of Sales Team. Team may report to

S.M.21

t S.M.19
S.M.20

S.M.22
S.M.23

class.

Trans on: Review anti explain the production tfr
schedule.

Introduce job descriptions of workers. Relate to the
production Schedule and floor arrangemerit.
Have students complete' job applications.
Hold interviews with students and choose workers (
for various jobs. An ounce job assignments. Explain the use of'the

tim card.

The construction of the iten)
determines some of the performance
chanacteristics of the product in
ard to appearance, size, and .
pectancy.

Pre-Teaching: Secure list of performance characteristics
from the Design Team.
Transition: Direct studenth' attention to the list. We ate
about to begin cutting and sewing the item we selected.
How might our work in the production of the item be
related to the performance characteristics listed by the
Design Team?
a
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CONCEPTUAL CONTE*
Performance characteristics which
consumers expect in products made
from textiles include the folloWing:
The item cop(orms in size to a
standard set for the iteni.
The item' ikcut with the grain of
the fabric and,hangs as the designer
intended.
Thread used to construct the product.is
of matching or contrasting color
as the design indicates. .
Thread is matched in weight and type
to the fabric.
Machine stitching is even, alike on
both sides, firm, and of appropriate
length to hold securely.
Seams are even in width, flat,
smooth in appearance with edges
finished.
Item is free from wrinkles, tucks,
and.bumps in the fabric.
The item is clean, pressed, and free
fro,m threads.

In mass production each worker
is responsible for the quality of
the work he or she does.
Workers with special training are
employed to inspekt items to
determine whether they meet
quality standards for. the product.
Mistakes which are detected by the
quality control workers or
inspectors are sometimes
cofrectable and go back into
the assembly line:
Mistakes which cannot be
corrected are marked a& seconds
and sold "as is" at reduced-price.
Seconds are products which do not
meet the sten ard set by the
company, but e of a quality that a
consumer migh be willing to
purchase at a reduced price.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

SUPPORT

MATERIAL

As specific construction features are identified:the
samples used previously may be used to illustrate
appearance of these features.

When all relevant construction features have been
identified and illustrated, continue by asking:
What are consumers likely to do when the
construction of an 4em fails to meet their .
expectations?
In the class factory or a real factory who is
responsible for the quality of construction?

If mistakes occur during construction, what will we
do with these items?

Explore alternathies and help students to understand
consequences interms of labor cost, profit, and
consumer satisfaction.

"41

Pre-Teaching: With the assistance of the pre-consiruction
supervisor and workers, assemble supplies and equipment
required for beginning construction.
Demonstrate and explain pre-construction work to the.
particular workers who will perform those tasks and
to the entire class.
As the demonstration is presented, identify the
procedures and techniques which will influence final
quality of the item.
7-19
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PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

MATERIAL

Point out relationship of worker perfoftance in
each phase of the job to quality of product..
i.e., Accuracy in cutting will affect all aspects
of assembling the item.
Pre-constructiott workers may begin their work.
As the pre-construction workers are at work, train
the machine operators. Demonstrate shortcuts.
Allow time for machine operators to practice their
skills.

Work with pressers to familiarize them with the
work they will .perform.
Familarize students who have jobs as inspectors with
their work. Inspectors may decide if an error is
correctable or they may consult with the teacher or
committee of students before making a decision.
Continue production until pre-sale orders are filled.
Pre-Teaching: Prepare gopies of How Much Did I
Earn form.
Assemble materials to display summary of expenses,
earnings, profit, loss.
Transition: Direct students to join the team they
worked with before the production began.
Each group, with the help of the financial manager
and teacher, will prepare a final financial report of
actual expenditures.
The Sales Team will report both expenditures and
income from sales.
The reports from each.team will be turned over to
the teacher and the financial managers.
Direct students in the completion of the How Much
Did I Earn form.
Compile total labor costs from the forms..
Cony let Financial Report chart. Share with students.
Discuss uestions on How Much Did I Earn form.
ttelate eáriings to job satisfaction.

Job satisfaction is the condition
'resulting from finding pleasure,
reward, and satisfaction due to
the conditions which exist in
the work situation or environment.
Factors which influence Jo
satisfaction may be:

Pre-Teaching: If a study trip to a clothing or textiles
manufacturing plant has not been taken previously
in the unit, make arrangements for such a trip.
Profits from the sale of items produced in the factory
may be used to cover some of the expenses of the
trip.
Prepare study guides for the trip.
Prepare Needs and Satisfactions form and Job
Experience Sheet.
Transition: When the prOduction and sale of the
product is completed, direct students in the
-completion of Needs and Satisfactions form.
Share some of the statements selected by students.
Have each student select several statements which
would contribute to her/his satisfaction with a job.

200
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Factors which influence
satisfaction may be:
money earned
material received
social contactt with other
employees, employer, clients,
or customers or absence.of
need.to have contact with
these
psychological rewardii - sense
achievemeni, power,
independence, self directi
physical rewards - aciwty le el
and type, comfort in the
climate or surroundings
Job satisfakions are dependent upon
. the individual's value system.

SUPPORT

MATERIAL

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Record theseien the chalkboard. Identify
similarities and differences among ideas selected.
Ask students to explain why the idea are most
rmportant to them.

Direct students inthe completion of the Job

Experience sheet.
Compare students' sense of satisfactibn with factory
jobs to factors which they Qdentified as important

to find in ajob.
Familitirize students with study'trip arrangements
and purpose. give each student a copy of the stgdy
guide and clarify their responsibilities.
Carry out study trip.
When students return from the study tiip, discuss
with them the responses to questions On the study
guide.

-N
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NOTES TO THE TEACHER,

The student learnings to be developed thrOugh this unit are related to the
establishment and operation of a simulated factOry. An item made from
textiles is to be produced in quantity by the students and old in the school
or community.,
01

The simulated factory is not designed to compete with any local i:ndustry or
retail sales establishment. The quantity is to be limited, the number of
custoMers controlled. The simulated factory is'not designed to operate at
a large profit. The operation should recover the costs of materials. If a
profit results,it is to be used to cover the costs of an-educational 1412
or for'other educational purposes.
this unit oArstudy each student in the class is to
Through everiences
have an opportunity to work in several jam including planning for the
establishment-of the factor,production of the item and sale of the item.
4

The teacher is to retain the,positiot o overdil maRager'and primary owner.
In this position the teacher may share decision making responsibilities with
tudents to the extent that their capabilities permit.. As written, the unit
provides'opportunities for cooperative decisidn making in reg:.. to the
consumers,
selectioit of the product ta be made, identification of potent ,
-lopment
selection of materials to be used, price and profit setting
ire respons'V
of'performance ztandards for th.e item.. If the teacher ass
sibility in the decision making, selected sections of the mini unit may be
modified accordingly.%
\
'Following a brief introduction to the Iiinds of jobs which are part 04}the
factory, one of the following methods or combinatiOn of methods may be used
to select students for speAfic jobs.
Students may complete simple job aPplication forms such as those included
1.
in S. M.,and the teacher may select on the basis of information provided on the form.
Stuaents may complete application forms and the teacher may interview
2.
each.student and select on the basis,of information gained from b

sources.

Selection of a Prolect for Production
1.

Consider the studente capabilities and the complexity of the construction
bifore selecting an item.

,tasks

2.
3.

4.

Consider the studente capabilities and complexity of the constrUaion
task5 in deciding on the toial number of items to be produced.
The-addition of one variation in the production of an item increases the
complexity of the task: e.g. The Same item made witiA contrasting trim
'and self'trim.
It appear* wise to plan to produce 5. - 10 items more than the number
required to fin the pre7sale orger. This pr4tice will cover items
that were "goofs"during production., The "gcSofs" could-then be sold as
seconds at cost. Factory prodItion does not utilize ripping and
reconstruction to any great extent.
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1

(cont.)

41Ik

Selection of a Project for Product:1.°h -(cont.)
5.

Students may purchase items at cost of produc'tion or at a lower
level of profit.

PreSale,
Placing orders a(ead of time.is a "presale". it preneale enablesathe
producer to-estimate more accurately-how Mach tO produce..

Approval of selling'plan should be sought from the school administration
before the unit is begun. Make arrangeMents for presale activity within'
the school day in a specified location or distribute, one booklet to each
student on the sales:and advertising team and alloW them to sell for a
Duplicate and make sales receipt booklets
designated number of days.
(10.receipts in a bookelt may be a workable size). Prior to presale
provide_ training sessions regarding the taking of orders and use of the
receiptbooklet.
Each receipt should be prenumbered with matching numbers on the
a)
(This will make for
seller and buyer portion of the receipt.
efficient distribution of the product when the buyer comes to
collect the preordered ittm.).
b) The seller needs to sign both portions of the receipt and record
1/2 of the
accurately the amount paid as a doWn payment. 1/3
dOwn
payment
total cost of the item is suggested as a reasonable
The
presale
dawn
payment
money
at the time of the pte7sale.
.can be used/to pay the cogt of rail materials.
The-buyer must present the receipt at the tine that the merchandise is
picked up. When. merchandise is picked up, the buyer is to sign the seller
portion ofthe receipt indicating that goods have been recieved.
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'Purchase Agree:tient.

have. agreed to pay_
(-name-)

for the item from
(amount),

(describe%source

I chose this item aVer the other iteMs because:
1.

2.

5.

6.

7.

7- 2 5
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The Owner Knolis ind Decides'

peeks.

The factory will operate for

The charge forlise of the building, machines, insurance, heat and other
costs is

er of people as a work fo

The factory will-employ
The owner has

'ddllarS.to pay for labor, raw materials and other

costs.

OWNER DECIDES:
What item will be proauced:
consumers.

ihStpeople the item will try to attract:as'

List several items made of fabric which your group thinks might be possible
prodUcts to produce A4 the factory.

Which consuMers might be wil1ing to purchSse this item?

List those factors which would influence the consumers to buy the fem'i
1.

2.
(4,

3.
4.
.11

5.

6.

Select one item which is the group's choice to produce in the fadtory.
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GROUP MEMBERS
.S. M. 6
Owner Study '

-ITEM TO BE, STUDIED

Is the*item or one similar already available to cAsumers?

If the iiem or a similar one is already on the market, select several samples
of the item and collect the following information about.each.

Where can it be
purchased

Price

Describe color, style
and general appearance

Record information
found on the label

.10

What kinds of fabric-might be used to make the itet?

-Circle the types of sewing the item reres.
1., Machine sewing on'curved edges
Machine sewing on straight edgeS
2.
Machine top stitching
3.
Hand sewing
4.
Attachment of fasteners
5.
List other types
6.
7

2 8

209

Cost per yard?

-

S. M. 7

Possible Fiell Trip Sites to Observe Clothing Production
(A partial list. ,You.might be aware of others. -Contact local Chamber of
Commerce for futher information about the avai,lability of sitesfor field
trips.)

'NAM

TELEPHONE #

ADDRESS and CONTACT PERSON

- Artic Enterprises
(Snowmbbile suits, etc.

Detroit LakeSi Minnesota
Frank'Nikolas
karlstad PlAnt --Detroit Layes,
MinneOpta

aeneGivens
Thief River Fa114 Minnesota

4
H. W.(Carter & Son
Park Rapids, Minnesota
Staples, Minnesota
Harold Moffit

(children's)

Eastern Woolen

4001--1st Avenue North
Minneapolis, Minn. 55401

1

(612) -222-5809

Henry Edelstein
8118_Had1ey Avenue, South
Cottage Grove, Minnesota.
Energy Manufacturing
Corp. (iadies' and
Men's outerwear),

.-,

a

Finch Building
St. Pauli Minnesota 55101

'.4b

(612)-222-5825:4'

(Centuryit Wisconsin plant)

Burt or Ed Neff
Fingerhut
(outerwear)

3104 W. Lake
St. LoUis Park, Minnesota
D. Anderson
1

Gleneagles (men's
part of Hart-, Schaffner
and Marx)

I

110.North 5th Street
Minneapolis, Minh. 55403
,i

.

oe

Gordon Itucien

...-:(612) -333 -0351

.

(plant also!at Chisholm, Minn.')

Gordon and Ferguson

I

(leather only; i/ hr. tours) 333'Sibley'Street
;..

St. Paul, 1Minneeota .1-55101'

(612)-224-4836

,

A

JerryiLavin
(plants also at Menomenie,
.
and Bruce Wiscons )
I

1

(12t

i

i

i

1

1
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cont)

PoSsibleiTrip Sites2(Cont.)

!NAME

ADDRE6S AND CONTACT PERSON

-Great Silx Co. (women's
outerwear)

TELEPHONE #.

.

)

430-1st Avenue, North
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Cal Smith

55401

(612)-5334.\3291

(plant also at Brainerd, Minn.)
_
P.O.,Bok 3946
St: Paul, Minnesota .55165
J. e: Harris or
Richard
.

B.11. Rarris Co. (Mens

,

Cannon Falls, Minneeota

Kid Duds

°

55209
Sig Goldsmidt or, :11P

Mrs. ZimMer1/4Man

M. Liman Mfg. C

110 Northf5th Street
Minneapolis,.
55493
-Sanford Lode rfine

.

(614-332-8215

5400 Wayzata Blvd.

.Milaca milli

Minneapolis, Minn%g5416

(612)L544-4492

(plant'also at Miiglra, Minn.)
.

Munsingwear, Inc.
(lingerie and knitted

4t,7

.

718 Glenwood Avenue
Minneapolis, Minn. 55405
C. Gordon Aldrich

.

(612)- 374-4220

t

North Shgre Mfg. (women'S..j,";
,Duluth, Minnesota
outerweal9

*Sheldon-Epstein
Rainducher'(sportswear )
,

DuItith, Minnesota:

Dick Kent
(plant also at Chisholm, Minn.)

Raven Industries (ski
wear, snowmobile suits)

Samco Sportswear

Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Dick Ramstead
211 East 4th Street
55101
St. Paul, Minn.
Ray Shiller

\

,

(plant also at Crosby, Minn.)
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Pessiae.Trin Sites cont.)
.NAME

'

%ADDRESS and CONTACT PERSON

TELEPHONE

#

t

ShEirpe Mfg. Co.
(miterwear)

1615 South 6th Street
Minneapolis, Minn. 55415
(612)-333-6536
Carl Sharpe or Rarry Goldberg

(p1pb also at Brainerd and River
Wiconsin)

7

Wonderalls (children's
sleepwear, small snow-

mobile suits up to
size 6 X children's
dlothing)

600-1st-Avenue North
Minneapolis, Minnesota
'George Rosenberg
pr Ginger Shaii
.

g

(612)-339-7141
,

.

.Tbams,in the Clothing InduAhry

The Team

Work Responsibilities

-

,
create, proctuce and supply the
raw materials, fibers, yarns,
fabrics

Textile Production
(not part of class
factory)
111

/

Designers
.

c

clOsign and hel -to decide
which items will e produc
16(ake sample items. -Decide
which designs, fabrics, and
findings will be used.

.-

ome manual laboroperation of machines.
Professional 1abor-6
work iith people and
materials to create new
materials.
Managerial- supervise
production and sales.

Largely professional
and managerial.
Some
manUal labor
in-construction of
sample items..

'.

(

Productiirti

/Promotion and
Distribution

cut, mark, assemble,sew,
press-garments. ,Package
and stOre items.

develop and carry out advertisement"campaigns.

Manual labor
Managerial

Professional and
managerial,limited
manual' labor

Salsa

develop anecarry out Sales
campaign, work out delivery
plans

7

3 2

Professional,managerial
limited manual labor

[Name of students'
factory and Employer
(teacher's name)]

S. M. 9'

Application Form
Personal Profile
This is designed to provide inforMation about your interests
DIRECTIONS:
and abilitiei. The mdterial "will be kept confidential. Please complete
statements that apply to you by filling in the blank(s) provided or checking
the word or phrases that best answer the cilestion.
)

Age

1.

Name

2.

My machine sewing ability is:

poor
3.

fair

good

excellent
*

fair

good

excellent

fair

good

e cellent

good

excellent

My reading ability is:
(

,

poor
4.

My math ability is:
-poor

5.

J,Py ability to talk with oth

poor

:

fair

A

6.

I liketo work with details.

7.

I am even tempered.

8.

People say I am shy.

-no

Yes

yes

no

no

res

10.

no

yes

I feel that I do neat, accurate work.

At school, I am late and absent.
often

sometimes

11.

The school subjects I like best are

12.

I feel I am creative.

.

yes

7-33
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seldom

no

never

S. 14. 9 (cont.)

Application Form (cont.)

13.

I prepr to

let someon% else lead me in work.

let others follow my lead in work.

14.

I prefer t

15.

I am able to-account for and handle money.

16.

I. have had experierre selling and making change.

17.

I feel that I can help people understand things.

work alone"

work in i group.

yes

no

yes

no

'Jr

very well
not 'very well.

4

18.

Decide whether you are interested in working on part of the design
team or on part of the promotion and sales team.,, Place An X in the
appropriate box.

i/di

19.

I

1 Promotion Team

Design Team

I would like to have a job on this team because

'
4

1P
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Detign Team
List Names o

Team.Members:

Finanäial Manager
,

,Suggetted Responsibilities:
Select or design the particular st5r4e of th4 item which will be pro*eed.
Choose fabricsithreads, decorations which will be used.
Determine cost of producing the item from the particular materials selected.
Determine amount of fabric and other materials required to make quantity needed.
Complete supply list.
Construct a samp le of each item that will be made and.keep record of time used.
Figure labor gst of construction of items.
Keelerfinan ial record of.material purchased and costs.
Design and io'duce a label to meet existing standards.

Questions to be answered.

Tasks to be done.

Name and description or ipicture of item to be made.
Fabric recommended:
,attach sample
Notions recommended:
attach saMple
Cost:
sp'a tern
fabric/pet yard
other
width of fabrici
notions (itemizeh)
Supplies:
1: Where are raw materials to be purchased?
2. Who will order materials?
3. Wlat arrangements will be made to get materials to the factory?
Plans for storage of materials in factory?

21G
7
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PreSale Team

ProMotion

1.

List, Names of Team Members:

Taam:bUreavisor

.

Suggested 'Responsibilities:
Consult with advlarbising team to?.plan ways c;r.f contacting consunrs fOr41re-5a1e.
Make- 'arrangements for pre-sale acti.vity.
Set up sghechte for workeis who will be responsible for pre-sale.
.

,,; -rearm hpbp...to complete record of: sales.

L'Keeptotigete.record of sales.

eep aCCUrate;count of sTales 1made ind money received.

e plans for delivery of item to consumer.

Questions to be answered. Tasks to. be done.
How can the:gonsumerS be contacted for pre-sale?
What records will be required?
Who will be resRonsible for pre-sq.91How ,will merchandise be delivered?

A.

7

36
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when

b) where

S. M. 12
PrOmotion

Advertising Team

pist Names of Team Members:

Financial Manager
SUggested Responsibilities:
Plan-ways of letting consumers know about the item which will be sold,.
Plan ways of getting .th56 consumers interested in purchasing the product.
N
Select a brand name and prepare a hang tag.
Prepare .and display advertisements.
Keep records of costs of materials used in advertising am'. promotion.
(estimated and real).
,

.

.

Questions to be answered. Tasks to be done.
WJ%t. means can be used to get information to the consumer?
What.forms might the advertisements take?
What-information is needed by the consumer to make a choice? What information might be included to interest consumers in purchasing the item?
What can be included in the advertisement to attract and hold the consumer's'
attention?
Develop and sketch the advertisement that might be used.
Explain where, how and when they would be used?
Report to class for ideas and approval.
Carry out the plan.

.0
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Request Form for Materials and Stpplies

Team

Date

Item Needed and
Description

Am

Cost
per Item

Total
Cost

.

2\

Financial Manager

Teacher

7-38
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Where
Purchased

S. M. 14,

Pre-Sale of

PRE-SALE

PRE7SALE
DATE

SELLER'S RECEIPT.

BUYER S .RECEIPT

AMT. REC'D.

DOWN PAYMENT OF

FOR

FOR

FROM

FROM.

NO.

NO.

SFLTAR,

*Bring with when picking up merchandise

BY

PRE-SALE

PRE-SALE

SELLER'S RECEIPT'

BUYERIS RECEIPT

AMT. REC'D

DOWli PAYMENT OF
a.

DATE

!

FOR

F.

FROM

FROM

NO;

NO.

SELLER

*Bring with when picking up merchandise

BY

PRE-SALE

PRE-SALE

SELLER'S RECEIPT

BUYER'S RECEIPT

AMT. REC'D

DOWN PAYMENT OF

FOR

FOR

DATE

FROM

BY

NO.

NO.

SELLER

*Bring with when picking up merchandise

<

7

3 9
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Expense Record
Item

furchaasd

Where
Purchased

Who

Purchased

7 - 4 0

Cost

per

Item

Quluitity

Total
Amount

What's in an Advertisement

Attention Getting
Device

Form
Form

m.

i

A.

.i

0

a.
u,

)

.

Subject of the
Advertisement

.5

"A

H

8

i

As

rt

0

" t

0
N'

Information

g
cn

in

,

,

,

,

.

.

.

.

,

.
.

,

,

,

,

.

.

,

.

.

7-41-
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arenc

Cost of

latimatedioste

oducin
5

20
20

0 Items
(

'Overhead
lights
rent

building
indurance

$20

20

20

heat
machines

Raw Materials

$ 1

5

,20

Labor
6hrs @ $2/hr.

20

$12

35

Selling Arrangements

$ 1

1

A4vertising

$ 1

1

1

1

Total

$35

$44

$63

$107

Cost per.Item
4. by numbers made

$35

$ 8.40

$.3.15

$

3

2.14

S. M. IS
50 Items

Percent
of Profit

Price
per Item

Cost to
ProdUce

,

Profit
per Item

Profit
Ibta1Fro4tt' Price
20 Items
per Itedper Item

,

'Mal
Profit
50 Items

q

,

,

t

.

$2.85,.

$57

$3.68

$1.43

$28.60

$ .72

$14.40

$5.70

$2.85

$4.28

,

$1.84

$92

$2.76

$ .92

$46

$2.30

$ .46

$24

4
I

50%

$2.85
-

1

25%.

i3.7

$2.85
.

,.'
.

22;
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Semple Production Chart.

(showing approximate'beginning and,ending of work periods')
)1ORKER

DAY 1

27:

4

3

5

6

7

8

9'

10

11

12

13

14

Pattern MAkers
Pattern Graders
04

Spreaders

Cutteee
Markers'

Pre-Construction
Supervisor
Machine Operators

Pre-trainina

Quality Control
Inspector

Pre-training

Presser

Pre-trail4.m

Trimmer, Finisher

Pre-training
.

4

Packager
'Ctmstructian.

Supervisor
Post-Construction
Supervisor

,.

7-44
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'

Pre-Construction Wo&in the Production System

1.

Pattern Maker - Prepares several copies of the commerical pattern on
tag board with the appropriate markings for grainline,
fold and other constructioh features.

2.

Pattern Grader.The actual 'work of grading the pattern into different

.

sizes will not be simulated in the junior high factory.
If different sizes are to be produced, the several
sizes win be purchased and copied.

3. ppreader

Cutter

Prepares the fabric for cutting. Prepares a modk layout
of the pattern by taking sheets of paper which'correspond
to the width of fabric to be used. Lay out the pattern
according to grain markings. This procedure economizes
on the use of raw materials and helps to predict the
amount needed to meet the pre-sale orders.
- Lays the pattern pieces on the fabric according to the
spreader's plan. Outs out the garment pieces. Before
actual cutting,Aetermine the number of layers which
can be cut with accurac.
The tools available, fabric
weight and skill of the cutter wili influence the numbe.%
of layers which can be cut accurately.
The pattern pieces can be held in place by hand, or
weiOted depending on size. The outline of the pattern
piece is then traced with pencil. The item is cut and
internal.markings put on after cutting.
Pinning is not a part of gass production.
siMulated situation it maYbe.helpftl.

5,

Marker

Pre-Construction
Supervisor

In the

- Marks construction detail for sewing with pin, chalk, or
pencil.

- Should be familiar with the supplies and equipment
needed for ,each 'worker and with the work area as well as
the general tasks. Can be placed in charge of keeping
an accurate record of the number of items cut and
number needed. Can be responsible for storage of
'materials, etc.

22S
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S. M. 20 (cont.)

Construction Work in the PYoduction System
hine Operstor

2.

Inspector (QuAlitY
Control)

Trimmer, Finisher

Operates sewing machine. Completes construction
tasks assigned. NuMber depends on the method Of
production used and item being produced.

Familiar with the standards of quality construction fot
InSpects each item. .,Sends
the particular item.
correctable error back to the asseMbly line.
Inspection may occur before final stages of production
as weil. as after the final stages are coMpleted.
Complete hand sewing (buttons, hems, etc.) CheCks
for finishing touches, clips threads. May sew in corn,.
pally label.

4.

Packager

Packages for sale.
Presses seams and details.

5. Presser

(

.Construction
Supervisor

Post Construction
Supervisor
%

6

Familiar with simple construction operation and
techniques. Familiar with supplies and equipment.
May answer'questions, keeps pace of construction.
going on, reminds workers to complete time cards.
Responsible for.condition of construction area at the
close of each.day. Supervises storage of suppliei.

In charge of quality control, gives final inspection
to item, writes inspection number on the label. Keeps
accurate record of product output. Stores finished
,garments.

22 7
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Maas Production Systems
There ire three possible types of a mass production line.
The garment or product is broken into very individualized
e time.
steps for sewing. One person.does that step all
When all the steps areoompleted, one person puts 1.tiem
together. There is not too much skill involved and t is
tiresome. It is the most popular method because it i
fast. Many people are needed and the method requires
alot of space.

1.

Section Work:

2.

Bundle System: A variation of the section method. The product is broken
down into similar parts. One person may do several steps
to produce the sleeve (incllaing cuff)....,There are
several steps to this. As all the differlent bundles
are finished, they come together and are sewn into the
This
finished product. Sometimes parts don't match up.
method requires more skill.

3.'

Straight Line
Assembly:

This.is where the garment, all the pieces, stay together.
A person does one task and then passes the whole garment
with the task done. In this way pieces match up, thus,
insuring a better fit.

Floor Plan Ideas:

Set u the factory in a logical working order so the work can be passed from
Ni to the other without much extra movement. Have areas designated for
one st
the pro.essional and managerial centers as well as the manual.labor center.
Keep as many of the supplies in these areas appropriate to that work as
possible, po that the workers.canset them without your aibistance. Depending
on the layout of your room, a S or Z or a circular pattern works out well
for the manual labor.

:S. M. 22

A Job in the Production of a Product'
1.

My past clothing production experience includes:(
Item Made

Previous clothing classes I

Date

have taken:

2:

My favorite part of Clothing construction is
Pre-Construction Supervisor

Pattern Maker

Spreader
Construction Supervisor

Cutter

Marker
Quality Control Inspector

Machine Operator
Presser

-

Post-Construction Supervisor

Finisher, Trimmer
Packager

3.

I think I am particularly well qualified for this job because

4.

List two teachers or other adults that could be contacted as a reference
about youF capabilities.
When and Where to Contact

Name

5.

To me, this class factory will be a success if (write as much as needed):
(use back of form if necessay)
/

02 2 9
7 4 8
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ame

Emplolpe Tim. Car4
-List Job(s)

Keep track Of all time that you work.

Be exact to tho minute.

Time

NO. Piet%
Desalbe What You Did

Out

Date

Completed

II

6

r-

PointsEarned

S. Ms 24
Hoy
1.

_Much Did 1 Earn?

Take out your employee time card.
Add up the total number of minutes you worked.

Total

2.

Change the minutes into hours and minutes.

3e

Minimum wage, for people over 16, as of Jan. 1, 1975 states that $2.00 per hr.
must be paid. How much would you have eamedtfor you labor at the
minimum wage price?

4.

What is the actual

5.

Multiply hours times rate of pay.

Total

ay. rate for a worker of this type?

Would you be willing to work 'in this job at this rate of pay?
Why? For how long?

231
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Financial Report
I. EXPENDITURES
4

Team
Total Dollars Spent

Design Team
(includes coet of ellimaterials
for volumes of product made as
'well as other costs in selecting
design)

Promotion,Team
(includes cost of all materials for
promorti,on activities)

Sales Team
(includes cost of all Materials for
sales)

Labor
(total amounts each student determined he or she would make)
Total Expense

-II. INCOME

Sales Team
Type and NuMber Sold
Firsts

Selling Price

Amount Earned

Seconds

Others

Grand Total

III. PRbFIT
Determine whether a profit was made.
total income for the total sales.

Substract the total expense from the

7-51
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,

NAS$ PROLUCTION - CLOCK ANALOGY

These statements are illustrative of the kinds of ideas which studeas might
give when comparing mass production to clocks.
.

Clocks that do not measure time
accurately may be replaced or
scraped; factories that do not
produce goods efficiently mey
be replaced or scraped.

Ebth clocks and watches and factories
sometimes breek down and need expert
repair.

If even a little thing goes wrong in a
clock, it affects the acuracy of measurement; if even a little thing goes
wrong in a factory, it affects products.
,The clock has lots of gears; the
factory, lots of workers.'

The gears are different sizes and do
different work, so do workers.

.

Mbney starts mass production; energy
(electrical, mechanical) starts a clock.

10
'

Both processes are repeated over and
oVer.
A clock needs people to provide the
mechanical labor or produce the
electrical power; mass production
needs people to perform the operations
or run the machines.
Clocks and watches differ in size; so
do mass production set-ups.
Clocks and factories are alike because
their parts work best when they work
(i.e., It makes for
smoothly together.
smooth operating when someone knows
how to run a sewing machine or how much
to wind a clock rather than mishandling
the equipment.)

(time). .The products' of,,,lass

There canbe rejects of mass
production, but there are no
rejects-of time.

.14ass production can be speeded up or
slowed down by management; a clock can
'be apeeded up and slowed down by a
jeweler or repair person.

.

23
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.

The product which.results from
operating a clock is only one thing
production are unlimitee-in
variety.

Mese production results in a number of
products all the same. The clock produces seconds, minutes and hours all,
of the same time measurement.

(

Time doesn't have differences
in quality, but the products of
mass production may differ in
quality:

S. M. 27

Name
Field Trip Observation

1.

What workers did
you see?

What were they doing?

Equipment Used

ex. receptionist

2.

A.

Describe the working conditions (areas
lighting, temperaturei equipment, etc.

B.

Would you like to work under these conditibns?
Why or why not?

C.

Which worker would you prefer to be?
Why?

A.

Was there something you did not like?

B.

What impressed you most?

space for each workeri

What job in the factory might you like to have?
Why?

What training is needed?

What, experience is. needed?

a

7

5 3
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Part I
Directions:

Analyzing Needs and Satisiactions
c-

!

Put a plus sign (+),to the left of eactrstatement that tells
something you feel is important in your life.
Put a minus sign (-) to the left of each statement that tells
something you feel is not so important.
Keeping busy in a productive way
Feeling Part of something big,
,

Doing things indoors

Having convenient working hours

Feeling important

Doing things on your own

Working with words

Feeling that you are good at
your work

Being told what to do

Being honest and ethical

Working with'numbers

Working quickly

'Getting attention

Doing a variety of things

Doing routine work

Working in pleasant surrouldidts

Being a member of a group

Supervising others

Having responsibility

Doing work of value to people

Working slowly

Telling others what to do

Helping other people

Handling money

Working with your hands
Knowing why you're doing something

Doing the best you can
Making money

Being liked by co-workers

i/

Liking your co-workers

Working with things

Seeing the product of your work

Making decisions

Feeling independent

Working in a small group

Always knowing what's next

Being judged fairly

Workihg outdoors

Competing with others

Doing the same taSk over and over

Feeling self-confident

Dealing with pePple

Doing exact work

Being able to express yourideas

Becoming well known

Feeling safe from accidents

Being a leader

Making yourfamily proud of you

Being creative or original

Traveling as Part of your work

Moving about aE you work

Not having responsibility

Talking to co-workers

Part II.
Select 5 -7 10 statements which are most important to-ypu to be able to find in
a job. Circle them.
a

235
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EXperience Sheet

?

Student's Name

1.

Date

What jobs did you have in the operation of the factory?
Describe what you did

Design Team
Sales and Promotion
Production Team
2.

How did you like yau jobs?.

job

liked it very well
liked it faiay well

disliked it somewhat
idisliked it very much

liked it very well
liked it faiay well

disliked it somewhat
disliked it very much

3. "Choose the favorite job and answer the following questions

4.

5.

A.

What aspects of youe job did you like the most?

B.

What aspects of your job did you dislike the most?

What skills or knowledge was required'for this task?

t past training and/or experience did you find useful?

6.

How would you describe the working conditions you had?

7.

What would you consider the major advantage if you did this job as
a career? Specify job.

8.

What wauld be major disadvantages?

9.

What would you see as advancement opportunities in each of your tasks?

23G
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